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PREFACE.

The author is aware that in venturing upon a

scientific theme he transcends the hmits of his

province, but relies for indulgence on the fact,

that his subject is considered chiefly in the light

in which it presents itself in the writings of those

ancients whom it is his proper business to inter-

pret. It is, moreover, possible for one who makes

no pretension to original discovery ; who, far from

being a proficient, is himself a learner ; to collect

from various quarters, and arrange, what may

contribute to the entertainment or instruction of

others, who want leisure or opportunity for simi-

lar pursuits. And if, in the performance of this

task, he occasionally fail, he may reasonably hope

to find in those, whom superior knowledge quali-

fies to aid him, not severe censors, but indulgent

friends. As such, then, does the author look to

the learned and scientific, for benevolent sugges-

tions, that may enable him, perhaps, at some fu-

ture time, to render this, now very imperfect essay,

somewhat less unworthy their regard.





ANCIENT MINERALOGY.

One who professes his intention to treat of

Ancient Mineralogy, may well anticipate some

objection to the term ; and that it will, perhaps, be

asked: "What is meant by Ancient Mineralogy ?"

Mineralogy is a science with which the ancients

were wholly unacquainted—and certainly they

were so, if we understand, what the term now
implies—a well digested classification, and syste-

matic arrangement of every known substance in

the mineral world. But, in regard as well to Min-

eralogy, as to Botany, Chemistry, and other

branches of Natural Science, it will hardly be

denied that the ancients possessed much and

various information
; although, on the other hand,

it may be granted, that they had little science ac-

cording to the modern acceptation of the term.

Aristotle was a good zoologist, and Theophrastus

a good botanist and mineralogist, notwithstanding

their ignorance of modern systems ; and they fail

to obtain, in these characters, the credit they de-

serve, because the facts known to them from ob-

1



6 ANCIENT MINERALOGY.

servation and experience were not systematically

connected, and completed by the addition of

others, derived from analogical reasoning, further

experiment, and just induction.

Mineralogy now claims, with justice, to be re-

garded as a science; and, in fact, as one of the

three grand divisions of Natural History, it holds

an elevated rank ; all inorganic bodies, the whole

mineral kingdom, belonging to its domain.

In accumulating the varied objects of his science,

the mineralogist has explored almost every region

of the globe : the recesses of every cavern, the

depths of every mine, the heart of every rock into

which modern enterprise has pierced. The pro-

fusion of minerals thus brought to light has been

submitted to analysis ; and their true composition,

as ascertained by the result, has furnished the

basis generally adopted for their scientific arrange-

ment. Some writers, however, have been much
guided in their classification of minerals by exter-

nal or physical characters collectively considered
;

and others, again, have regarded especially that

most remarkable and constant of these physical

characters, their crystalline form.

In the writings of the ancients we should look

in vain for any such well grounded comprehensive

system. They were, for the most part, content

with describing individually the minerals they

knew, by some more striking external characters,

or some obvious property, or the uses to which they

were applied. And in this branch of Natural
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Science, as well as in others, there is often great

difficulty in ascertaining to what species objects

mentioned by the ancients are to be referred ;
be-

cause they were apt to dwell upon features, strik-

ing perhaps in the individual before them ; but in

no wise characteristic of its kind. And they were,

besides, so poetical, often, and imaginative, that

they could hardly bring themselves to give a

plain unvarnished description of any thing

remarkable, whether in nature or in art.^

But, in justice to the ancients we should bear

in mind, that the science of mineralogy is, even

now, of very recent date. That it is, perhaps,

within the last half century only that any work

has appeared containing more philosophical views

of the subject than were exhibited in the little

treatise of Theophrastus above two thousand years

ago. We know that the ancients were acquainted

with the external characters, at least, of a vast

number of minerals
; with the uses and properties

of very many
; and we find the only two ancient

authors, who treat of them professedly, making

various attempts at classification. Why, then,

may we not speak of ancient mineralogy as well

' Every pag-e of Pliny's great work, though one in which we
might least expect to meet with poetry, will supply examples.

Speaking, for instance, of the mysterious virtue of the maajnet, he

exclaims—" What is more sluggish than the rigid stone 1 Lo
'.

nature hath given to it hands and feeling. What more stubborn

than the obdurate iron? But it yields, and becomes gentle; for,

attracted by the magnetic stone, tliat substance which is the sub-

duer of all things else, flies toward the unseen power, and when
near, stands still, is held and clings to its embrace," (36. 25.)
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as of the mineralogy of the last century ? If we
should light in Pompeii on a cabinet of minerals

;

which would be one of Pliny's time ; it might be

found, perhaps, full as well arranged as was that

of Sir John Hill, the translator of Theophrastus,

sixty years ago.

Besides the descriptions given by Dioscorides^ of

many mineral substances, which form an important

portion of his materia medica, and the incidental

notices of them scattered through the Physicians,

Philosophers, Historians, Geographers and Poets

of antiquity, there remains a short treatise of

Theophrastus, expressly " Upon stones,"—and the

last five books of Pliny's great work are chiefly

devoted to the consideration of minerals.

The little book of Theophrastus appears to have

formed part of some larger work ; in which he

may, perhaps, have treated more fully of the

characters and properties of minerals. In the

piece which has survived to us, his chief endeavor

seems to be, the settlement of some principle of

classification ; and, though he introduces a con-

siderable number of mineral substances, it is often

rather by way of illustration than with a view to

characterize and describe them ; and he evidently

refers to them in most cases as to substances with

which his reader is acquainted.

Beckmann pronounces Theophrastus "the ablest

and most accurate mineralogist of the ancients,"^

' Whom Beckmann (Hist, of Inv. 3. 73.) pronounces a good judge
of minerals.

' History of Inventions, 1, 142.
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thus doing justice to the philosophical character

of his work, and admitting that the ancients pos-

sessed such an acquaintance with minerals as

might be styled inineralogy. Throughout the

work of Theophrastus we can perceive that he is

striving in a very philosophical spirit to lay down
some satisfactory basis of arrangement ; but the

appropriate crystalline forms of minerals not hav-

ing been attended to, except in some few instances,

and their chernical composition being totally un-

known, his efforts are, of course, not entirely suc-

cessful. If we view in this light Theophrastus'

work, and bear in mind that it was not his inten-

tion to describe, nor even to name all the then

known minerals, we shall less wonder at its bre-

vity, and at the slight and merely passing notice he

bestows on some of the most important substances.

That those he mentions constitute but a small

portion of those known to his contemporaries we
may infer from the fact, that Pliny, though he

draws from Grecian authors chiefly, many of them

coeval with or older than Theophrastus, and

though he mentions at least twenty minerals for

each one named by Theophrastus, concludes by

saying that there is no end to the names of these

mineral productions, and that it is far from his in-

tention to discourse of all.^

Theophrastus distinguishes minerals according

as they are capable of effecting^ liable or not lia-

ble, to inifer something. Thus the emerald, he
n

» Pliu. Hist. Nat. 35, 1—37, 74, 75.

1*



10 ANCIENT MINERALOGY.

observes, can impart its color to the water in which

it is immersed ; the Herachan stone possesses an

attractive power. Some stones may be carved, or

turned in a lathe, or divided by a saw ; while

upon some, steel makes no impression, and others it

touches with great difficulty. Sometimes the same

character, as to color, hardness, and other proper-

ties, belongs to masses of considerable extent ; as

to the quarries of Paros, Pentelicus, Chios, and

Thebes. Other properties, again, belong to min-

erals which occur rarely and of small size ; as the

emerald, the sard, the carbuncle, the sapphire, and

generally, those which are engraved as seals. He
also divides minerals into fusible and infusible,

combustible and incombustible, and suggests va-

rious examples to illustrate these distinctions.

Pliny handles his subject in a much less philo-

sophical way, though far more extensively than

Theophrastus. In the rambling discursive man-

ner which characterizes throughout his valuable,

but ill-digested compilation, he treats of metals in

two books, the 33d and 34th; of earths in the

35th ; of stones in the 36th ; and in the 37th and

last, of gems. Under which last division would

have fallen, probably, most of the specimens that

are found in modern cabinets.

Pliny observes^ that new gems, which are

without name, occur from time to time, A re-

mark that might have been made with truth at

any period of the world, if by the word gem we

1 Plin. 37, 74.
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understand, as Pliny did, a hard mineral substance,

whether crystallized or not, occurring in small

quantity, and fit to be engraved for ring-stones.

Every year, almost, brings to light new mineral

combinations, or new varieties of minerals already

known. And we find that almost every province

of considerable extent possesses minerals peculiar

to itself. With many of these, no doubt, the an-

cients were unacquainted ; but, on the other hand,

they must have known many which modern mi-

neralogists do not ; the localities whence they

were obtained having been long since exhausted,

and no specimens having survived through such

a lapse of time. Ancient cabinets may have con-

tained full as great a variety as we see in modern

collections; for Pliny, after specifying a great

number of minerals, gives us to understand that

they form but a small portion of those he could

have named. The remark he adds might be made
with equal truth of modern catalogues of min-

erals ; that the same substance is often called by

different names, in consequence of slight difference

in some external characters.

Besides Theophrastus, Dioscorides, and Pliny,

there are many ancient authors from whom occa-

sionally something may be learned respecting

minerals. Historians and geographers find occa-

sion to speak of them as occurring in countries

they describe. Physicians prescribe them as re-

mediate. Yitruvius mentions a considerable

number as used in the construction or decoration
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of buildings. There are, moreover, works both

prose and verse that treat expressly of minerals,

and might, not improperly, be styled ancient ; but

which, falling below the age of Pliny, are without

the limits to which we have chosen to confine our-

selves.

One of the most remarkable pieces transmitted

to us from antiquity, connected with our subject,

is a poem consisting of near eight hundred Greek

hexameters, bearing the name of Orpheus as its

author, and in fact regarded not very long ago,

even by learned critics, as the production of that

bard so celebrated in Grecian fable ; but the seve-

rity of modern criticism has disallowed its claim

to such high antiquity, and left us in great uncer-

tainty both as to its date and author. Its chief

object is to teach the mystical and healing virtues

of about thirty different precious stones, or mineral

substances ; and due allowance being made *for

the poetical ornaments of thought and diction with

which the subject matter is invested, it is treated

in much the same way as by Pliny and other an-

cient naturalists. That is to say, together with

some obvious characters, and true properties of the

mineral described, we have idle fancies and super-

stitious notions as to its virtues in the cure or pre-

vention of disorders ; in guarding against or heal-

ing the bite of serpents ; in averting misfortune,

propitiating the favor of the gods, and conciliat-

ing the good will of men. This being a too com-

mon character of ancient works on natural science,
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the belles lettres scholar, unable amidst so much
that is false or frivolous, to discern the truths

which sometimes lie hid under various disguises,

often throws aside with disgust a volume in which

the scientific reader may detect curious and useful

facts.

It is proposed to make Pliny the basis of the fol-

lowing remarks, and, without conj&ning ourselves

very closely to his order, to combine in a sort of

commentary upon the mineralogical portion of his

last five books, whatever in Theophrastus, Dios-

corides, and others, shall appear to deserve nfotice,

as connected with our subject.

But before we enter on this more methodical

examination of minerals known to Pliny, at a pe-

riod comparatively recent, let us consider briefly

and apart, those mentioned in the Bible.

The design of the sacred Scriptures, was not to

teach us Natural Science ; but to make us wise

unto salvation. Accordingly, and in consistence

with the simplicity of those early times to which

the books of the Old Testament relate, we find in

them few indications of any acquaintance with

minerals, other than six metals, and various pre-

cious stones.

Besides these, indeed, the mineral substances

mentioned in the Bible amount in number to no

more than nine; which are marble, alabaster,

lime, flint, brimstone, amber, vermilion, nitre,

and salt. To these we should perhaps add two

others, the one bdellium ; mention of which
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twice occurs ;^ and as to the nature of which in-

terpreters are wholly at a loss :^ the other bitumen;

for a word in the sixteenth chapter of Genesis,

translated pitchy and twice afterwards, in the same

book, slime^ is thought by the learned to signify,

not the vegetable substance, but mineral pitch, a

species of bitumen.

The only metals spoken of in Scripture as

known previous to the Deluge, are copper and

iron. Besides which we find mentioned in the

Bible, gold, silver, tin and lead. Ores of two other

metals appear to have been employed as pigments

from the earliest times ; the one a sulphuret of

mercury, which furnished a native vermilion ; the

other a sulphuret of antimony, from which was

prepared a black paint, very generally used by

women in the East, even at this day, to improve

the beauty of the eye, by heightening its lustre,

and increasing its apparent size.^

In the short list just now given of mineral sub-

stances mentioned in the Bible, there are three only

that require at present further notice. These are

alabaster, salt, and nitre. The alabaster of the an-

cients was not the substance now usually desig-

nated by that name, and used to form small

' Gen. 2, 12. Numb. 11, 7.

3 The Septuag-int renders it carbuncle {avSpa^) in one, and crys-

tal in the other of these two passages. It is thoug-ht by some com-

mentators to have been pearl ; by others beryl ; and by others

again, the g-um-resin still called by the same name.

3 Hence was derived one of its names 7rXttri;<5^0aX/^oj/.
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figures, vases, and other ornaments, which is a

granular or compact gypsum ; that of the ancients

was more commonly a stalagmitic carbonate of

lime. The name was applied both to the material

and to the vessels made of it, for the purpose com-

monly of preserving unguents and odoriferous

liquids. This is the purpose to which Pliny^

speaks of it as peculiarly adapted. We find it men-

tioned in the New Testament as applied to this use,

and so it continues to be in Egypt, even to the

present day.

Table salt is a mineral with which all are fami-

liarly acquainted ; but a knowledge of the charac-

ters of that spoken of in the New Testament may
throw light upon the text in which our Lord's dis-

ciples are compared to the salt of the earth; which,

if it lose its savor, is cast out and trodden under

foot. The salt alluded to was probably fossil salt,

which containing, as such salt generally does, a

large proportion of ochrey clay or other earthy

matter, was liable from exposure to become insipid.

Accordingly Maundrell, in his journey to Jerusa-

lem, tells us that in the valley of Salt, on the side

towards Gibul, from a small precipice formed by

the continual taking away of the salt, he broke out

a piece, of which the part that had been exposed

to the sun, rain, and air, though it contained

sparks and particles of salt, had entirely lost its

savor, while that part next the rock still retained,

as he found, its saltness.^ Salt which had thus

» Plin. 13, 2-36, 12.

2 Maundrell's Journey, p. 214.
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become insipid might be used for the purpose of

repairing roads ; or cast out to he trodden under

foot.

The 7iitre repeatedly mentioned in Scripture

was not our nitre, or salt petre ; but an impure

carbonate of soda, procured from certain lakes in

Egypt, which appear from recent accounts to fur-

nish it still in great abundance.^ These lakes, six

in number, lie west of the Delta of the Nile, and

are called the Lakes of Natron.^ Hence the

Greeks and Romans derived the names vjV^ov, ni-

trum ; which the Latins, as we shall hereafter see,

applied, not to natron only, but to a considerable

variety of substances containing more or less alka-

line salts f and, according to the opinion of some

mineralogists, to two other wholly different com-

pounds, muriate of ammonia, or sal ammoniac,

and nitrate of potash, or salt petre ; to which last

only is the name now confined.'*

The natron, or ancient nitre, was used for the

purpose to which we continue to apply the same

alkali when combined with oils, in the form of

soap. The prophet Jeremiah, therefore, speaks^

of one washing himself with nitre. And the

violent action which ensues the pouring of an

acid on an alkali suggested to Solomon his com-

parison between one "that singeth songs to a

' See Champollion's Letters from Egypt.

2 Broug-. Min. I, 15L

3 Plin. Hist. Nat. 31, 46. Eeckmann's Hist, of Inv. 4, 525.

* Kidd's Min. 2, 6. Jameson's Min. 2, 316.

* Jeremiah, 2, 22.
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heavy heart," and vinegar upon nitre.^ When
vinegar and the salt which we call nitre are

brought together there is no apparent discrepance

between them ; but pour vinegar on the nitre of

Scripture, and there follows an effervescence, that

shows the propriety of the royal penman's simile.^

Let us now turn our attention to those valued

productions of the mineral kingdom, which furnish

the sacred writers with so many images to express

beauty, magnijficence, purity, solidity, and strength.

As when Isaiah, foretelling the future greatness of

Jerusalem, says, "Behold, I will lay thy stones

with fair colors, and lay thy foundation with sap-

phires
; and I will make thy windows of agates,

and thy gates of carbuncles, and all thy borders

of pleasant stones."^ The gems mentioned here

and elsewhere in the Bible, we have every reason

to believe were, collectively taken, the same which

the East continues still to furnish in their highest

perfection ; but it is impossible at this day to as-

certain the species of each individual stone.'* In

the case of some, as of the agate, the onyx, and

the beryl ; where the name is evidently the same

in the ancient languages and now ; while the cha-

racters ascribed by ancients and moderns to the

stone agree, we cannot be in doubt ; but as to

* Prov. 25, 20.

* Respecting the ancient use of nitrum in washing, see Beck. Hist.

ofluv. 3, 231.

» Isaiah, 54, 12.

* See Harris' Nat. Hist, of the Bible. Goguct Orig. des Loix, 2,

111.

2
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others, again, a comparison of circumstances

makes it evident that the ancient name, retained

by us, is no longer applied to the same substance.

Thus it may be inferred that the ancient chryso-

lite was either a deep colored variety of the oriental

topaz, or the gem called hyacinth by us ; while

the topaz of the ancients was the stone which we
call chrysolite.^ Learned critics generally agree

that the dia?nond was not known in the time of

Moses. The word translated diamond in the de-

scription of the breast-plate signifies, as is thought,

a stone hard to break
; or used in breaking others

;

a description applicable to many oriental gems.^

The diamond was known at a later period airiong

the ancients, and possessed a high value, but de-

rived chiefly from its extreme rarity and unrivalled

hardness. It was a gem of no extraordinary bril-

liancy nor beauty, since to display these qualities

it must be cut and polished, and that art was not

discovered until near the end of the 15th century.*

The frequent allusion made by the sacred wri-

ters to precious stones, as objects of comparison, or

otherwise, may have been owing in part to their

dwelling in countries near to those whence, chiefly,

1 See afterwards the article Topaz.

2 See Harris' Nat. Hist, of the Bible.

3 The art of cutting- and polishing" the diamond was discovered

in Europe by Lewis Berghem, in 1456 ; but some have thoug-ht it

known to the artists of Hindoatan and China at a very early period.

(Jam. Min. 1,9.) Lessing, however, an acute and skilful antiquary,

takes certain pretended antique cut diamonds to be sapphires. (See

Brong. Tr. Elem. de Min. 2, 61, and Goquet Orig. des Loix, 2, IIL
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the most precious gems have always been obtain-

ed, and in which we may suppose them to have

been less rare in those early ages than at the pre-

sent day ; and therefore to have furnished more

familiar images of those natural qualities for which
they are admired. And it is for this purpose only,

of ornament and illustration, as learned commen-
tators think, that their names are introduced. For

although pagan antiquity ascribed various mysti-

cal virtues to certain precious stones, it is not in-

tended that those mentioned in Scripture should

be " strictly scrutinized, or minutely and particu-

larly explained as if they had each of them some

precise and spiritual meaning."

It ought not to escape our notice while upon
this subject, that at the early period of the Ex-
odus, the art of polishing, setting, and even en-

graving precious stones was, as we learn from the

description of the ephod and breast-plate, already

known and practised. It is true that to engrave

merely the names of the children of Israel, there

was not required the same degree of skill that we
find afterwards displayed amongst the Greeks ; but

the principles of the art, and the means of execu-

tion were probably the same. And this may sug-

gest an illustration of the difference between an-

cients and moderns, both as to -ar^ a.nd science ;

for in regard to gems, as to other matters, it may
b§ said, that the ancients possessed less science ;

but very superior art. They were wholly igno-

rant of the chemical composition of these stones

;
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but engraved them with a consummate taste and

skill that have been rarely, if ever, equalled in

modern times.

The ancients, regarding the external characters

alone, and especially the color, distinguished, as

was natural, by different names, the sapphire, the

ruby, the emerald, the topaz, and other oriental

stones, which now the mineralogist, determined

by the results of analysis, classes together, as be-

longing all of them to a single species. One who
in ancient times possessed a colorless sapphire and

a polished diamond (if the ancients had been ac-

quainted with any such) might, from their resem-

blance in transparency, lustre, superior weight,

and hardness, have been led to place them among
his treasures side by side; while the modern,

in arranging his cabinet according to the true

composition of minerals, would degrade the dia-

mond from the brilliant society in which it has

been used to shine, to take its place with plumb-

ago, anthracite, and coal. To pursue this specu-

lation farther ; the artist who from a rude mass of

Parian marble produced the Venus de' Medici

;

and he who converted a shapeless block of Lunen-

sian marble into that form of super-human dignity

and grace, the Belvidere Apollo, were not aware

that the stone they chiseled was primitive lime-

stone, and might not easily have been brought to

believe that of the solid substance upon whi^
they wrought nearly one half the weight was an

aerial acid—Ictinus too, when he built the Par-
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thenon ; and Phidias, while he adorned it with his

sculpture, (although the latter is said to have pos-

sessed all the science of the age he lived in) were

alike ignorant of the nature of the materials they

employed ; but this their ignorance did not pre-

vent the statuaries and the architect from execut-

ing works, which have defied the competition of

all succeeding time.

But, from writings in which the mention of mi-

neral substances is rare and incidental, and from

which it is by inference only that we can gather

any thing respecting their character or properties,

let us now turn to authors who treat of them ex-

pressly; and adopting for the most part Pliny's

order, as was proposed, consider first the metals

with which the Greeks and Romans were ac-

quainted. These were the six already mentioned

as known to the writers of the Old Testament,

and, in addition to them, mercury ; which is first

spoken of by Aristotle and Theophrastus under

the name of fluid silver (%7u^os x"^"^^^-) Its nature,

however, does not seem to have been much un-

derstood, even four centuries later ; for Pliny dis-

tinguishes between quicksilver, argentum vivum,

and the liquid silver, hydrargyrus^ procured by

processes which he describes, from minium, or na-

tive cinnabar. This hydrargyrus he supposes to

be a spurious imitation of quicksilver, and fraudu-

knt substitute for it in various uses to which it

was applied.

We shall hereafter find reason for believing that

2*
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the ancients had seen zinc and antimony in their

metallic form ; and it is probable they occasionally

met with arsenic, bismuth, and other of the now
known metals which occur in a native state, but

confounded them with some one of the seven with

which they were more familiar. They were well

acquainted with zinc, arsenic, and antimony, in

certain of their combinations ; but as reguli, or

pure metals, it was by the alchymists that these

three were first distinctly recognised. There has

, been, however, no great diifference between ancients

and moderns as to the state of knowledge on this

head until within a period comparatively late ; for

although there are now, including the metallic

bases of the earths, as many as forty metals ascer-

tained, yet all of them, except bismuth and the

ten already mentioned, have been discovered with-

in the last hundred years.

Gold, the metal which ranks highest in the es-

timation ofmankind, was, probably, one of the first,

if not the first, with which they were acquaint-

ed. It was found in a native state in almost every

country of the ancient world, and abounded in the

sands of many ancient rivers which have long

since ceased to be auriferous. Such was the case

with the Pactolus even in Strabo's time,^ though

i at a more ancient period it had been proverbial for

[its golden sands. Nor are the Tagus, the Po, the

teebrus, and the Ganges, any longer celebrated

I Strabo. Geogr. p. 626.
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upon this account, as they once were.^ Whence

it seems reasonable to infer, that in proportion as

we go back into remote antiquity, we may regard

this source of supply as having%een abundant.

From the facility with which this gold, than which

as Pliny observes^ there is none purer, was to be

obtained, even in the earliest stages of society, we
may account in part for the prodigious quantity

on some occasions spoken of by ancient authors.

As in the account given of the wealth of Solomon f
in the description we find in Diodorus Siculus of

the tomb of king Osymandyas,* and of the statues,

table and vessels of gold dedicated by Semiramis f
in Herodotus' account of the wealth of Croesus,

and his presents to the oracle of Delphi, as also of

the tribute paid to Darius Hystaspes by the several

provinces of his empire.^

But this apparent abundance of gold is also to

be explained in part from the fact of its having

been accumulated at certain periods chiefly in

some one place; as at Babylon, under Semiramis

;

at Jerusalem, under Solomon ; at Sardis, under

CroBSUs ; at Babylon again, under Darius, and af-

terwards until the death of Alexander. At Alex-

andria, perhaps more than elsewhere, under his

1 Plin. 33, 25.

3 Plin. 33, 21.

3 1 Kings, c. 6, V. 20—22; c. 10, v. 14-21.

^ Diod. Sic. 1, 49.

5 Diod. Sic. 2, 9.

6 Herod, lib. 1, c. 56, eeqq. 92. Lib. 3, c. 90, seqq.

"***&*
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successors ; and afterwards at Rome, while she

was at the summit of her power. Gold, too, hav-

ing been used in the earUer ages almost solely for

purposes of oflfament, not as a medium of ex-

change, was therefore less likely to be either hoard-

ed in the shape of money, or scattered through a

multitude of hands. Copper having been found

anciently in a native state as well as gold ; and

sometimes in great abundance, even on the sur-

face of the ground; we hear of ancient nations

using no other metals than these two. Thus we
are told by Herodotus^ that the Massagetse use cop-

per for their spears and other weapons of oifence,

gold for the ornaments of their persons ; copper

for the breast-plates of their horses, but for the or-

naments of their reins, their bits, and their trap-

pings, gold. Of iron and silver, he says they

make no use, nor are these metals found in their

country ; but copper and gold in very great abun-

dance. He speaks of the North of Europe as es-

pecially abounding in gold,^ and of the Scythians

burying with the bodies of their kings vessels of

gold ; but making no use of copper or of silver.^

The first mention of gold and silver, is where

Abraham is described as " very rich in cattle, in

silver, and in gold."* The earliest mention of

tbwn, as applied to any use, is in relation to the

ornaments which Abraham's servant presented to

1 Herodotus, 1, 216. « Herod. 3, 116.

3 Herod. 4, 71. * Gen. 13, 2.
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Rebekah,^ " Ear-rings, bracelets, jewels of silver

and of gold." And Pharaoh is spoken of in the

same book as putting a gold chain about Joseph's

neck f so that we find the most ancient uses of

gold were much the same with those to which it

still continues to be applied. But it is spoken of

throughout the Bible and Homer, the most ancient

books, sacred and profane, as employed for a vast

variety of purposes, useful as well as ornamental

;

and, however abundant it may have been at

times, seems always to have been regarded as

what Pindar styles it,^ "a conspicuous ornament

of lordly wealth." It was sometimes anciently,

as it now is, applied to uses in the arts for

which it was peculiarly fitted by its incorruptibi-

lity. Thus we find that it was used, even at

Rome, and above three hundred years before the

Christian era, for securing in their places artificial

teeth. A law of the twelve tables making an ex-

ception as regards such gold, and permitting it to

be buried together with the dead.^

Among the uses to which gold was ancientlfj^

applied, it may deserve mention that a tissue was
.sometimes made of it without admixture of any
'other substance. Pliny says^ he had seen Agrip-

pina, wife of Claudius, seated at his side during

the exhibition of a naval combat, clothed in a robe

of gold woven without other material, ^^n Cas-

» Gen. 24, 22. a Gen. 41, 42. 3 Olym. 1, 4.

4 Cic. de Leg. 2, 24. « Plin. 33, 19.
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sius speaks of the same occasion, when Agrippina

waSj according to him, arrayed in a cloak of gold

{X>MiiuSi §ia,xp\)(fl(f) ho(fii.sTTo.) Lampridius in his life

of Heliogabalus, mentions a tunic of the same kind

worn by him,^ and Sidonius Apollinaris alludes to

the mode of weaving such cloth of gold.^

Though it is probable the auriferous sands of

rivers and alluvial plains furnished anciently, as

perhaps they do still, the greatest quantity of gold,

yet there were mines worked at a very early

period. Cadmus is said to have opened the first

mine of copper and gold in Mount Pangaeum f
the same region from which, eleven hundred years

I later, Philip of Macedon derived the treasures

which enabled him to prosecute successfully his

ambitious schemes. The Pharaohs drew great

quantities of copper and gold from the mines of

Nubia and Ethiopia ;^ and it appears that mines of

copper and gold were worked in Siberia during a

very remote antiquity by some people unacquaint-

ed with the use of iron tools.^ These mines,

Which are on the southern and eastern borders of ,

the Ural mountains, and have been examined of

late years by Gmelin, Lepechin, and Pallas, wereA
probably among the sources whence those Scy-W
thians, of whom Herodotus makes mention, drew

their gold.

» Aldi.'edit. fo. 112. 2 Carm. 22, v. 199. 3 Strabo. p. 998.

4 Diod. Sic, 3, 11, and the original source in Photii Biblioth. c.

1339.

6 Jacob's Hist, of the Prec. Met. c. 2.
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There were in Thasos, and other Greek islands,

very ancient gold mines, originally opened by the

Phoenicians. Herodotus tells us he had himself

seen these Phoenician mines of Thasos, and that a

great mountain had been overturned there in

searching for the metal.*

Spain also contained rich mines of gold ; and an

ancient city of its Atlantic coast, Tartes^sus, is sup-

posed to have been the Tarshish of Scripture.^

Strabo declares^ that no country in the world pro-

duced gold, silver, copper, and iron in so great

abundance, and of so good a quality as that part

of Spain called Turditania^ and its neighborhood;

%nd Pliny observes^ that the barren mountains of

this counny, wliish yielded nothing else, were rich

in gold. T^e same author speaks of gold mines

^ the territory, of Vercellae, in Italy, in which to

employ more than five thousand men was express-

ly prohibited by law.^ Diodonis Siculus mentions

'Arabia as producing the finest native gold, (x^(fk

aifv^og) in pieces about the size of a chestnut, and

of so bright a color that artists used it in setting

the most precious stones to form beaut^iful orna-

ments.^ ^'

Silver and gold, as they are generally found as-

sociated in varying proportions, were anciently, in

most cases, gotten from the same mines. Fhny
observes that silver is derived from mines only

;

.
•
;

« Herod. 6, 47. ^ 2 Bocharti Geogr. Sac. 3, 7. coL 170.

3 Strabo. p. 146.
'

* Plin. 33, 21.

^* Plin. 33, 21.
•

• 6 Died. Sic. 2, 50.
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that it was found in almost all the Roman pro-,

vinces, but the best in Spain ; and was, like gold,

' obtained from a barren sbil and mountains. The
mines opened in Spain by Hannibal, certain of

1 which had yielded him three hundred pounds of

silver daily, were in Pliny's time not yet exhausted,,

/and the mountain that contained them had been

excavated to the distance of a mile and a half.*

This country would appear, from the account

which Diodorus gives,^ to have been among the

principal sources of this metal; and, perhaps,hence

chiefly even the East may have drawn its sup-

plies. But many other.countries furnished silver

besides Spain; and while upon this subject it^*

would not be right to omit all mention of that

" fountain of silver, treasure of the earth," which

jiEschylus says^ the Athenians possessed. Th^
I

mines of Laurium, to which he alludes, were pro-

j
bably more productive at about his time than at

\
any period before or since. They do not appear*

•i to have been at any time very profitable, as com-

pared with tho^ of other countries, and though

they continued for many centuries to employ great

numbers of men, they, during a great portion of

the time, scarcely defrayed the expense of work-

ing them. Strabo speaks of them as originally '

vali|§>ble, but in his time exhausted.'*

» Plin. 33, 31. 2 Diod. Sic. 5, 35. #
3 ^schyl. Pers. v. 238.

4 Strabo. Gcogr. p. 399, where see Casaubon. These mines are

mentioned by Herodotue, Thucydides, Pausanias, and others, a^d
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Silver and gold are spoken of together on occa-

sion of the presents before aUuded to, brought by

Abraham's servant to Rebekah, "jewels of silver

and jewels of gold f^ but a mention of silver, as

applied to use, occurs in the preceding chapter,

where Ephron values his field at four hundred

shekels of silver, which are weighed to him by

Abraham, and styled current with the merchants^

that is, probably, of the due fineness. From this

passage, as from that in which Joseph's brothers

are said to have sold him for twenty pieces of sil-

ver ;2 from their taking with them silver on both

occasions of their going into Egypt to buy corn f
and from Joseph's accumulating all the silver of

Egypt and of Canaan in exchange for corn,*

we may infer that at a very early period, silver,

though not coined, was a usual medium of ex-

change. This was a use to which gold doss not

appear to have been so soon applied, though in

other respects the two metals were employed for

like purposes. We find drinking vessels, statues,

idols, altars, ornaments of temples, houses, and the

person, made sometimes of one, sometimes of the

other metal ; and, in the same ornament, or arti-

Xenophon wrote his treatise irept irpoa6^o)v, or on the revenues of At-

tica, to encourage the Athenians to explore them.
1 Gen. 24, 53.

2 Gen. 37, 28. Here the Septuagint has eiKom xiovawv, twenty

pieces of gold.

3 Gen. 43, 12.

^ Gen. 47, 14. In all these passages, the Septuagint has silver;

but in our Bible the word used is money.

3
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cle of furniture, frequently, the two combined.^

Mirrors in Pliny's time were commonly of silver.

He says the best had been those manufactured at

Brundisium, of a mixture of tin and copper,^ until

even the female slaves began to use them made
of silver. It seems they were sometimes of this

metal, as early as whe^n Plautus wrote f and Se-

neca speaks of them in his time as being made "of

the full length of the body, of silver and of gold,

carved and adorned with precious stones."^

Electrum, a native alloy of gold and silver, is a

compound of which the ancients sometimes speak

as though it were a simple substance
;
for the rea-

son, probably, that they were unable, readily, to

separate the metals of which it was composed.

Pliny, having observed that all gold contains

more or less of silver, adds that when the silver is

in the proportion of one fifth, the alloy is called

electrum, which, he says, is also artificially com-

pounded, silver being added to gold in the required

proportion.^ He understands Homer as meaning

this alloy where t^Xext^ov is mentioned in the de-

scription of the palace of Menelaus f but Eusta-

thius thinks that in this passage amber is the sub-

stance meant.

Klaproth has applied the name electrum, to

1 Horn. Od. 5. V. 125-»7. V. 89. 2p\iu.c3,i5.

3 Plaut. MostelL 1, 3, 111.

* ''Totispariacorporibus, auro arg-entoque ccelata, g-emrais ador-

nata." Sen. Nat. Qusest. 1,17.

5 Plin. 9, 108. « Horn. Od. d. v. 73.
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argentiferous native gold ; to which, as we have

seen, it anciently belonged, when the silver was in

the above mentioned proportion of one fifth.

From the two more precious metals, gold and

silver, we come next to two which possess a much
greater value in use than in exchange ; and which,

in the times we now treat of, stood in such close

relation to each other, that we shall find it con-

venient to consider them, in some measure, under

the same head.

Iron, as well as copper, was in use before the

deluge
; for Tubal-Cain, we are told, was " an in-

structer of every artificer in brass and iron."^ It is

not probable that a knowledge of such useful

auxiliaries, once acquired by man, would ever

have been lost.

The art of working iron, therefore, and the use

of weapons, and other things made of it, appears to

have been known among the Egyptians at a very

early period ; and Moses was well acquainted with

this metal ; though neither by him in the construc-

tion of the tabernacle in the wilderness, nor by

Solomon afterwards in the building of the temple,

does it appear to have been employed.

Moses compares the deliverance of the Israelites

from Egyptian bondage, to their being "brought

forth out of the iron furnace."^ He uses the

terms iron and brass indifferently, in a figurative

sense, as emblematic of something stern and hard

:

1 Gen. iv. 22. 2 Deut. iv. 20.
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" I will make your heaven as iron and your earth

as brass ;"^ and elsewhere, " thy heaven that is

over thy head shall be brass, and the earth that is

under thee shall be iron."^ He mentions " a yoke

of iron," also, in a figurative sense. We are told

that the bedstead of Og, king of Bashan, " was a

bedstead of iron."^ Mines of iron are spoken of;'*

and it appears that hostile weapons, and tools for

cutting stone, were sometimes made of iron.^

However, during times of high antiquity, brass or

copper was much more used than iron ; especially

among nations that had made little progress in the

arts. Hesiod speaks of iron as, during the brazen

age, unknown ;
" their weapons, dwellings, tools,

were all of brass."^

The reason of this is obvious. Iron is not found

in a native or metallic state, and the skill in

metallurgy was often insufficient to reduce it

from its ore and work it; but native copper is

occasionally found in almost every country ; and

sometimes in large masses, even on the surface

of the earth ; and this metal and its alloys, may
be worked with much greater ease.' Accordingly

uncivilized tribes have been discovered, on the

north-west coast of America, and elsewhere,

making use of copper implements
;
and it is with

good reason that Werner conjectures it was the

» Levit. 26, 19. 2 Deut. 28, 23. 3 Deut. 3, 11.

4 Deut. 8, 9. 5 Num. 35, 16.-Deut. 27, 5.

6 Hesiod ipy. kuI fifji. v. 150.—Lucretius too, Bays, lib. 5, v. 1286.

" Et prior teria erat quam ferri cognitus usus."

^ See Gog-uet Orig-. des Loix, &c., t. 1, p. 141.
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first metal worked by man. Axes and other in-

struments of brass have been found in tombs of

the ancient inhabitants of Mexico and Peru ;
and

from the latter country Humboldt took a chisel,

which Vauquelin ascertained to consist of .94 of

copper, and .06 of tin. This alloy was so well

forged that it had a specific gravity of 8. 815, a

maximum of density, which, according to the ex-

periments of Mr, Briche, a chemist does not obtain

but by a mixture of 16 parts of tin with 100 of

copper.

Brass was a very indefinite term among the

ancients ; the simple metal copper, and all the dif-

ferent compounds into which it entered as a prin-

cipal ingredient, being comprehended under the

same name, x^^^^j ^es. When, therefore, in Scrip-

ture, and in ancient authors generally, brass is

spoken of, we are seldom to understand the alloy

now designated by that name, although that is

sometimes meant ; but the brass tempered for edge

tools, or formed into warlike weapons, was gener-

ally a compound of copper and tin. And the pro-

portion between the two metals seems to have

been, in most cases, nearly that just now stated

as affording the maximum of density. An an-

cient dagger analysed by Hielm, was found to

contain about five parts of copper and one of tin

;

and other analyses of ancient weapons, found in

countries widely distant from each other, have

afforded much the same result.^ The same metals,

' See Ure's Chem. Diet. art. Copper. The nearly identical result

3*

ima
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combined in various proportions, are still applied

to many important uses ; and sometimes to mould

brazen cannon, those more formidable instruments

of modern war.

,/ It is probable that in remote antiquity, copper

was oftener employed than any alloy of it. In-

deed, there still remain both warlike weapons, and

artisans' tools, made of the simple metal. From

IHomer's saying, that the spear of Iphidamas did

not pierce the girdle of Agamemnon; but that

" its point was turned as though it had been lead,

when it struck upon the silver,"^ we may fairly

infer that the spear head was copper, rather than

any hard alloy of it. In the ancient mines of

Siberia, which have lately been examined, ham-

mers and wedges of copper have been found.^

There is every reason, therefore, to suppose that

the words x^'^^s and ces, should be rendered by

the word copper, much oftener than they are.

Pliny distinguishes copper as ses Cyprium, brass

of Cyprus ; in which island, he informs us,^ it was

first discovered ; but he gives the name (bs to the

alloys of copper, not with zinc only, but with gold,

silver, tin, and lead ;
with all which metals it was

obtained in such a diversity of cases favors the belief that this an-

cient brass was a native alloy, procured from long since exhausted

sources of an ore, in which, as in the bell metal ore of Cornwall, tin

and copper were united, and in the proportions requisite to g-ive the

compound its greatest density and hardness. And this may be that

brass of which Pliny speaks (34, 2) as in his time no longer found,

the mines that once furnished it having become exhausted.

I Hom, II. X. V. 236. - Jacob's Hist, of the Prec. Met. p. 27.

3 Plin. 34, 2.
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mixed, and in different proportions, according to

the color or other quaUties required in the com-

pound, or the uses to which it was to be appUed.

Among the rest, Pliny specifies three varieties of

Corinthian brass, more precious, he remarks, thau

silver, nay, almost preferred even to gold itself.^

Some of the most valued productions of ancient

art, were in brass of Delos and Mgina. ; those two

islands having been celebrated for their manufac-

ture of a material well suited for the statuary.

Myron used the brass of Delos, and Polycletus

that of ^gina.^

Pliny gives for statuary brass a recipe, according

to which there is added to the melted copper, one

third part of old brass, worn and polished by use,

(ass collectaneum) with twelve and a half per

centum of an alloy called plumbum argentarium,^

which consisted of equal parts of lead and tin.^

Aristotle informs us that the Mossynoecians had
anciently prepared a brass of a pale color and

superior lustre, mixing it, not with tin, but with a

certain earth found amongst them.^ This earth

was, no doubt, the cadmia of Pliny, our calamine,

an ore of zinc. Though we have reason to believe

that Pliny has comprehended under the term cad-

mia, an ore of copper abounding in zinc, from

which was procured the brass called orichalcum,

or mountain brass, the kind most highly valued
j

»Plin. 34, 1. 2 piin. 34, 4, 5.

3 Plin. 34, 20. 4 Plin. 34, 48.

5 Arist. Op. V. 1. p. 1155. B.
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but the mines of orichalcimi becoming exhausted,

as we find that in Pliny's time they were/ an imi-

tation of the native alloy was produced by mixing

with copper the ore of zinc called calamine. Ke-

ferstein supposes,^ but perverts the language of

Aristotle to favor his idea, that the Mossynoecian

brass was white copper, an alloy of copper and ar-

senic. That the ancients, however, were acquaint-

ed with, and made use of a white copper is un-

doubted, for in the Herculanean Museum there are

pateras and other articles made of such alloy ;^ and

perhaps the cbs candidum mentioned by Pliny as

used together with copper and tin in making mir-

rors^ may have been obtained from copper ores that

abounded in arsenic, which now also enters into

the composition of speculum metal. The cbs can-

didum, spoken of as one variety of the Corinthian

brass,^ seems to have owed its color to the large

quantity of silver it contained. When Virgil

speaks® of a cuirass, "auro squalentem alboque

orichalco," the epithet, as Cerda and others think,

indicates the splendor merely of the brass ; as He-

siod"'^ and Apollonius Rhodius^ speak, o^sj^aXxoio

(pasivS. That orichalcum was of the color of our

brass may be inferred from the case which Cicero

» Plin. 34, 2. 2 Philosoph. Ma^. v. 63, p. 126.

3 Winck. Mon. Ant. Ined. vol. 2, p. 172.

4 Plin. 34, 43. 5 Plin. 34, 2. e ^n. 12, v. 87.

•JShieldofHerc. V. 122.

8 Argonaut. 4, 973. VVinckel. Mon. Ant. Ined. vol. 2, p. 172.

i
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supposes of a man ignorantly selling gold by mis-

take for it.^

The uses to which copper and its alloys were

applied, are far too numerous to admit of being

specified. The mechanics' tools, implements of

agriculture, weapons and defensive armor, useful

and ornamental articles of household furniture,

coined money, statues, in some cases doors, co-

lumns, and even roofs were made of brass.^ With
the advance of society, and the improvement of the

arts of life in modern times, we find the use of iron

continually extended, and the purposes to which
it is applied, daily more and more diversified. In

proportion as we go back into antiquity, we find its

use more rare, and its place supplied by other me-
tals

;
thus nails and bolts were made of brass,^ and

the anchors of the Phoenicians were of lead.^ The
Romans, however, used iron for purposes both of

war and peace, at least as early as the sixth cen-

tury before the Christian era ; for Pliny speaks of

a stipulation in the treaty made with them by Por-

senna, which prohibited their use of iron except in

the cultivation of the soil.^

In the Trojan age, and Homer's time, iron was
well known ; and the poet employs, as Moses does,

the names of iron and brass, in both a literal and

» Cic. de Off. 3, 23.

2 Plin. 34, 7. Respecting- the abundance of brass in the earlier

times of Rome, and the probable sources of it, there are some re-

marks in Niebuhr's Hiat. of Rome, v. I, p. 451.

3 Dioscor. 5, 88. Athensei Deipnos. 5, 40.

4 Diod. Sic. 5, 35. ^ Plin. 34, 39.
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a figurative sense ; as though the two metals were

appUed indiiferently to the same purposes, whether

of 'war or peace ; and regarded as possessing in

like manner the properties of hardness and tena-

city. Iron, however, was used much more spa-

ringly than brass
;
being, for the reasons no doubt

that have been stated, much the rarer of the two.

Accordingly we find that a rudely cast round mass

of iron, {(foKog auroxowvog) which had been used by

Eetion as a quoit, is represented by Achilles, when
he offers it among the prizes at Patroclus' funeral,

as ^'a five years provision of iron for one who cul-

tivates extensive and rich fields, so that his shep-

herd or his ploughman, when they need iron,

may, without going to the city for it, satisfy their

wants."^ Hence we learn that it was used, though

in very small quantity, for implements of agricul-

ture. This passage, certainly the most remarka-

ble one in which iron is spoken of by Homer, is

sometimes referred to as though it were the only

one
;
but most incorrectly as we shall perceive. It

is mentioned as an article of commerce, where

Mentes tells Telemachus that he has iron, which

he is going to exchange at Temese for brass.^

Axes were sometimes made of iron. A chariot

builder is spoken of as felling a tree, af^wvi tfj^T;^^.^

Those axes through which the suiters were to

shoot, often as they •are spoken of, are always call-

ed iron {(fi^'o^og) or polished iron (-rroXiog (fiSri^og.y

» II. i//. 826. 2 Od. a. 184. 3 u. J. 485,

4 Sec Horn. Od. J. 587. 0. 3, 81, 97, 114, 127, 328. w. 167,

%
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Weapons of war were sometimes made of it. The
iron weapon is said to invite men ; that is, to

tempt them to violence.^ Autilochus holds the

hands of Achilles lest he should cut his own
throat ci^rj^w.^ An " iron arrow head'- is mention-

ed,^ and Areithous breaks the phalanxes with " an

iron club."^

The tempering of iron by plunging it into wa-

ter, is alluded to.^ It is repeatedly styled "much
labored," ("roXuxixyjrog,) and is classed with gold and

brass as a thing of value. Among the treasures

collected by Ulysses, are mentioned, "brass and

gold and much labored iron."^ Achilles enume-

rates as part of his booty, " gold and red brass

and bright iron." {ito\iovTS(fiSri^ov.y Adrastus speaks

of his father's treasures, which Menelaus should

receive as ransom for his life, " brass and gold and

much labored iron ;"^ and the sons of Antimachus

offer the same ransom to Agamemnon.®

The scarcity and value of iron in remote ages

is inferred by Mr. Jacobs from discoveries made of

late years in the ancient Scandinavian tumuh.
" There are swords, daggers, and knives, the blades

of which are of gold, whilst an edge of iron is

formed for the purpose of cutting. Some of the

tools and weapons are formed principally of cop-

per, with edges of iron ; and in many of the imple-

»0d.^. 294.r. 13.

Ml.r,. 140.

"'
11. .. 366.

a 11. a. 34.

5 Od. t. 393.

3 11. ^ 48.

3 11. <J. 123.

e Od. f 324. <p. 10.

»I1.X. 133.
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ments, the profuse application of copper and of

gold, when contrasted with the parsimony evident

in the expenditure of iron, seems to prove that at

the unknown period, and among the unknown
people who raised the tumuli which antiquarian

research has lately explored, gold as well as cop-

per were much more abundant products than

iron."^

But to return to Homer for a moment : he re-

peatedly makes use of the term tfi^^ifo^, iron, and

the adjectives derived from it, in a figurative sense.

The iron tumult is said to reach the brazen hea-

ven f and the insolence and violence of the suitors

to reach the iron heaven.^ The iron strength of

fire is spoken of;* and a resemblance in strength,

ai&wvi (fiS7}^(f).^ The bodies of the Greeks are said

not to be of stone or iron, so as to resist the piercing

brass,^ and Euryclea compares herself to "firm

stone or iron."'' Telemachus is told that his father

will not remain much longer absent, " even though

iron chains should hold him ;"^ and he speaks of

his father having perished, " although he had an

iron heart within him."^ Ulysses is told that he

is insensible to the sufferings of his companions,

because he himself knows not fatigue ;
" that he

is altogether formed of iron ;"^® and Hecuba, think-

* Jacob's Hist, of the Prec. Met. p. 10.

2 II. p. 424. 3 od. 0. 328. 4 II. i//. 177.

5 II. V. 372. 6 II, ^, 510. 7 Od. r. 494.

8 Od. a. 204. 9 Od. 6. 293. ^ <> Od. p. 280.
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ing Priam insensible to the danger he is about to

brave, declares " he has an iron heart."^ Ulysses'

eyes are said to remain as unmoved as if they were

of horn or iron.^

The Greeks of a much later age than Homer's

marked the distinction between steel and iron, by

calling the former CrofxwjAa ; the word Cro/xow signi-

fying to give a temper or keen edge to a cutting

instrument.

The ancients sometimes made steel by a process

that has been employed even in modern times.

The crude iron, purified by repeated melting, and

deprived of a portion of its carbon by being kept

long in a state of fusion, was converted into steel.

This at least seems to be the rationale of the mode
described by Aristotle, who says^ the iron was pu-

rified from the scoria by melting, and when it had

been treated thus several times, and became pure,was

changed to steel (tfro'fxwixa). Ancient steel is thought

to have been made in some cases, as German steel

is said to be, directly from cast iron, merely by

forging the crude metal to a certain point."* A
mode of making steel, in use among the Celtiberi,

is thus described by Diodorus Siculus :^ " They
bury in the earth," says he, " forged plates of iron,

and leave them till in length of time the rust has

consumed the feebler parts of the metal, and left

the firmer, of which they make excellent swords.

1 II. (0. 20.'^. 2 od.
'» Parke's Chera. Ess. v. 1. p.

-.211. 3 Vol. 1. p. 590.

16. 5 Lib. 5. c. 33.
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and other weapons, such that neither shield nor

helmet nor bone are able to resist them." Plu-

tarch^ and Suidas^'also speak of this same excel-

lent steel ; and a similar process is said to be still

used in Japan ; where the iron is buried in marshy-

ground till a great part of it is consumed by rust,

when it is taken up and forged, and again buried

for eight or ten years ; when what remains is found

converted into a sort of steel, of which they make
plough-shares, ant^ other tools, and weapons. The
Japanese sabres are said to %e incomparable, and

of such temper that they will easily cut through a

nail without injuring their edge.^

But besides other ancient modes of preparing

steel, there can be little doubt that it was in some

instances obtained directly from such ores as are

now sometimes called steel ores ; and simply by

the process used in making bar iron
; and the vir-

tue which Pliny^ ascribes to the waters of certain

places, as Bil bills in Spain and Comum in Italy,

may have belonged rather to the ores which were

there usually employed.

But whatever may have been the way in which

the ancients made their steel, this at least is cer-

tain, that they possessed instruments of such a tem-

1 Plut. de Garrulitate, vol. 2. p. 510.

2 Word ndxiipa, vol. 2. p. 510.

3 Beck. Hist, of Inv. 4, 242, 243.

iPlin. 34,41.
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per as to carve porphyry and other stones that re-

sist the tools of modern artists.^

Steel was sometimes called ^j^aXuvj^, chalybs, be-

cause obtained, of an excellent quality, from thie

CQuntry of the Chalybes.^ The Indian steel, (tf/^rj-

^oj Iv(5<xoj xcti (r<ro>wjaa,) mentioned by the author of

the Periplus,^ was probably of the kind still brought

from India, under the name of wootz; and the

ferrum candidum, of which Quintus Curtiu.s

says,'* The Indians presented t(fAlexander an hun-

dred talents, may haife been the same ;
for wootz,

when polished, has a silvery lustre.^ And that

kind which Pliny styles Sericum. and to which he

assigns the palm, was perhaps no other.^ The
Parthian steel ranks next with Pliny, and these

two kinds only " mera acie temperantur."

Daimachus, a writer contemporary with Alex-

ander the Great, speaks of four different kinds of

steel, and the purposes to which they were seve-

rally suited. " Of steels (twv CTOjxwfjiaT'Wv) there is

the Chalybdic, the Synopic, the Lydian, and the

Lacedaemonian. The Chalybdic is best for car-

^ Respecting the mode and the difficulty of working porphyry,

«ee Winckelmann Storia delle Arti del Disegno, v. 1. p. 88. v. 2.

p. 15.

2 Eudoxus, cited by Stephanua, (;^aXii^ef p. 714,) says, U 61 t»1s

XaXi3/?cjj/ %wj!)af 6 ffi6r}(>oif h irepl rh aTOfitjftara tiraivovixcvoSf i^ayerai,

from the country of the Chalybes is derived the iron, which is most

approved for the steeled parts of instruments.

3 See Pi in. Exercit. p. 763. b F.

4 Lib 9. c. 8. 5 Beck. Hist, of Inv. 4. 248.

^ Ex omnibus autera generibus palma Serico ferro est. Plin.

34, 41.
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penters' tools; the Lacedaemonian for files, and
drills, and gravers, and stone chisels

; the Lydian
also is suited for files, and for knives, and razors,

and rasps.''^

What Aristotle, Daimachus, and Eudoxus, in

the passages that have been cited, call tfrofxwfAa, and
Plutarch calls (fi6v)^o\) Cro/xwim.a xai axjxv^Vj^ is by Latin

writers called acies, ferri acies. This, in the bar-

barous latinity of a later period, came to be called

acierium, and hence the French acier. The Greek
and Latin terms seem to indicate that steel was
employed, as in many cases it still is, merely for

the edge
;
"ad indurandam aciem" of cutting in-

struments, and for such part of other instruments

as needed its harder temper ; so that CrofAcd/xa did

not so much denote steel itself, as the steeled part

of the instrument.^

/ Lead and Tin are metals which we have the

•best reason for treating of under the same head,
'* since theancients frequentlyconfounded them; and,

however strange may appear such confusion in

regard to metals so plainly distinguished by their

properties as these, their names, nevertheless, in

Hebrew, Arabic, Greek, and Latin, are often indif-

ferently used.^

1 See Stephanus deUrbibus,word Lacedaemon, and Fabricii Bib.

Graec. vol. 2. p. 588.

2 Vol. 2. p. 693 A.

sBeck.Hist. oflnv. 4. 236.

* Salm. de Horn. Hyl. latr. p. 234.
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The Greeks, when they would distinguish the

two metals, called tin xaCC/Ts^oj, and lead t^^oXi^dos
;

but, as the French at this day call pewter eiain,

and confound it with pure tin, so did the Greeks

comprehend under the name xaCCiVs^ocr, various al-

loys of tin with lead or other metal ; and some

such Homer is supposed to mean when he speaks

of tin (xccifsks^og) used in the fabrication or orna-

ment of various parts of armor.^

The Romans distinguished lead (plumbum) into

black and white.^ The latter, plumbum album,

was the more precious, Pliny says, being what by

the Greeks was called xaddks^oi.

Plumbum album^ is sometimes called stannum,

while on other occasions the latter is spoken of as

something diiferent, in which case it may have

been an alloy of tin and lead ; or, as Beckmann
thinks, of silver and lead ; or it may have been

designated by a different name merely because ob-

tained from a different place, from an ore of dif-

ferent appearance, or by some different process

;

since any one of these, we know, was anciently

sufficient ground of distinction between substances

that were in fact identical. If any reliance could

be placed on Pliny's accuracy in a matter of this

^ Mention of Kacrairepos occurs ten times in the Iliad ; once as used

about a chariot; but on every other occasion about breast-plate,

shield, or greaves,

2 Plin. 34, 47.

^ What we term white lead^iheipimxvOiov of the Greeks and cerussa

of the Romans, was made anciently by processes that are in use

even at the present day. (Dioscor. 5, 103. Plin. 34, 54.)

4*
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kind, we might infer from what he says of the

mode in which stannum was obtained,^ that the

ancients were acquainted with an argentiferous

galena, containing also tin. Beckmann, howevery

in his examination of this passage, says that lead

is seldom found without, but that tin, perhaps, has

never been found with silver. He admits that the

passage in question cannot be fully understood

with any explanation, yet he thinks it proves to

conviction that the stannum of the ancients was

not tin, but a mixture of silver and lead, called in

the German smelting houses werk. It is from

stannum, however, that are derived the names

etai7i and tin. He supposes the oldest xaCtfiVs^o^ to

have been nothing else than the stannum of the

Romans. Aristotle, however, relating^ a pheno-

menon applicable to tin calls the metal tov xatftfiVs^ov

<r6v KsXtwov.3

Pliny treats as a fable the account of tin being

brought from islands in the Atlantic sea; the only

localities with which he seems acquainted being

Gallicia and Lusitania ; where it was found, he

says,'* on the surface of the earth, in grains of a

black color, and detected only by its weight. It is

now found in Gallicia, in veins traversing granite

and mica slate.

Herodotus too professes his ignorance even of

the existence of islands called Cassiterides, whence

I piin, 34, 47. a Beck. Hist, of Inv. v. 4, pp. 10, 20, 26.

3 Beck. Hist, of Inv. 4, 21. Arist. Auscult. Mlrabil. v. 1, p. 1154.

4 Plin. 34, 47.
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tin was brought ;* but Strabo describes them,^ ten

in number, as possessing mines of tin and lead,

which, together with skins, they exchanged for

earthen ware, salt, and brazen vessels, with the

merchants, who visited them; the Phoenicians

alone having at first carried on this trade from

Cadiz. These Cassiterides, which Strabo speaks

of as distinct from Britain, were what we now call

the Scilly islands, and probably received the me-

tals they traded in from the opposite coast of Corn-

wall. Diodorus Siculus regards them as belong-

ing to Spain rather than to Britain ; and Diony-

sius Periegetes, speaks of them as inhabited by

Spaniards- The former author, having observed

that tin occurs in many places in Spain, not on

the surface, as some historians have reported, but

dug from the earth, and smelted as gold and sil-

ver are, adds that there are many mines of it in

islands, which thence derive their name, Cassite-

rides, lying over against the coast of Spain
;
and

that much was brought from the island of Britain

also, through Gaul, to Marseilles and Narbonne.^

The latter author, having in view perhaps their

western position only, calls them the Hesperides,

the source of tin.

NVo^S ^'Etf^c^/Jaj, ro&i xatfo'jrs'poio ^svs'dXy].'*

Lead was obtained in abundance from Spain,

Gaul and Britain ;^ and applied to much the same

» Herod. 3, 115. 2 Strabo. p. 75. 3 Diod. Sic. 5, 38.

-» Dion. Pericg-. v. 563. 5 pHn. 34, 49.
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uses as in modern times. Mixed with tin in equal

proportion it constituted plumbum argentarium

;

and with one third part of tin, tertiarium.^ These

were used in the composition of statuary bronze,

and the latter of them for the solder of leaden

pipes ; in making which pipes a vast quantity of

lead must have been employed, considering the

mode in which ancient cities were supplied with

water, and the common use of baths.^ It was also

used, as we shall see, in preparing the common
pigments, white and red lead. It, or its ore, was

indispensable in the refining of silver, Pliny tells

us f and Theognis speaks of it, more than five

centuries earlier, as used in refining gold ;^ as do

likewise Diodorus Siculus,^ and others.

But among the uses to which plumbum album

and stannum were applied, well deserves to be no-

ticed the coating, or tinning, as we term it, of cop-

per vessels, (which, Pliny tells us,^ rendered the

taste more agreeable, and guarded against the poi-

sonous effects of verdigris,) and the covering in

like manner, ornamental articles of copper, so that

they could scarcely be distinguished from silver.

For this manufacture were famous the Bituriges,

the modern Bourges; and another town of Gaul,

Alesia, the modern Alise, afterwards employed sil-

ver for a like purpose, the pla,ting harness and car-

riaores of various kinds.''o

1 Plin. 34, 48. 2 See Vitruv. 8, 6. 3 Plin. 33, 31.

4 Theog. Tvo)fu V. 1101. ^ Diod. Sic. 3, 13.

6 Plin. 34, 48. "^ Ibid.
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The ore from which the ancients procured their

lead was that whi^h now furnishes almost all the

lead of commerce ; the sulphuret termed by us ga-

lena. A name which Pliny also uses,^ but as sy-

nonymous with molybdena; which is described

by Dioscorides^ and himself as an argentiferous

ore of lead. This latter name, molybdena, has

been adopted by us to designate a new and wholly

different metal.

Mercury has already been spoken of, as known
to the ancients, at least as early as Aristotle's time.

Vitruvius describes an useful application of its pro-

perty of forming with gold an amalgam ; and says

that silver and copper cannot be rightly gilt with-

out it.3 And the mode of doing this Pliny has de-

scribed.'^

It seems proper to notice here,again,in connexion

with the subject of metals, terra cadmia, or cala-

mine ; an ore of zinc already spoken of; a sub-

stance with which the ancients were well acquaint-

ed, though they are commonly supposed not to

have known zinc itself, except as combined with

copper in the form of brass. But a passage in

Strabo authorizes the belief, that they also knew
this metal in its separate state. The Geographer

says,^ that near Andeira, a town of Troas, is found

1 Plin. 34, 53. a Dioscor. 5, 100. 3 Vitruv. 7, 8.

*» Plin. 33, cc. 20, 42. Consult a'so, respecting the method of gild-

ing made use of by the ancients, Winckelmann Stor. delle Arti del

Disegno, v, 2, p. 29.

5 Strabo. p. 610.
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a stone, which being burnt becomes iron ; and dis-

tils false silver (d-roo'Ta^sj ^svSa^yv^ov) when heated

in a furnace together with a certain earth, which

receiving the addition of copper, forms the alloy

that some call brass (ofs/x^Xxov.) He adds, respect-

ing this false silver, which was probably our zinc,

that it occurs also near the Tmolus. Stephanus

states the same thing in somewhat clearer words,

and refers to both Theopompus and Strabo as au-

thorities.^

This earth, which is supposed to derive its name.

Cadmia, from Cadmus, son of Agenor,^ who first

introduced at Thebes the making of brass,^ is spo-

ken of by Aristotle, in a passage before referred to,'*

but by no name
;
and Theophrastus, also, alludes

to, but without naming it ; for after having spo-

ken of the characters and properties of stones,

when ?ie comes next to consider the different kinds

of earths, he mentions, as a very peculiar one,

that, "which mingled with copper is capable not

only of melting and blending with it ; but has the

extraordinary property of changing and improving

its color."^ Pliny repeatedly speaks of Cadmia

;

but it is evident that he does not always mean

one and the same thing. Cadmia seems to have

signified with him not only our calamine
;
but a

copper ore which contained zinc ; and the same

* Steph. de Urbibus, word Andeira.

2 See Hardouin on Pliny, vol. 9, p. 195. 3 Hygini Fab, 272.

4 See ante. p. 35.

5 Theoph. c. 84.
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name was extended to what the Germans call of-

fenhnich^ furnace calamine; which in melting

ores that contain zinc, or in making brass, falls to

the bottom of the furnace, and contains more or

less of calcined zinc.^ There is little reason to

doubt that the varieties of Cadmia, which Diosco-

rides calls offr^axiVi?, -n-Xaxw^y)^, and (Bor^vkis, were

also furnace calamine. Pliny certainly speaks of

them as such ; and describes together with them

a fourth variety which he calls capnitis.^ The
contrary opinion of Saumaise is founded on what

Beckmann seems justly to regard as an annotation

that has been admitted into the text of Dioscorides.

The pompholyx, and spodos, of Dioscorides,*^

and Pliny ,'^ were oxides of zinc, more or less pure,,

produced by combustion of the calamine in the

process of making brass. There was no essential

difference between the two ; but spodos was the

heavier, and of a darker color ; being less com-

pletely oxidized ; or less perfectly sublimated, and

intermixed with impurities from the walls and

pavement of the furnace. Pompholyx was the

white oxide called flowers of zinc, or lana philoso-

phica; and is compared by Dioscorides also to

carded wool.^

A sulphuret of Antimony, called tfTJfii-fxi by the

Greeks, and stibium by the Romans, was from the

earliest times, and still is used in the East for ting-

1 Beck. Hist, of Inv. v. 3, pp. 70, 72. 2 pUn. 34, 22.

3 Dioscor. 5, 85. ^ Plin. 34, 33. 5 Dioscor. 5, 85.
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ing black the hair and eye-brows, the eye-lashes

and edges of the lids : this last application being

with a view to increase the apparent size of the

eye, whence it was sometimes called crXaTuo^^aXfAov.

The use of this cosmetic is twice spoken of in

Scripture ; at least according to the Seventy ; for

our version has not in either passage^ specified the

kind or color of the paint employed. Pliny's de-

scription of stibium^ does not suit in all respects

the common sulphuret of antimony ; but this mi-

neral may have been found then more frequently

associated, as it now sometimes is, with the white

oxide, or with the nickeliferous sulphuret; to

either of which Pliny's description of it as "Can-

dida nitensque" might be with propriety applied.

In preparing it as a paint, it is, according to Dios-

corides,^ to be enclosed in a lump of dough, and

that buried in coals until reduced to a cinder. Ex-

tinguished with milk and wine, it is to be again

placed upon coals, and blown until ignition; but

if burnt longer it becomes lead (iioXiQdovrM.) Pliny

directs cowdung to be used, in place of dough

;

and varies so entirely from the recipe of Dioscor-

ides that it is evident he had some other authority

before him, yet he too recommends, as especially

necessary, to observe moderation in burning it, lest

it should be converted into lead, (ne plumbum
fiat.)^ The fair inference from these passages ap-

» 2 King-8, ix, 30. Ezckiel xxiii, 40. 2 pUn. 33^ 33.

3 Dios. 5, 99. ^ Plin. 33, 34.

i
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pears to be, that the ancients occasionally saw an-

timony also reduced to its metallic state ; but, as

in the case of zinc,^ confounded it in a loose and

careless way with another metal, better known to

them.

METALLIC SUBSTANCES, EARTHS, &C., EMPLOYED
AS PIGMENTS BY THE ANCIENTS.

Colors are divided by Pliny into bright, and dull,

(floridi et austeri.) The florid or bright pigments

are those with which the employer furnishes the

artist ; as minium—armenium—cinnabari—chry-

socoUa—indicum—purpurissum. Other colors are

austere, or dull. Pigments are again divided into

native, as sinopis—rubrica—paraetonium—meli-

num—eretria—auripigmentum ; and factitious ; of

which, also, diverse kinds are specified.^

K<vva§a^i. Theoph. c. 103. afx/xiov. Dioscor. lib. 5,

c. 109, 110. Minium. Vitruv. lib. 7, c. 8, 9.

Plin. lib. 33, c. 40.

This pigment was, as we learn from Theophras-

tus,^ either native or factitious. The native came

/from Spain and Colchis, rough and stony; the

[
factitious from a single place not far from Ephesus.

' The process of preparing it, from a bright scarlet

sand there found, is described by Theophrastus as

the invention, about ninety years before his time,

1 See Ante, p. 49. 2 pijn. 35, 12.

3 Here, and in all that follows respecting- ancient pig-ments, a ge-

neral reference to Theophrastus, Dioscorides, Vitruvius or Pliny, is

intended as a reference to that portion of their works cited at the be-

ginning of each article respectively.

5
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of one Callias, an Athenian, who was led by the

shining appearance of this sand to expect gold from

it ; a hope which its unusual weight may have

contributed to encourage. This Ephesian xiwaCa^i

of Theophrastus, which by Vitruvius and Pliny is

called minium, we are perfectly sure, from what

(Vitruvius says, was sulphuret of mercury. That,

inowever, Dioscorides calls afjLf;.iov, and appropriates

(the name xmaQa^i to a substance brought from

/<*^ir-,.^^Lybia, which some, he says, thought to be dra-

gon's blood. Arrian and Pliny speak of an Indian

cinnabar, which the former, correctly enough, de-

scribes as the inspissated tear-drop, as it were, of

trees, while the latter regards it as the mingled and

concreted blood of a dragon, and a dying elephant

crushing the serpent by its weight. From this

strange notion has been derived the vulgar name

of dragon's blood; sometimes applied to reddle,

and sometimes to a dark red resin imported from

the East Indies : the substance which Arrian in-

tended to describe.

Minium was a pigment highly valued, and even

held sacred among the ancients. With it were

painted the statues of the gods, and the persons of

those who triumphed.^ The titles of books also,

at a somewhat later period, as well as the initial

and more important letters, were decorated, and

rendered more conspicuous by means of it, and

those who were employed in doing this were, from

1 Plin. 33, 36. Winckelmann, Stor. delle A. del Dis. v. 1, p. 16.

Paiisan. p. 115, and Kuhn's note thereo'n.
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their use of minium, called miniatores. The word

miniature is probably derived from this practice of

illuminating the initial letters in manuscripts;

there miniatures being originally monochromata

;

for which, wherever painted, the ancients com-

monly made use of minium.^

In Pliny's time minium, though found elsewhere,

was brought from scarce any place but Spain

;

Avhence native cinnabar, to the amount of about

ten thousand pounds weight annually, was sent

1 /under seal to Rome; where the exclusive privi-

jlege of manufacturing vermilion seems to have

been enjoyed by a company which, not content

with its fair profits, derived a further gain from

various adulterations of the genuine pigment.^

The fraudulent substitute for minium, spoken of

by Pliny as found in almost all silver and lead

mines, and prepared by burning thoroughly the

stone intermixed with the silver ore, was probably

red lead.

Mj'Xroj. Theoph. c. 91—95. Dioscor. lib. 5, c.

Ill, 112. Rubrica. Vitruv. lib. 7, c. 7. Plin.

lib. 35, c. 13, 14.

This more common red pigment among the an-

cients was the ochrey red oxide of iron. The best,

___ 4«

1 Winck. Stor. delle A. del Dis. v. 2, p. 60. Plin. 33, 39. Our

word rubric has a like origin with that suggested for miniature

;

the red oxide of iron, called rubrica^ having been used as a substi-

tute for minium to illuminate initial letters. Hence several (Sat. 14,

V. 192,) calls the laws of the ancients rubras, and Persius (Sat. 5, v.

90.) speaks of Massurii rubrica.

2 Plin. 33, 40.
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Theophrastus says, was that of Cea ; but the Lem-
nian and the Sinopic too, were celebrated. The
latter was found in Cappadocia, and carried down
to Sinope, and thence derived its name; which

was often apphed to the Uke substance from what-

ever country it might have been obtained. This

red ochre was found varying considerably as to

compactness, fineness, and intensity of color ; and

passing sometimes into reddle and bole. The terra

Lemnia, or sigillata, was bole ;^ and is sometimes

distinguished from the rubrica of the same island;

which is the kmd of rubrica preferred by Dioscor-

ides and Pliny. The terra Lemnia (which, differ-

ing little from rubrica, is regarded by Pliny as the

same) was never sold unsealed, and was therefore

called o'9^a7'Vj terra sigillata, the sphragide of Jame-

son. It was stamped before the time of Dioscori-

des^ with the figure of a goat ; afterwards, in Ga-

len's time, with the image of Diana ; and has been

of later years, with the seal of the Turkish empire.

It was formerly much used in medicine as an as-

tringent.

From Egypt and Carthage was obtained an in-

ferior kind of ixiXto?, or rubrica, used by carpen-

ters.^ Who for coloring their line made use of

red more dirlmonly, but sometimes black ;* and

not of white as we do. Accordingly, a white line

being one that made no mark, to use a white line,

1 Cleav. Min. p. 473. 2 Dios. 5, 113. 3 ibid.

4 Eustath. in Horn. Od. «. v. 245.
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Xsuxjj' Cra^jxjj, was a proverbial expressi6n for to act

xcititout discernment. This more common or

cheaper red ochre was sometimes made by burn-

ing yellow ochre. Which was the discovery,

Theophrastus says, of one Cydias ; who, where a

certain inn had been consumed by fire, saw half

burnt yellow ochre converted into red. Both

Theophrastus and Vitruvius^ describe the mode of

preparing- this red pigment, which the latter writer

and Pliny call usta; though Pliny comprehends

under the same name, usta^ another common red

pigment, red-lead ; discovered, as the last mention-

ed was, accidentally, from jars containing white

lead (cerussa) having been exposed to the heat of a

conflagration in the Piraeus.^

2av5a^axr]. Theoph. c. 71. Dioscor. 5, 122.

Sandaraca. Plin. 35, 22. Vitruv. 7, 7.

This red pigment was the sulphuret of arsenic

called realgar. An adulterate kind of it was made,

Pliny says, of calcined white lead, that is, the red

lead he had just before described under the name

usta was substituted for realgar. But Vitruvius

prefers to the native sandaraca this substitute

;

which he designates by no other name ; simply

saying that cerussa is by the heat of a furnace

converted into sandaraca. A mixture of sanda«

raca with rubrica, in equal proportions, made the

paint called sandix; and a further addition of

sinopis produced that called syricum.^ Strabo

' Vitruv. 7, 11. 3 Pliu. 35, 20.

3 Plin. 35, c. 23, 24.
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speaks^ of a mine of sandaraca at Pompeiopolis, in

Paphlagonia ; in which, because of the dangerous

exhalations from the mineral, none other were em-

ployed but slaves, who had been sold on account

of crime.

Purpurissuniy a red pigment which, because of

its great cost, was furnished by employers,^ was

composed of creta argentaria dyed in a decoction

of hysginum,^ or of madder; as Dutch pink is

made by combining with clay or marl the co-

loring matter of woad. or that obtained from the

berries of the yellow leaved buck-thorn (rhamnus

infectorius.) The creta spoken of by Pliny^ and

by Vitruvius,^ as the basis of purpurissum, arme-

nium, coeruleum, factitious chrysocolla, and other

pigments, was generally an argillaceous earth. It

may, however, sometimes have been chalk, if in-

deed the Greeks and Romans were acquainted

with the use of chalk. It is very probable, more-

over, that it was in some cases a white talc, like

that called chalk of Brian^on ;
which, when re-

duced to a fine powder, and colored with the flow-

ers of the carthamus tinctorius,^ is still used, as the

purpurissum of the Romans was,"^ to give an arti-

ficial bloom to the complexion.

I Strabo. p. 562. 2 pijn. 35, 12.

3 A crimson dye-stuff, made from the insect found on the plant

called vsyri.

4 PUn. 35, 26. « Vitruv. 7, 14.

« Bastard saffron.

7 Plant. Mostell. 1, 3, 104. Trucul. 2, 2, 35.
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fiXfa. Theoph. c. 115. Dioscor. 5, 108. Sil.

Vitruv. 7, 7. Plin. 33, 56.

Yellow ochre, which the Greeks called simply

wx^a, and the Romans sil, appears to have been the

principal yellow pigment of the ancients. Pliny

specifies three varieties : the Attic, which was best;

the marmorosum, which may have been what we
call stone ochre ; and the Syricum, of a dull color,

named from the island Syros ; as may have been

the red paint also, called by the same name. Sil

was found in many places, Vitruvius observes,

but the Attic, which used to be the best, was no

longer to be obtained ; because the veins of it,

which occurred in the silver mines of Attica, were

no longer now explored. It is described by Dios-

corides as light, smooth, free from stone, friable,

and of a full bright yellow; and probably any

ochre possessed of these qualities continued in

Pliny's time to be called Attic. Theophrastus^

speaks of painters using ochre (wx^a) instead of or-

piment (a^^sv»xov) because, however they might seem

to differ, there was in fact no difference of color.

Polygnotus and Mycon were the first who
painted with sil. The Attic, which they used, and
that called lucidum, which came from Gaul, were

afterwards employed for the lights of pictures ; and
the Syricum, the Achaean, and the Lydian for the

obscurer parts.

1 Chap. 90.
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A^|sv/xov. Theoph. c. 71, 89, 90. a^csvjxov Dios-

corides 5, 121. Auripigmentum Vitriiv. 7, 7.

Plin. 33, 22. Arsenicum. Plin. 34, 56.

The yellow sulphuret of arsenic derives its

name, orpiment, from one of its Latin appellations,

auripigmentum, paint of gold ; and it was so call-

ed, perhaps, not merely from its golden color, and

the use to which it was applied, but because the

ancients thought it really contained that metal.

Pliny mentions, among other modes of obtaining

gold, that of making it from orpiment ; and says

that Caius (Caligula) ordered a great quantity of

that substance to be reduced, " and certainly ob-

tained excellent gold, but in such small proportion

as to lose by an experiment, which was not after-

wards repeated." Although no great reliance can

be placed on this account, we are not of necessity

to regard it as a fable ; for the mass experiment-

ed on may have contained, as it is said this mi-

neral sometimes does, a small portion of gold.^

The Greek name a^tfsvjxov (masculine) was given

to this sulphuret because of the potent qualities it

was discovered to possess. Qualities, which the

present arsenic of the shops, a white oxide of the

metal, exhibits in a more intense degree. The an-

cients were well aware of the kindred nature of

this yellow sulphuret and the red sulphuret before

1 Hill says he had a fine specimen of orpiment from the mines of

Gosselaer, with veins of native sandarach running* across it, which

was broug-ht to him as a g-old ore ; and which, he thought, really

contained a small quantity of that metal. (Hill's Trans, of Theoph.

p. 176.)
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mentioned, called sandaraca. Theophrastus al-

ways mentions them together. Dioscorides ob-

serves that they are found in the same mine. Cel-

sus, that they possess in all respects the same vir-

tue ;^ and Pliny, that they are of the same sub-

stance. The two were then, in fact, as now, found

occasionally intermixed. " There is a third kind,

says Pliny, in which the golden color is mingled

with the red."

Theophrastus and Pliny speak of both these

minerals as found in gold and silver mines ; and

of orpiment, Pliny says, that it is dug in Syria, for

the use of painters, near the surface of the ground

;

of a golden color, friable like the specular stone,

(lapidum specularium modo) that is the laminae

were easily separable " like those of mica."^ Vi-

truvius mentions Pontus as a locality ; and Dios-

corides names Mysia as the country whence the

best was brought ; that of Pontus holding the se-

cond rank.

Massicot, the yellow oxide of lead, which Sir

H. Davy thinks was used as a pigment by the an-

cients,^ may have been comprehended by them

under the name chrysitis, one of the three varie-

ties of litharge (Xjda^/u^oc;) described by Dioscori-

des,* and by Pliny,^ who has copied him. Its

name {x^-^^'^^^) was, no doubt, derived from its be-

» Cels. 5, 5. 2 cieav. Min. p. 679.

3 See Ure's Chem. Diet, article " Paints."

4 Dioscor. 5, 102. 5 Plin. 33, 35.
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.

ing, as Dioscorides describes it, yellow and shining-,

(^av^^ xai dr'iK^^da) and, in so far, resembling gold.

Though Dioscorides speaks only of its medicinal

properties, yet, since the seven substances, which

form the subjects of his seven next succeeding

chapters, were all pigments, we may reasonably

suppose chrysitis also to have been such.

X^uCoxoXXa. Theoph. c. 46. Dioscor. 5, 104.

Chrysocolla, Vitruv. 7, 9. Plin. 33, c. 26, 27,

28.

This was a green pigment much spoken of

among the ancients, and has been with the moderns

a subject of much uncertainty and doubt. It is

probable that under the same term were compre-

hended malachite, copper-green, and various green

earths. The name applied to those several sub-

stances properly belonged to a factitious com-

pound, described by Pliny,^ used in soldering gold.

In this chrysocolla (gold glue) " which the gold-

smiths claim as theirs," (aurifices sibi vindicant)

the most important ingredient, perhaps, was the

sub-carbonate of soda, (nitrum.)^ The best chry-

socolla, Pliny tells us, was procured from copper

mines ; the next best, from silver mines ; the third

quality, from gold mines ; and that least valued,

from lead mines. His description of it as a sub-

stance, which from a hquid flowing through min-

eral veins had become indurated, agrees well with

1 Plin. 9, 29.

2 Some have been so far mistaken as to suppose the chrysocolla

of Pliny to be the sub-borate of soda, (borax,) now used byjewellers

in soldering gold. (See Jameson's Mineralogy, 2j 350.)
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the undulated appearance often presented by the

snrface of compact malachite ; and its color, too,

is that of malachite; being most approved, he

says, when it resembled that of luxuriant corn,

while in the tender blade. When used in medi-

cine it excites vomiting, he says
;
and Dioscorides,

too, observes, that it is one of the substances

" which promote vomiting and can cause death."

This author states that the best was brought from

Armenia ; the second kind from Macedonia ; and

the third from Cyprus.

Theophrastus speaks of " native cyanos contain-

ing chrysocolla,"^ or, in modern terms, of the blue

carbonate of copper containing, as it often does,

the green ; and Aristotle also, mentions that the

two occur together in the island Demonesus.^

Kidd agrees with others in thinking the chryso-

coUa of Theophrastus to be malachite ; but sup-

poses the Greek term to have, in this case, a pas-

sive signification ; and to imply that the substance

was " set in gold ;" it being sometimes polished as

an ornamental stone.^ The impure ores of cop-

per called by some mineralogists copper green,

are by others, as Brongniart, Aikin and Phillips,

denominated chrysocolla ; and it is most probable

that some of them were by the ancients compre-

hended under that name. As were also some of

those green earths now known as mountain green,

1 Theoph. c. 70.

2 Arist. de Mirab. Auscult, v. I, p. 1154.

3 Kidd's Min. 2, 120.
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\ or green earth of Saxony ; from its being there ob-

i tained ; as it is hkewise at Kernhausen in Hun-

Igary ; near Verona, in Italy ; and in various parts

of the United States.^ Vitruvius speaks of a green

earth, fit for the use of painters, found in many
places, but the best at Smyrna.^ Celsus speaks of

viride Alcxandrinum,^ and Pliny of viride Appia-

num.^ These earths differ considerably from place

to place in their composition ; but do not often con-

tain copper, to which metal they were once sup-

posed to owe their color. That the name chryso-

coUa was very loosely used is evident ; for Pliny

has described one kind obtained by the evapora-

tion during June and July, of waters suffered to

flow through metallic veins during the preceding

winter, and until the month of June ; and, if his

text here were not corrupt, he would, probably, be

found to describe another factitious kind in much
the same way that Vitruvius does ;

who says that

those who cannot use chrysocolla because of its

high price, dye a blue pigment (coeruleum) with

the herb called lutum, (which produced a yellow

color) and thus obtain a lively green.

lo?. Theoph. c. 102. Dioscor. 5, 91. ^rugo.

Vitruv. 7, 12. Plin. 36, 26.

Verdigris was among the ancients, as it still is,

a common green pigment ; and may be considered

as belonging to our subject, seeing that Dioscori-

des and Pliny specify several varieties of native

1 Cleav. Min. p. 445. 2 Vitruv. 7, 7.

3 Cels. 5, c. 26, § 23. t Plin. 35, 29.
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j'o^, or aerugo ; classing with it, in this case, what

we may suppose to have been green carbonate, in-

stead of acetate of copper ; as, for example, "the

efflorescence upon stones which contained copper,"

and what was "scraped from the stone out of

which copper was melted."

Various modes of making verdigris are describ-

ed by Theophrastus, Dioscorides, and Pliny

;

which agree in principle, and some of them even

as to their details, with the processes now used.

Among the various adulterations of it, that made
with the sulphate of iron (atramentum sutorium)

was, as we learn from Pliny, the one best calculat-

ed to deceive ; and the mode of detecting it, sug-

gested by him, is deserving notice. It was to rub

the counterfeit aerugo on papyrus steeped with the

gall nut, which immediately thereon turned black.

Kuavo^. Theoph. c. 98. Dioscor. 5, 106. Coe-

ruleum. Vitruv. 7, 11. Plin. 33, 57.

Under these names were comprehended by the

ancients several blue pigments, differing widely in

their origin and nature. Theophrastus, having

observed that cyanus (xuavo^) is either native

(duToqjurjc:,) or factitious (tfxsjao'TOf,) as in Egypt ; spe-

cifies three kinds ; the Egyptian, the Scythian,

and the Cyprian ; of which the two last appear to

have been native, and, in that case, were probably

the blue carbonate of copper. What the Egyp-

tian was has been a subject of much doubt. Some
travellers have thought the blue, which may still

be recognised in the paintings of Thebes, to be

6
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ultramarine ;^ and Beckmann infers that the blue

seen on mummies, having lost little or nothing of

its brightness, must be either ultramarine or cobalt,

but with the latter he thinks it can be shown that

the Egyptians were unacquainted.^

Theophrastus speaks of the artificial cyanus as

prepared by means of fire, {rfsifv^ui^ivos) which agrees

well with the idea of its being ultramarine ; but

so does it with the account which Vitruvius gives

of this matter ; an account which, it seems, might

have settled all doubts had it received the attention

it deserves. The composition of coeruleum, he

says, was first invented at Alexandria;^ and a ma-

nufactory of it afterwards established at Puteoli by

Vestorius. It was made by reducing sand min-

gled with pure nitrum, (sub-carbonate of soda) to

a fine powder ; which, being sprinkled with coarse

copper filings, was formed into balls and dried.

The balls were then arranged in earthen vessels,

and placed in a furnace until by its heat they were

converted into coeruleum. Now this is precisely

the coeruleum prepared by Sir H. Davy,'* who
found that 15 parts of carbonate of soda, 20 parts

of opaque flint powdered, and 3 parts by weight

of copper filings, strongly heated together for two

1 See Norden's Travels, v. 2, p. 51. 2 Hist, of Inv. 2. 360.

3 There must be some inaccuracy here, if Vitruvius hag in view,

as is most probable, the Eg-yptian azure spoken of by Theophrastus

;

for he, writing- about the time of the foundation of Alexandria, sajrs,

that "those who write of the Eg-yptian king's, mention the king-

who first made artificial azure in imitation of the native." c. 98.

4 See Parig' Life of Sir H. D&sy, v. 2, p. 48, 299.
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houts, yielded a compound, which, when pow-

dered, produced a fine deep sky blue, which he

regarded as the same azure employed in some an-

cient paintings.^

As to the native azure, there seems little reason

to doubt that it was generally, if not always, blue

carbonate of copper.^ Pliny observes^ that it is

found in gold and silver mines ; and Theophras-

tus speaks of it as occurring together with chryso-

colla, that is, with malachite. This blue carbo-

nate was at one time much used in Persia as a

pigment ;'* and is so used in some countries to this

<iay.^ Pliny mentions as other varieties of ccEru-

leum, the Puteolanum, the Yestorianum, and the

Hispanieuse. The first two we may infer, from

what Vitruvius says, to have been the same with

each other, and with the Egyptian ; and the last,

which seems, like the others, to have been facti-

tious, probably difiered from them oiily as to the

place from which it came. The coeruleum styled

Indicum, which Pliny speaks of as not long before

his time introduced, was probably indigo.® We
find from Dioscorides' and Vitruvius,* that it came
from India ; and the former, though he does not

» See Ure's Chem. Diet., article " Paints."—Sir H. Davy seems to

differ from Beckmann, in supposing the ancients to have been ac-

quainted with cobalt.

2 Beck. Hist, of Inv. v. 2, p. 325, 329. 3 Plin. 33, 56.

* Beck. Hist, of Inv. 2, 317. 5 Cleav. Min. p. 568.

" See Schneider's Comment, on Vitruv. lib. 7, c. 9 ; and Beck.

Hist, of Inv. v. 4, p. 103, 105.

7 Dioscor. 5, 107. 8 Vitruv. 7, 9.
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describe it as a vegetable substance, supposes it to

be a concretion about Indian reeds. Pliny, how-

ever, mentions as a test, by which the true coeru-

leum Indicum might be distinguished, its flaming

upon coals
; a property of cceruleum, which could

not belong to such mineral substances as have

heretofore been spoken of under that denomi-
nation.

Pliny says a fraudulent imitation of cceru-

leum was produced by a decoction of dry violets,

strained through a linen cloth upon creta Eretria

;

and he speaks obscurely of still another factitioiis

kind : which in Vitruvius^ we find described more

clearly, as an imitation of the Indian azure, ob-

tained by dying creta Selinusia, or argentaria, with

woad, the i'(^aris of the Greeks, called vitrum or

glastum by the Romans.

'A^fAsvjov. Dioscor. 5, 105. Armenium. Vitruv.

7, 9. Pliny, 35, 28.

This blue pigment, called after the country

whence it came, is described by Pliny as differing

from* coBruleum, in that it has a whitish tinge.

The kind which by Dioscorides is esteemed the

best, appears to have been an earth; for he re-

quires it to be smooth, friable, and free from stone.

It was, probably, the same mineral he speaks of in

the next chapter, under the name cyanus : only

that it was in an earthy form, and came from Ar-

1 Vitruv. 7, 14.

3 Cleav. Min. p. 568.—Brongn. Tr. Elem. de C. 2, 221.
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menia instead of Cyprus. In its medicinal effects

it resembled chrysocolla ; but was less efficacious.

Besides this earthy blue pigment, there was also a

stone called lapis Armenius ; and this is thought

to have been some quartzy or calcareous sub-

stance, penetrated by the blue carbonate of copper.

Jameson says the Armenian stone of the ancients

was a limestone impregnated with earthy azure

copper ore, and in which copper and iron pyrites

were sometimes disseminated.

Among the blue pigments made use of by the

ancients, Jameson would include the earthy phos-

phate of iron, " for a substance answering to blue

iron earth is mentioned by Pliny as being collected

in the marshes of Egypt, and ground, and washed,

and used as a pigment."^

Besides the several white earths employed as

pigments by the ancients, they used also white

lead, called -vj^ifji-udjov, cerussa ; and the mention of it

here may be allowable, since Pliny speaks^ as if

there were a native kind that had at one time been

in use, although when he wrote it was artificially

prepared. The processes described by Theophras-

tus,^ Diosco rides,'* Vitruvius,^ and himself, do not

differ essentially from those now used. The sub-

stance spoken of by Pliny as a native ceruse.

* This ia one of many instances in which the readers of Jameson

find reason to regret that the learned professor has not referred them

to the authority upon which he rests.

2 Plin. 35, 19. 3 Theoph. c. 101.

4 Dioscor. 5, 103. « Vitruv. 7, 12.

6*
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found at Smyrna, on the farm of Theodotus, ap-

pears to have been that greenish earth mentioned

by Vitruvius^ as occurring in many places, but

the best near Smyrna,—and called by the Greeks

^sodouovj from the name of the person Theodotus,

upon whose farm it was first discovered. From
the fact, that this greenish earth was regarded as

a sort of ceruse, we might infer that the ceruse of

the ancients was not always of a very pure white.

Theophrastus, Dioscorides, Yitruvius, Pliny,

and other ancient authors, speak of various earths

used in medicine chiefly, or as pigments ; and the

second named of these writers specifies certain

properties of these earths, that were possessed in

common by them all.^ Indeed, with the exception

of ampelite, they seem to have resembled each

other greatly in their supposed medicinal virtues,

as well as in their external characters. Thus the

Selinusian had the same eflects with the Chian f
and this the same with the Samian.^ The Pnigi-

tis resembled in color the Eretrian, and was sold

in place of it by some ; and it possessed the same

virtues with the Cimolian.^ These earths were in

most cases argillaceous ; and by the term, creta,

was generally meant some whitish clay, such as

potter's clay, pipe clay, or fuller's earth. It was

sometimes, however, applied to a calcareous marl,

of which kind, probably, were the " Candida fossi-

i Vitruv. 7, 7. 2 Dioscor. 5. 170.

3 Dioscor. 5, 175.
J*
^Dioscor. 5, 174.

« Dioscor. 5, 177.—Plin. 35, 56.
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tia creta/' used in Gaul as a manure,^ and the

"creta pulvis," which Palladius recommends for

the same purpose f and we have reason to believe,

that where such magnesian earths occurred as

those varieties of talc and steatite, which we call

French and Spanish chalk, the ancients compre-

hended them also under the name creta. That
creta was clay we might infer from the uses to

which it was applied
; but we are besides expressly-

told it was so, by the writers " De Re Rustica,''

and others. "Creta, quam argillam dicimus,"

says Palladius.^ "Creta, qua utuntur figuli,

quamque nonnuUi argillam vocant," says Colu-

mella.^ These writers speak repeatedly of " creta

figularis,'^—" creta qua fiunt amphorae.''^ Celsus,

too, speaks of " creta figularis,"'' and Yitruvius of

" vas ex creta factum, non coctum."^

One of the most celebrated of those earths was
the creta Cimolia ; much used both in medicine,

and as a fuller's earth for scouring and cleansing

woollen cloths. Both uses of it seem to have

been more ancient at least than the age of Hippo-

crates
;
for he, more than once, prescribes^ deter-

sive earth (CfAT^xr^i^a y^v), which Erotianus and

Galen explain to mean Cimolia (rr\\ K»jULwX/av).

This earth, which anciently gave celebrity to Ci-

» Varro. 1, 7, 8. a Peb. 25, 22.

3 Pallad. 1, 34, 3. 4 Colum. 3, 11, 9.

^ Col. 3, 11, 9.-6, 17, 6.-8, 2, 3.-Veg. 3. 4. « Col. 12, 4, 5.

^ Cels. 1, 3. 8 Vitruv. 8, 1, 5.

9 Hippocr. Op. p. 667. 1.—p. 684. E.
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molusji still forms beds in that island, now called

Argentiera, and in Milo. It was in modern times

first recognised by Tournefort f and is now called

by mineralogists cimolite, argile cimolithe. It is

greyish white
; but by exposure to the air, becomes

reddish
; whence, probably, is derived Pliny's dis-

tinction of it into two kinds, "candidum, et ad

purpurissum inclinans."^ It possesses the deter-

gent property of fuller's earth, but is less unctious

to the touch than that variety of clay. Mr. Haw-
kins found that the terra cimolia which he pro-

cured at Argentiera, cleansed woollens as well as

the best fuller's earth. The inhabitants of the

island still use it, not only for this purpose, but as

a substitute for soap in washing linens ; though

from what Tournefort observes, it seems badly

suited to such use, inasmuch as the grains of sand

which it contains are apt to wear away the linen .^

The name cimolia was applied to other earths be-

sides that of the island Cimolus ; from their pos-

sessing, in greater or less degree, its detersive pro-

perties. That of Sardinia Pliny styles, " vilissima

omnium cimoliae generum,"—the cheapest kind

of cimolite. This creta Sarda was, however, used

in the first place to cleanse garments that were

not dyed, which were then fumigated with sul-

1 " Hinc hnmilem Myconen, cretosaque rura Cimoli." Ov. Met.

7, 463.

2 Jam. Min. 1, 478. 3 Plin. 35, 57.

* Brongn. Min. 1, 519.—Tournefort's Voyage, v. 1, p. llS^Eng".

trans.

{
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phur, and finally scoured with cimolia.^ We per-

ceive, therefore, that when " cretata vestis," " cre-

tata ambitio candidati," are spoken of, Ave are not,

as some have done, to fancy that the gown of the

candidate was whitened with a sprinkling of pow-

dered chalk ; but that it was cleansed, and bright-

ened by the fuller's art.

The first of the earths enumerated by Pliny,

collyrium, is still represented in our cabinents by

the koUyrite, argile kollyrite ; and of the last one

in his arrangement, and in that of Dioscorides,

ampelitis, Ave retain the name ; under which some

mineralogists have included aluminous and gra-

phic slate.^

The ampelitis appears to have been a bitumi-

nous shale ; and is called by Strabo " the bitumi-

nous earth ampelitis " (t^v ajw-rsXjVjv yriv dcfcpakrudriy^

This earth was found near Seleucia in Syria ; was
black, and resembled small pine charcoal; and

when rubbed to powder, would dissolve in a little

oil poured upon it. Its name was derived from

its being used to anoint the vine (df^'TreXo^), and pre-

serve it from the attack of worms.'* The Cilician

earth spoken of by Theophrastus,^ which, when
boiled, became viscid, and with which, instead of

1 Plin. 35, 57.

2 Brong-niart (Min. 1, 561,) agrees with Messrs. Rome-de-Lille

and Haiiy in thinking- ampelitis to have been the same with the

minerals which he describes under the names ampelite alumineux
and ampelite graphique.

3 Strab. p. 316. 4 Dioscor. 5, 181.

s Theoph. c. 85.
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birdlime, yines were anointed to guard them against

insects, was. probably of this same kind.

Collyrium was so called from its supposed vir-

tue as an external application to sore eyes ;^ such

remedies being called collyria. It was one of the

two more remarkable varieties of Samian earth,

the other of which was called aster. The rest of

the earths had their several names from the places

where they respectively occurred. The Selinu-

sian was sometimes called argentaria, because

used to poUsh silver. The earth spoken of in

connexion with Selinusian, and called annularia,

which was stained with woad to produce an imi-

tation of indicum,2 is probably the same with the

annulare (viridum) mentioned afterwards f which

was so called because made of clay, colored with

common green ring stones. This at least, strange

as it is, appears to be the only sense we can ex-

tract from Pliny's words
;
the meaning of which

Beckmann acknowledges he had not been able to

discover.^ The same author inclines to think that

the earth called annularia received its name from

its use in sealing; a purpose to which certain

kinds of earth were anciently applied.^ The
Pnigitis was probably obtained from the neighbor-

hood of a village called Pnigeus, on the coast of

Egypt, not far from which was a promontory of

» Plin. 35, 53. 2 piin. 35, 27.

3 Plin. 35, 30. * Beck. Hist, of Inv. 4, 106.

5 See Herod. 2, 38.—Cie. pro Flacco. c. 16.—Beck. Hist, of Inv.

1, 208.
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white earth, called the White coast (A£ux>] Axry))}

Nearly related to Pnigitis was Paraetonium ; one

of the earths most commonly made use of as a

white pigment,^ and which derived its name from

a town in Egypt, where it was obtained, not far

from Alexandria. It was a heavy tough clay, of

a fine white color ; and in the mass often contained

minute shells and other impurities; owing, pro-

bably, to its having been rolled by the waves upon

the beach, after being washed in a purer state out

of sea-beaten cliffs, in which strata of it were con-

tained. It was procured from Cyrene also, and

from Crete f and, Hardouin says, is found in Sax-

ony, and known by the same name.'*

Melinum, or terra Melia, was so called from the

island Melos (Milo,) where it was obtained. It

was of an ashy white, resembling the ash colored

Eretrian earth ; and was useful in painting, to

give permanence to colors.* One of the several

varieties of Samian earth resembled it ; but, being

unctuous, stiff, and sHppery, was not employed by

painters.^ The Melian was applied to the same

uses in medicine as the Eretrian earth.

Theophrastus, speaking of factitious pigments,

adds that there are three or four varieties of native

» Strabo, p. 799. a Vitruv. 77.-Plin. 35, 18.

3 Plin. 35, 18. * Hard, in Plin. vol. 9, p. 414.

* Dioscor. 5, 181.—It was also used by women as a cosmetic, and

seems to have answered the same purpofc as the ceruse which is

mentioned with it. (Plaut. Mostell. 1, 3, 107.)

« Theoph. c. 108.—Plin. 36, 19.
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earths^ which from their superior usefulness de-

serve mention, and he specifies the Mehan, the

Cimolian, the Samian, and the Tymphaican

;

which last he further characterizes as gypsum.

Of these the Melian alone, and such others as pos-

sessed its qualities ; that is, the opposite of those

above ascribed to Samian earth, were used by
painters.^ There were in Melos, and in Samos,

many varieties of earth. The Samian was ob-

tained from a vein of considerable extent, but only

two feet in height between the rocks which formed

its roof and floor; so that one could not stand

erect while digging it, but was obliged to lie upon
his back or side. This vein contained four differ-

ent qualities of earth, which became better in pro-

portion as it was obtained from nearer the centre

of the vein ; the outer and inferior kind called as-

ter being chiefly or solely used for cleansing gar-

ments.2 Such of these white earths as were used

for pigments resembled, probably, the clays still so

employed under the names of Spanish white

—

white of Moudon, or Morat—and Rouen white.^

The Tymphaic earth was an earthy gypsum,

found near Perrhsebia, and Tymphsea, in iEtolia,

1 Theoph. c. 107.

2 Some suppose one variety of Samian earth to have been Meer-

schaum, and that of this were formed those celebrated Samian ves-

sels spoken of by Pliny (35, 46,) by Plautus (Capt. a. 2, sc. 2,) and

repeatedly by Cicero (ad Her. 4, 65.—In Verr. 1, 50.)

3 See Tingry'a Painter's and Varnisher's Guide, p. 181, seqq.
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on the surface of the ground ; and was used in

cleansing garments.^

OF MARBLES, AND OTHER MINERAL SUBSTAN-

CES, EMPLOYED IN BUILDING, <fec. BY THE
ANCIENTS.

Among the marbles enumerated by Theophrastus

and Pliny, that ranks first with both, which, from

the island Paros where it was obtained, was called

Parian; and from the manner in which it was

quarried, by the light of lamps, was sometimes, as

Pliny on the authority of Varro tells us, designated

by the name lychnites.^ This is the stone

"whose color was considered as pleasing to the

gods,^ which was used by Praxiteles, and other

illustrious Grecian sculptors,'* and celebrated for

its whiteness by Pindar* and Theocritus."^ Of
this marble are the Venus de'Medici, the Diana

Venatrix ; the colossal Minerva, (called Pallas of

Velletri ;) Ariadne, (called Cleopatra ;) Juno, (call-

ed Capitolina,) and others. Of this are also the

celebrated Oxford marbles, known as the Parian

Chronicle. Before Pliny's time, however, whiter

marbles than the Parian had been discovered, and

amongst them the Lunensian, (marmor Lunense,)

which derived its name from the city Luna in

1 Theoph. c. HI.—Plin. 36, 59.

2 From Uxvos a lamp.—Plin. 36. 4. 2.

» Plat de Leg. 12. 7. ^ Prop. 3. 9. 16. Quinct 2. 19.

5 Pind. Nem. 4. 131.

« Theocr. 6. 38.—See Clarke's Trav. v. 6, p. 133.

7
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Etmria, where it was obtained.^ The same mar-

ble, now quarried at Carrara, a few miles distant

from its ancient source, is the one chiefly used by-

modern sculptors ; and furnished the material for

some fine specimens of ancient art likewise ; as the

Antinous of the Capitol, and the Belvidere Apollo,

according to Jameson, Dolomieu and other mine-

ralogists; though Dr. Clarke thinks them to be

Parian marble.^

The Pentelican marble, which Theophrastus

names next after the Parian, was obtained from

mount Pentelicus, not far from Athens
;
and many

of the finest works executed there during the ad-

ministration of Pericles are of this material. The
Parthenon was built entirely of it, as was also the

temple of Ceres at Eleusis.^ But being less homo-

geneous than the Parian marble, and consequently

more liable to decomposition, the works executed

in it do not, like those in Parian marble, retain the

mild lustre of their original polish.

,

The Chian marble, which stands third in Theo-

phrastus, was sometimes, as we may from what
Pliny says infer, diversified with colored spots ;*

while from another passage in the same author,

read correctly, it appears that the Lucullean mar-

ble, which was of a uniform black, came from

1 Plin. 36, 4, 2.

2 The author of " Rome in tha 19th Cent." says the Belvidere

Apollo, " is now universally recognised to be of Italian marble."

3 Clarke's Travels, vol. 6. p. 133, seqq. « Plin. 36, 5.
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Chios.^ And this pure black marble is, indeed,

the kind most commonly spoken of as Chian

;

though it is not improbable that the island pro-

duced marble of several different sorts.

Beckmann thinks^ that Theophrastus, by the

carbuncle (dv^^axiov) of Chios,^ meant this well

known black marble, which from its resemblance

to an extinguished co^lI, was designated by this

name ; as the ruby was, from its resemblance to one

burning. And of this marble he supposes to have

been made the mirrors mentioned by Theophras-

tus ; and that Pliny^ misinterprets him in stating

they were of the {av6^dxm) of Orchomenus. The
Thebaic, which is the only other marble that

Theophrastus names, is not mentioned by Pliny

;

for the Thebaic stone (lapis Thebaicus) and the

Syenites of the Thebais were not marbles, as we
shall hereafter see.

Pliny deems it unnecessary to describe the kinds

and colors of marbles, seeing they were so well

known
;
and not easy to enumerate them, from

their multitude.^ We are now at a loss to deter-

mine even some of those he has thought fit to

specify. We know that he includes among mar-

bles, some stones not strictly such
; as porphyry,

basalt, and syenite ; and we are, therefore, justified

in doubting as to others. Thus the Coraliticus

* Plin. 36, 8.—The true reading- appears to be •' Chio Insula," in-

stead of Nili Insula.—See Hardouin on Plin. 36, 8.

3 Beck. H. of I.„3 178. 3 Theoph. c. 61.

4 Plin. 37, 25. 5 Plin. 36, 11.
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whose dimensions never exceeded two cubits,*

would seem not to have been marble. If, how-

ever, it was, as some suppose, a snow-white fine-

grained marble, which had its name from the river

Coralus in Phrygia, Pliny must mean that it was

not obtained from the quarry in masses of larger

dimensions than those he has assigned to it. The
Alabandicus, which, " liquatur igni ac funditur in

usum vitri,"^ is thought by some to have been

marble used as a flux in making glass, while

others have supposed it to be manganese.^

The Lacedaemonian green marble, which Pliny
'

classes with the most precious, was quarried at

Taenarus
; and the verde antico is supposed to be

the same.^ There are Egyptian green and white

marbles still known, which are taken to be those

Pliny calls Augustum and Tiberium. The ophi-

tes, with which Pliny compares them, is called in

later writers Egyptian ophite, green Egyptian

marble, and Egyptian green. It is thought by

some a variety of common serpentine. Others

describe it more accurately as a mixture of red-

dish brown common serpentine, leek and pistachio
;

green precious serpentine, white granular foliated

limestone, and small portions of diallage.^

» Plin. 36, 13. 2 Ibid.

3 Beck. Hist, of Inv. 4, 60.

* Winck. Stor. delle A. del Dis. v. 1, p. 23.—Sext. Empir. Op. p.

34, and the authors there cited by H. Stephens.

5 Jam. Min. 1, 514. This appears to be the etone described by
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Of the ophites there are three varieties specified

by Dioscorides ;^ one, black and heavy ; a second,

ash colored and spotted; the third, containing

white lines. The first was perhaps green por-

phyry, the ophites of Waller f the second, steatite,

and the third, the kind just now described. Pliny

seems to have in view the first two of these three

varieties, when he says, there are two kinds of

ophites, the one soft and white, the other dark co-

lored and hard.^ Afterwards speaking of a mor-

tar for the physician's use made of the white

ophite, he adds, " est enim hoc genus ophitis ex

quo vasa etiam et cados faciunt."^

When luxury and the rage for building were at

their height in Rome, every accessible region of

the earth was ransacked for materials ; and from

the continent and islands of Greece, from Numi-
dia and Egypt, from Phrygia, and other parts of

the coast of Asia Minor, the finest marbles were

procured. Among these were celebrated the Hy-

mettian, from mount Hymettus in Attica; the

Carystian, from Euboea; the white marbles of

Cappadocia and Thasos ; the black of Lesbos, and

the marbles of Numidia, a country which, as

Pliny asserts, produced nothing whatever remark-

able, except marble and wild beasts.^ That quar-

Winckelmann under the name of Egyptian breccia. (See Stor. delle

Arti del Dis. v. 1, p. 89.)

1 Dioscor. 5. 162. a WaUer. Syst. Min. 1, 430.

3Plin.36, 11. *Plm.36,43.
* Plin. 5, 2.

7*
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ried near Synnada in Phrygia, resembling ala-

baster in its variegated appearance, was much
used at Rome in Strabo's time ; and slabs and co-

lumns of extraordinary size and beauty were

brought from that great distance.^ It is natural,

therefore, that among the ruins of Roman archi-

tecture should be found marbles of which the

quarries are no longer known, and which are

therefore designated as antique. Such are the

verde antico, the rosso antico, the giallo antico,

the bianco e nero antico, besides others. The
porphyrites, basaltes, and syenites of Egypt, de-

scribed by Pliny, still retain their ancient names.

Of this last material, which was quarried near

Syene, a town of Thebais, were formed those ce-

lebrated obelisks described by Pliny,^ and which

are still gazed at with wonder, either in Egypt, or

at Rome. This stone is classed by Winckelmann

with granite ; of which he says Egypt furnished

two varieties, one red and whitish ; of which are

formed these obelisks, and many statues ; as three

of large size in the Capitoline museum ; the other

white and black, peculiar, as he thinks, to Egypt,

and of which there is a statue of Isis in the same

museum, and a large figure of Anubis in the Villa

Albani.^ Pliny speaks of fine works of art in

Egyptian basalt also, and of these likewise some

have found their way to Rome ; as the lions at

1 Strab. p. 577. 2 piin. 36, 13.

3 Winck. St. delle A. d. D. v. 1, p. 65-v. 2, p. 13.
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the base of the ascent to the Capitol, and the

sphinx of the villa Borghese. Of this stone also,

Winckelmann distinguishes two kinds : the black,

which is the more common sort, is the material of

the figures just now mentioned ; the other variety

has a greenish hue.^

The stone which Pliny describes as possessing

the hardness of marble, white, and translucent,

and thence called phengites,^ is supposed to have

been selenite.^ Of this stone Nero built a temple

of Fortuna Seia ; within which, " when the doors

were closed, there remained the light of day;

which seemed, not transmitted, as through the

specular stone ; but, as it were, enclosed within

the walls."'* Hardouin, in his note upon this pass-

age, says, the church of St. Miniat in Florence is

lighted in like manner, by windows of selenite fif-

teen feet in height. And it was thus, as Beck-

mann thinks, that selenite was used in the temple

of Fortune ; the openings in the walls were closed,

and not the whole building constructed with it.^

Domitian, that he might be able to see what was
done behind his back, lined with this same sub-

stance a gallery in which he used to walk.®

The tophus of Pliny"' was a calcareous tufa

;

which, in some places a firm and durable material

* Ibid. 3 From ^iyyoff splendor.

3 Jam. Min. 2, 241. * Plin. 36, 46.

5 Beck. Hist, of Inv. 3, 176. • Suet, in vita Domit. c. 14.

» Plin. 36, 48.
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for building, was elsewhere, as at Carthage, of so

spongy and friable a nature, that it could not,

without some protection, bear exposure to the

weather ; so that the Carthaginians, who had no
other building material, used to coat their walls

with pitch. A variety of calcareous tufa, which,

though lighter than Parian marble, resembled it

in hardness and in color, was called by the Greeks

iru^og or -^rw^ivog "kidog, as it is by Pliny also, when
translating from Theophrastus.^ Of this stone

were constructed the temple of Jove at Elis,^ and

that of Apollo at Delphi f except that the roof of

the former was of Pentelican, and the front of the

latter of Parian marble. Indeed, porus seems to

have been as usual a building material in Greece,

as the like substance, travertino, (lapis Tiburti-

nus,) was in Italy ;* and these varieties of calca-

reous tufa were the, first stones upon which the

statuaries of Greece and Italy exercised their art.*

The lapis Tiburtinus (travertino) appears to

be classed by Yitruvius^ and Pliny,'' as it generally

is by moderns, with calcareous tufa ; though some

have preferred to regard it as a compact lime-

stone.^ Of this material are the ruins of Paestum

;

» Plin. 36, 28. a Pausan. p. 397.

3 Herod. 5, 62.

4 See Winck. St. delle A. d. Die. r. 1, p. 22.

5 Ibid. 6 Vitruv. 2. 7.

7 Plin. 36, 48.

8 That it was limestone we should know from Palladius, who

speaks of it (1, 10, 3,) as being capable of being burnt to quicklime.
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the Coliseum, and St. Peter's in Rome, with many-

other churches, and buildings, ancient as well as

modern. It is a stony concretion of a spongy na-

ture, and is formed especially in the waters of the

Teverone. In the quarries of it fresh stone forms,

in which tools are sometimes found imbedded.*

There is an example of a like extensive formation

of tufa near Guanca VeUca in Peru ; where a

warm spring deposites calcareous earth in such

abundance as to form quarries, from which build-

ing materials are drawn.^ Limestone of this kind

acquires a great degree of hardness ; and it has

been thought that the solidity of Roman masonry

is due to the joint use of travertine and puzzo-

lana, which are found in the same neighborhood.'

That puzzolana, mixed with a small proportion

of lime, hardens quickly, even under water, was
well known to the ancients. Vitruvius, Pliny,

Seneca, and others speak of this property of the

pulvis Puteolanus as a curious fact.'* The black

sand, which Vitruvius calls carbunculus; and

supposes to have been produced by subterranean

heat ; was, probably, the black variety of puzzo-

lana
; which some mineralogists regard as altered

scoria.

The existence of such subterranean heat Vitru-

vius thinks is evidenced in various ways ; as by

» Kidd's Min. 1, 25. a Brongn. T. E. de Min. 1, 212.

» Ibid.

< See Vitruv. 2, G.—Plin. 35, 47.--Senec. Wat. Qusest. 3, 20.
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warm springs ; by hot vapors issuing from hollow

mountains ; by ancient traditions of the effects of

such heat; effects which, he thinks, must vary

with the nature of the soil ; wherefore the same

heat produced in Campania the dust (pulvis) called

Puteolanus, and in Etruria that sand called car-

bunculus.' The pulvis Puteolanus was obtained

from the region round about Vesuvius, and espe-

cially near Baiae and Puteoli ; now called Puzzu-

oli; whence its modern name.

That stone into which earth from the neighbor-

hood of Cyzicus and Cassandria, when immersed

in the sea, was converted, as PUny tells us f as

also that along the coast from Oropus to Aulis,

where the earth, as far as it was washed by the

sea, was changed to rock, may have been a sort

of calcareous tufa, somewhat like that on the

coast of Guadaloupe, which contained the sup-

posed fossil human bones. And the spring in

Cnidus, which in eight months converted earth

into stone, was probably impregnated with carbo-

nate of lime to such degree as to produce effects

like those exhibited at Carlsbad in Bohemia ; at

the hot baths of St. Philip in Tuscany ; or, in an-

cient times, near Hierapolis in Phrygia; where,

as Vitruvius informs us,^ was a copious hot

1 Vitruv. 2, 6, sub fin. It should be remembered that Vitruvius

wrote before the first eruption of Vesuvius, of which we have any

historic record ; that by which Herculaneum and Pompeii were de-

stroyed.

2 Plin. 35, 47. 3 Vitruv. 3, 3, 10.
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spring, the waters of which, introduced into

trenches cut around gardens and vineyards, formed

after a year a crust of stone. A property, of which
the inhabitants who dwelt thereabout took ad-

vantage, in order to form inclosures for their fields.

Strabo, too, speaks of these waters of Hierapo-

lis, " which were so easily indurated into calca-

reous tufa {'fd^os) that, by conducting them through

channels, hedges were formed of one entire stone."^

The silices, of which certain kinds are specified

by Pliny2 as fit to be used in building, may in

some cases have been such as we also term sili-

ceous
; but the more probable opinion is, that the

name silices was somewhat indiscriminately ap-

plied to the more compact and harder stones.

The viridis silex, which so remarkably resisted

fire ; which was never abundant ; a stone rather

than a rock ; may perhaps have been serpentine.

No inference to the contrary need be drawn from

Pliny's calling it silex; for he presently after

speaks of lime made "ex silice;"^ as Yitruvius,

also, directs that it be burnt "de albo saxo aut

silice."* It is probable that by silex in these pas-

sages is meant a dark colored compact limestone.

The red stone which Pliny,* after Vitruvius,® re-

commends to expose to the weather for two years

before it is used in building ; in order that such

» Strab. p. 629. « pUn. 36, 49.

» Plin. 36, 53. * Vitruv. 2, 5.

* Plin. 36, BO. « Vitruv. 2, 7.
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Stones only may be employed in the superstruc-

ture as have been able to abide this test, may have

been a red sand stone ; different varieties of which

differ greatly as to their durability when so ex-

posed. Some, as that from Nyack on the Hudson,

absorb moisture and fall to pieces ; while others,

again, as that from Newark on the Passaic, be-

come harder by exposure to the weather.

Pliny specifies various kinds of sand used in

sawing marble ; of which the best were the ^Ethi-

opic and the Indian.^ Of sand used in making

mortar, he afterwards distinguishes three sorts;

fossil, river, and sea-sand (fossitia, fluviatihs, and

marina.2) And in relation to the former he has a

brief geological remark, which seems borrowed

from Yitruvius ; who says that fossil sand is not

wanting in the parts of Italy which lie west of the

Apennine mountains ; but that beyond them, to-

wards the Adriatic sea, there is none found ; and

that in Achaia, in Asia, and in fine throughout the

countries beyond sea, it is not even named. This

assertion, however. Philander, Scamozzi, and other

commentators on Vitruvius, say is incorrect.^

OF SALINE SUBSTANCES MENTIONED BY THE

ANCIENTS.

Notwithstanding Beckmann's learned and la-

bored argument to prove the ancients unacquainted

» Plin. 36, 9. a pUn. 36, 54.

3 Vitruv. 2, 6, and annotationB thereon.
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with our alum ; and that the salt called by them

alumen, was a native sulphate of iron,* there are

some who still think that the manufacture of alum

must have been known at a much earlier period

than he assigns for its first introduction f or else

that it was found native in Egypt, Melos^ Lipari,

and elsewhere, in sufficient quantity for the pur-

poses to which it was anciently applied.

We know that the ancients, without much dis-

crimination, often called by the same name sub-

stances widely different in their nature ; but which

in certain points bore some resemblance to each

other; and it is probable the (frvrfrri^ia of the

Greeks, called alumen by the Romans, may in

some instances have been sulphate of iron; or

other vitriohc salt besides what we call alum ; but

that this too, or a salt very nearly resembling it,

was sometimes meant, seems certain.

Some of the properties ascribed to alumen be-

long to our alum ; but not in the least to sulphate

of iron. Thus Dioscorides says^ of the fibrous

variety, whic?i he terms (fx^frri, that it is exceeding

white, (XsuxTi ayav ;) and from Pliny's description

of this kind'* we may infer that it was such an

efflorescence as that called plume, or fibrous alum

;

found in considerable quantity on the soil at Solfa-

tara, near Naples; and at La Tolfa, in alum

» Beck. Hist, of Inv. 1, 288.

2 See Parke's Chem. Essays, v. 1, p. 625.

Dioscor. 5, 123. * Plin. 35, 52.
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stone. ^ Pliny, too, speaks of alum as white ; as

used for whitening wool ; as being prepared for

certain medicinal uses by burning it in pans until

it cease to flow liquid. All which is quite inap-

plicable to sulphate of iron.^ The modern alum

of commerce generally contains more or less sul-

phate of iron f and the alumen of the ancients,

whether native, or prepared according to their un-

skilful methods, may have contained so much of

the same impurity, occasionally, as to blacken

when mixed with the juice of the pomegranate,

oT with galls.'* Besides, they may have con-

founded with alumen, what by some of the earlier

mineralogists of modern times was called hair-salt,

and supposed to be a variety of alum ; but which

analysis has shown to be a mixture of the sul-

hpates of magnesia and iron.^

As this is called by Kirwan hair-salt,^ so Dios-

corides applies to a certain variety of (frvtrrri^ia a

corresponding name, t^jxiVj?J Of the many varie-

ties which he says there were, he has specified

three as used in medicine
;
the fibrous, or separa-

ble {(fx^ff'ry),) the round (tfr^oz/iiXii,) and the moist

(u/^a.) The (fx*(fTri may be rightly denominated

fibrous^ since he says it greatly resembled a cer-

tain stone, which might be distinguished from it.

» Cleav. Min. p. 227. » Vide Mill, iu Celsum, lib. 4, c. 18.

3 Cleav. Min. p. 229. -» Plin. 35, 52.

A Cleav. Min. p. 227. « Kirwan's Min. 2, 13.

"'Dioscor.S, 123.
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however, as possessing no astringent taste ; and

this stone we afterwards discover was amianthus.^

This comparison, altogether unsuitable if we sup-

pose (frvjrrvi^ia, (f^Kfrri to be sulphate of iron, is per-

fectly just as applied to what has been in modern

times called fibrous alum ; which is " composed of

capillary crystals, or fibres—white, silky, parallel

to each other,"^ while "the fibres of amianthus

are usually straight, almost always parallel, have

in most cases a silky lustre, and their color white."^

In the island Milo are found, mingled with

fibrous gypsum in volcanic rocks, fine specimens

of what till lately was thought fibrous alum ;^ but

which appears upon analysis to be a sulphate of

alumine, containing accidental portions of potash,

soda-alum, sulphates of magnesia, iron, and cop-

per.^ This island is mentioned very particularly

by Dioscorides as a locality of tfTu^Trigia ; and Pliny

observes that the best alumen of a certain kind

was that called Melinum from the island Melos f
having before said of the substance generally, that

after the Egyptian, the most approved was found

in Melos. There can be little doubt, therefore,

that the alumen of the ancients comprehended at

1 Dioscor. 5, 156. 2 cjeav. Min. p. 227.

3 Cleav. Min. p. 405. 4 Cleav. Min. p. 227.

5 See Amer. Jour, of Science and Art, No. 46, p. 388.—Klaproth,

however, found the requisite proportion of potash in the alum of

the Grotta di Alume at Cape Miseno, near Naples ; "where nature

alone, he says, unassisted by art, is constantly producing- perfect

alum." (Min. 1, 266.)

6 Plin. 35. 52.
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least this sulphate of alumine ; or rather that this

is the substance generally meant by the words

(fTuifrri^iaj and alumen. For the islands of Lipari

and MilOj where the sulphate of alumine is still

produced in considerable abundance, were in the

times of Diodorus Siculus and Pliny the chief

sources of alumen.

The alum mines of Milo ; one of which Tour-

nefort examined ; would appear from ;his descrip-

tion^ to have been capable of furnishing no incon-

siderable quantity ; but when Diodorus wrote, it

seems the supply from this quarter, whatever it

may have been, was of small account in compari-

son with that derivpd from Lipari ; which island,

he remarks, contained the celebrated mines of

alum, {(frvirvri^iag,) whence the Lipareans and the

Romans drew large revenues.; for enjoying a mo-

nopoly of a substance much used, and no where

else produced, except in small quantity in Melos

only, and raising the price at pleasure, their pro-

fits were to an amount incredible.^ Of Egypt,

mentioned by Pliny as a locality of alumen, Dio-

dorus takes no notice ; but Herodotus relates that

Amasis sent to the people of Delphi, as his contri-

bution towards the building of their temple, a

thousand talents of this mineral.^

The kind which Dioscorides and Pliny call

(TT^oyyuXr), or round, may have been such concre-

1 Letter 4th, vol. 1, p. 128, 129, of Eng. trans.

2 Diod. Sic. 5, 10. 3 Herod. 2, 180.
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tions, or small fibrous masses of native alum as

are occasionally found ; or rather, perhaps, alumi-

nite, or sub sulphate of alumine, which occurs in

roundish or reniform masses ; and, possessing

some properties in common with alum, would like

hair-salt have been readily confounded with it.

Some of the characters of that called u/^a, or

moist, by Dioscorides, agree well enough with

those of stone or mountain-butter, as Kirwan,

Werner, Jameson, and others, term a certain va-

riety of native alum. If we must with Pliny^ call

it liquid; it may have been a strong solution of

the native salt, found occasionally in cavities

formed in aluminous slate ; or in clays embracing

the sulphuret of iron.

By chalcitis, " a stone from which copper was

melted,"2 Pliny no doubt means pyritous copper

;

but the relation this bears to sulphuret of iron

(such that it is sometimes hard to draw a line be-

tween the two)^ caused them to be confounded,

and consequently the sulphate of iron procured

from, and found associated with either of these

minerals, was called xa^^^v^ov, chalcanthum, flos

aeris, copperas. And as the two ores were easily

confounded, we need not wonder at a like confu-

sion as regards the two sulphates that are derived

from them. And again, since the sulphate was

sometimes found associated with the sulphuret of

» H. N. 35, 52. a PUn. 34, 29.

3 Cleav. Min. p. 558.
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iron ; and that was net distinguished from pyri-

tous copper
; we find the characters and properties

of all the three confounded in one and the same
description. Thus Phny describes^ chalcitis as a

stone from which copper is extracted ; meaning
pyritous copper ; as soft, friaible, and Uke a downy
concretion; a description applicable to the sul-

phuret of iron, as it occurs at times in efflores-

cences, or stalactitical concretions, or in crusts

composed of fibres. The three kinds into which
he says chalcitis is distinguished, viz. brass, and
misy, and sory, are again, either pyritous cop-

pec, or the sulphuret of iron, and the sulphate of

iron in two different states. When he says it has

veins of brass, and is most approved when of the

color of honey, and with delicate branching veins,

friable, not stony, he seems to describe that sul-

phuret of iron which occurs in membranes, or

dendritic branches, embraced between layers of

other mineral?.

The styptic and caustic properties which Dios-

corides assigns to chalcitis, belonged, of course, to

the vitriolic salts derived from it.^ The sulphate

of iron becomes from exposure yellow, and at last

brown ; and in these states, probably, answers to

the misy and sory of Dioscorides and Pliny.'"* Some
of the characters which they ascribe to these sub-

stances might, indeed, lead to a belief that they

» H. N. 34, 29. a Dioscor. 6, 115.

« Kidd's Min. 2, 22.—Jam. Min. 2, 343.
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were varieties of pyrites ; but this may be explained

from the confusion just alluded to. That misy

was what has been called Roman vitriol, or yellow

copperas, seems unquestionable;^ and it is ex-

pressly so named by Democritus,^ who says that

sory (rfo'^u) is always found in misy, ((j^jVu,) and that

this latter is called yellow copperas {x^(^f^s x«^-

Of the melanteria, or ink stone, Dioscorides

remarks that " some have taken it to be the same

with sory, from which it is distinct, though not

unlike."^ It was probably a sulphate of iron

formed in a matrix containing vegetable astrin-

gent matter ; by union with which was produced

a natural ink.

Chalcanthum, which appears to have been so

named for the reasons above stated, rather than, as

some suppose, because of the brass yellow color

of the mineral from which it was obtained, was

otherwise called atramentum sutorium, from its

being used to blacken leather.

Pliny, describing a process by which it was

made, says that upon cords suspended in the vats

containing water impregnated with it, there accu-

mulated vitreous clusters of a remarkable lustre,

and adds, " vitrumque esse creditur."'* Hence are

derived our terms vitriol, and vitriolic.

1 See Hardouin on Pliny, v. 9, p. 320.

\
2 As cited by Saumaise—Exercit. Plin. p. 815, a AB.
3 Dioscor. 5, 119. •» Plin. 34, 32.
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That the aXg itiiiuviaxoSj sal ammoniac of Dios-

corides, Celsus, and Pliny,^ was not our sal am-

moniac, the muriate of ammonia ; but rock salt

;

seems to have been sufficiently proved by Beck-

mann f but his learned examination of this sub-

ject has not rendered it equally certain that the

ancients were unacquainted with the muriate of

ammonia. The rock salt designated as ammo-
niac was brought through Egypt, from as far,

says Pliny, as the oracle of Hammon
;
where Ar-

rian states that it was dug, a native fossil salt

(oKsg auTOfxowoi o^xtoj) f and when afterwards the

muriate of ammonia came to be manufactured

in Egypt, this received the same name. It has

been thought, however, by some modern mine-

ralogists, that the ancients knew muriate of am-

monia under the name of nitrum ;* and, although

Beckmann maintains the opposite opinion, the

grounds on which he rests his argument do not

always bear him out. He observes that "there

are two properties with which the ancients might

have accidentally become acquainted, and which

in that case would have been sufficient to make

known or define to us this salt (the muriate of

ammonia). In the first place, by an accidental

mixture of quick lime, the strong smell or unplea-

sant vapor diffused by the volatile alkali separated

I See Dioscor. 5, 126.-Cel9. 66.-Plin. 31, 39.

a Hist, of Inv. 4, 360, seqq. ^ De Exped. Alex. 1. 3, c. 4.

* See before, p. 16.
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from the acid might have been observed." Now
what Beckmann seems wilUng to admit as a crite-

rion of sal ammoniac is mentioned by Pliny of

nitrum ; which, he says, sprinkled with Ume, gives

forth a powerful odor" (calce aspersum reddit

odorem vehementem^).

Beckmann appears to doubt what he says " se-

veral writers have asserted, that sal ammoniac

comes also from the East Indies."^ But it cer-

tainly is brought thence at this day ; and may
have been manufactured there, and have found

its way thence to Europe in the time of Pliny

also ; for we find that unchangeable country

producing the same things then as now ; indigo,

indian ink, fine steel, sugar, silks, &c.^—since " in

India all artificial productions are of very great

antiquity."^ The manufacture of sal ammoniac in

Egypt also may, for aught we know, have been

more ancient than is thought. We are not justi-

fied in concluding that the ancients were ignorant

of every thing of which we discover no mention

in their works. Beckmann, on no other ground,

rejects the sense put upon the words " usus ad fe-

nestras," by Lehmann, (who supposes Pliny here

to speak of window frames, to which a certain

pigment was applied), and asserts that " glass win-

dows were at that time unknown."^ But now we

» Plin. 31, 46, 4. a Hist, of Inr. 4, 381.

3 See before, pp. 43, 67.—Plin. 12, 17,-35, 25,-34, 41.-Virg.

Georg-. 2, 121.

4 Beck. Hisu of Inv. 4, 118. * Ibid. 2, 237.
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find in Pompeii glass windows/ which we are very

sure date as far back as PUny's time ; since he

witnessed the catastrophe that buried them. One
of the chief reasons for supposing the ancients to

have been ignorant of our sal ammoniac and ni-

tre is, that we know of very few uses to which
they might have been applied. But though they

may have had little inducement to manufacture

them, even had they possessed the art, yet they

could hardly have failed to observe them in a na-

tive state ; since both these salts are found occur-

ring thus in southern Italy and elsewhere.^ Beck-

mann observes that the ancients were so much
inclined to look for medicinal virtue in all natural

bodies, there is reason to think they soon collected

and made trial of the nitrous efflorescence some-

times found on walls.^ Is it probable, then, they

would neglect the purer nitre found in such caves

as that at Molfetta in the kingdom of Naples?

Where, as appears from Klaproth's account of it,

nitre is produced in great quantity ;* as sal ammo-
niac is at Solfatara.^ These two salts, therefore,

the muriate of ammonia, and the nitrate of pot-

ash, may be included among the varieties of ni-

trum spoken of by Pliny ; although the greater

part of them, no doubt, contained in some shape

» Libr. of Entert. Know., Pompeii, 1, 155.

2 Clear. Min. pp. 122-124, 125. » Hist, of Inv. 4, 529.

4 Klapr. Min. 1, 270.—Cleav. Min. p. 124.

s Brongn. Tr. Elem. de Min. 1, J 10.
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or Other the carbonate of soda ; because for the

many and important uses to which that salt was

anciently apphed, great quantities of it must have

been required.

The use of it in washing has been before re-

ferred to ;^ and Phny mentions a great variety of

purposes in medicine and in the arts for which it

was employed.^ In the manufacture of glass, ac-

cording to him, three parts of nitrum were used

with one of sand. A prodigious quantity of it

must have been consumed in Egypt; since, ac-

cording to all three modes of embalming described

by Herodotus, the body was covered in this sub-

stance for the space of seventy days.^

Pliny's account of nitrum may supply an in-

stance of the manner in which the ancients fre-

quently distinguished between things essentially

the same, because of some accidental difference

;

and comprehended under one name things essen-

tially different, because they happened to re-

semble each other in something accidental. We
cannot, therefore, observe strictly Beckmann's

rule, "that those who wish to explain the old

names of natural objects, must relate every thing

said"of them : and not that alone which is favora-

» See before, p. 16. 2 fl. N. 31, 46.

3 Herod, lib. 2, c. 86, 87, 88.—Nitrum was procured from the

lakes of Egypt in such abundance that the walls of Cassr, a fort now
in ruins near those Natron lakes, were built of this stone-hard

soda. (See Klaproth's Min. 2, 62.)
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ble to t?ieir opinion ;"^ since we find ancient au-

thors predicating of a name, qualities that cannot

be combined in any one natural object ; and Beck-

mann himself has before observed^ that " not being

acquainted with any accurate method of separating

and distinguishing salts, it need excite no wonder

that they should ascribe to their nitrum properties

which could not possibly be united in a salt.*'

The melitites lapis of Pliny^ is supposed by

some to be borate of soda ;* which may serve as

our excuse for considering it, and the minerals re-

lated to it, under this head of saline substances.

Dioscorides describes it as precisely like galactites

except that it emitted a sweeter juice f and of ga-

lactites he says, that it was of an ashen color,

sweet taste, and yielded a milky juice.® This last,

the commentators understand to mean simply that

its trace was white ;'' though the language of the

description, and the names of these related mine-

rals would seem to indicate something more. The
sweet taste ascribed to melitites, and implied in its

name, does not suit with the idea of its being bo-

rate of soda, which has rather an alkaline or soapy

taste.

Another substance closely related to melitites

and galactites was morochthus ; by some called

1 Hist, of Inv. 4, 534. » ibid. 4, 531.

3 H. N. 36, 33. ^ Kidd's Min. 2, 10.

5 Dioscor. 5, 151. ^ ibid. 5, 150.

"J Vide Jani. Anton. Sarac. scholia in Dios. 5, 152, et Hardouin

annot. in Plin. 37, 63.
"

{
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galaxias, and by others Xsuxoy^a^i^. This was

found in Egypt, soft, easily soluble, and used in

whitening linen. ^ It may be gathered from Dios-

corides and Pliny, with the authors cited in the

notes of Hardouin, that galaxias, galactites, mo-

rochthus, moroxus, morochites, leucogaea, leuco-

graphia, leucographis, and synophites, differed in

little except name ; or were, in fact, varieties of

the same substance ; which came either from the

Nile, or the Achelous ; was ash-colored, or green-

ish, or leek-colored ; sometimes with red and white

veins ; was readily soluble ; and when rubbed on

stone, or a rough garment, left a white mark ; be-

sides which, when dissolved, or when triturated in

water, it appears to have resembled milk in color

and in taste. The thyitis stone of Dioscorides

appears to be, still, much the same thing, under a

different name. It was found in ^Ethiopia, was

greenish, resembling jasper, and when dissolved,

had a milky look.^

Now, minerals that answer the above descrip-

tion tolerably well, are Spanish chalk, and certain

other varieties of steatite ; which are found of the

colors indicated ; may be mixed with, and held

suspended in water, so as to give it a milky ap-

pearance, and a smooth sweetish taste
; and which,

moreover, make a white mark when rubbed upon

stone or cloth. It is from this property that those

» See Dioscor. 5, 152, and Hardouin on Plin. 37, c. 59, 63.

2 Dioscor. 5, 154.

9
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names leucogaea, leucographia, and leucographis,

are derived ; and supposing the mineral in ques-

tion to have been steatite, another of its names,

synophites, that is, the associate of ophites, would
be very naturally accounted for ; the ancient ophi-

tes comprehending three different minerals, one of

which appears to have been magnesian, and closely

related to what is now called serpentine.^ It is

possible, however, that the substances we are con-

sidering were no more of mineral nature than

were those which Strabo speaks of as among the

wonderful productions of India; "stones dug in

that country, of the color of frankincense, sweeter

than figs or honey."^ For these supposed stones

were, in all probability, nothing else than sugar

;

of the nature of which Strabo, or those from whom
he adopts his description, may easily have been

ignorant, though Pliny was so far acquainted with

saccharon that he describes it as a honey procured

from reeds, white, resembling gum, friable under

the teeth, never larger than a filbert, and used

only in medicine.^

OF COMBUSTIBLE MINERALS MENTIONED BY THE
ANCIENTS.

0£iov, sulphur, was applied by the ancients to

various uses in medicine, and other arts. For the

use of the physician was required translucent nl-

1 See before, p. 8L a Strab. p. 703.

3 H. N. 12, 17.
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tive sulphur, which the Greeks termed a*ufev.i

That which had been freed from impurities by an

artificial process ; which had passed the fire ; was

called flrsiru^wfAsvov, and distinguished into various

kinds, appropriated to various uses, according, pro-

bably, to their several degrees of purity. Thus

one kind was used for fumigating woollens, to

render them more white and soft; another for

making matches
;
purposes to which sulphur yet

continues to be applied. The use of it in expia-

tion and lustration, which was very common, we
find referred to by many ancient authors.^

"AdcpakTQSj Bitumen, in various states, from that

of fluid transparent naphtha, to that of dry, sohd,

black asphaltum. was well known, and much used

among the ancients. Semiramis, we are told, em-

ployed it as a cement in building the walls of Ba-

bylon f for which purpose it was obtained from

the river Is, which discharged itself into the Eu-

phrates about eight days journey from Babylon.^

But it was also found near that city, in great abun-

dance, and in a liquid form f while elsewhere, as

in Syria, asphaltum was dug from quarries in a

solid state.^ Its medicinal virtues may be found

1 Dioscor. 5, 124.—Plin. 35, 50.

a See Horn. Od. x- 481.—Theocr. Id. 24, v. 94.—Ovid. A. A. lib.

2, V. 330.—Juven. Sat. 2, v. 157.

3 Diod. Sic. 2, 7.— Vitruv. 8, 3, 8. * Herod. 1, 179.

5 Strab. p. 743.—Plutarch, v. 1, p. 685, D.—Diod. Sic. 2, 12.~

Juatin. 1, 2.—Gtuint. Curt. 5, 1.—But see, for a learned examination

of this subject, Parkinson's Organ. Rem. v. 1, p. 131.

6 Vitruv. 8, 3, 8.
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detailed by Dioscorides,^ and by Pliny f who also

specify various economical uses to which it was

applied. At Agrigentum, they inform us, it was

burnt in lamps as a substitute for oil ; and called,

in fact, Sicilian oil; but erroneously, as Dioscor-

ides observes, it being a species of liquid bitumen

(aCcpaXrou vy^ag £?<5og).

• A yellowish naphtha, found near Amiano in the

Dutchy of Parma, has been, in like manner, used

to light the streets of Genoa ; and in Persia also

a like substance is burnt in place of oil in lamps.

A variety less fluid and transparent, called petro-

leum, is applied to the same use in different parts

pf the United States ; as near Scottsville in Ken-

tucky, where it was collected from the surface of

a spring of water in sufficient quantity to be sold

at twenty-five cents a gallon.^

From experiments made on mummies it has

been inferred that the Egyptians used asphaltum

in the embalming of their dead."*

The exceeding inflammable nature of naphtha,

and even of its vapor, caused it to be employed by

ancient jugglers in their deceptions with fire
;
and

Plutarch^ and Pliny^ explain the story of the bridal

dress and crown, which Medea presented to Creusa,

by supposing them to have been anointed with

1 Lib. 1, cc. 99, 100, 101. 3 H. N. 35, 51.

3 Cleav. Min. p. 488.—See also Haiiy, Min. 3, 224.

4 Jam. Min. 2, 364.—Haiiy, Min. 3, 324.

s Vol. 1, p. 686, A. « H. N. 2, 109.
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naphtha, which, as soon as the princess ap-

proached the burning altar, burst out into flame.

The principal ingredient in the celebrated Gre-

cian fire is supposed by Klaproth to have been

some variety of asphaltum.

Amber was well known to the ancients many
centuries before the age of Pliny, and various or-

namental articles were made of it; but, in his

time, only for the use of women. ^ According to

the common fable, it consisted of the tears of those

poplars into which Phaeton's sisters were trans-

formed ;2 but Pliny has collected a great variety

of opinions of different authors as to its origin, its

nature, and the derivation of its name, each one

more extravagant than that which had preceded.

His own belief, not differing much from the now
received, is that it consists of the resinous juice of

certain trees, which had in course of time become

mineralized in the earth. Hence was its Latin

name, succinum, derived, "quod arboris succum

prisci nostri credidere."* Its Greek name, ii'Xgx-

T^ov, was from its resemblance in color to the alloy

of gold and silver, so called ; or from a name of

the sun, HXixrw^. The women of Syria, who or-

namented their spindles with it, called it a^*af, be-

cause of its attracting leaves, chaff, and the fringes

of their garments. Pliny says the different colors

it exhibited in its native state were sometimes pro-

1 Plin. 37, 11.

a See Dion. Perieg. vv. 289, 316. > Plin. 37, 11,

9»
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duced by artificial means ; since they could dye it

of whatever tint they pleased ; wherefore it was

much used in counterfeiting translucent gems,

and especially the amethyst. Demostratus^ called

amber, lyncurion ; supposing it produced from the

urine of the lynx ; from that of males when of a

deeper and more fiery tint ; but when feebler and

paler, of the other sex. Other writers spoke of

lyncurion as a substance distinct from amber, but

having the origin indicated by its name. As Pli-

ny, however, doubts^ the existence of any such

substance, we might, perhaps, spare ourselves the

trouble of considering what may have been the

mineral to which so strange an origin has been

assigned. From what Theophrastus says of it,^

taken in connexion with the remarks of Pliny, it

seems highly probable that «ome variety of amber

had been distinguished by the name, Xu^xoi^piov.

Theophrastus, it is true, compares lyncurion with

amber, as if it were something different, though
like : but they may notwithstanding have been

one and the same thing. For he evidently speaks

on the report of others ; introducing his mention

of it with the phrase " they say " (oi 6s tpatfj) ; from

which we must infer that he was not acquainted

with the mineral himself. It was engraved, he

says, for seals ; and that alone may have led him

1 As cited by Pliny, U. N. 37, 11. a H. X. 37, 13.

3 De Lapid..c. 50.
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to ascribe to it the property of hardness ; which

would seem inconsistent with its being amber.

He observes that Uke amber it attracts, not only

chaff and wood, but, as Diodes asserts, even light

particles of brass and iron. It has been thought

belemnite by some; tourmaline by others; and

by others again, the hyacinth.^

That distinction of sex, according to which

Theophrastus, Pliny, and other ancients, termed

varieties of the same mineral male or female, as

their color was more or less intense, or as they

possessed in greater or less degree some other dis-

tinguishing property, is rather a fanciful one when
applied to the sard, the cyanus, and others f but

as regards the lyncurion, seems to have very natu-

rally originated from the difference of sex in the

animals supposed to have produced its different

varieties.

There can be little doubt that the Gagates of

Dioscorides' and Pliny^ is the modern jet ; which,

with some mineralogists, still retains its ancient

name—a name derived from the river Gagas in

Lycia, about whose mouth this mineral was found.

The Thracian stone, which Nicander^ directs to

be burnt together with gagates, sulphur, bitumen,

and other substances, which during their combus-

» Beck. Hist, of Inv. v. 1, pp. 141, 142.

2 Thcoph. c. 56.—Miner, des Gens du Monde, p. 248.

3 L. 5, c. 146. *> H. N. 36, 34.

* Theriac. v. 45.
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tion give forth a powerful scent ; in order to drive

away serpents ; was brought, as that author and
Dioscorides^ inform us, from the Thracian river

Pontus. Dioscorides ascribes the same virtues to

it as to the gagates ; and he and Pliny^ observe of

it, as Nicander does, that its flame is brightened by

water, but extinguished by oil,^ though the two
first named omit to add—when it is burning

feebly—a condition which may be inferred from

Nicander's words, " tut^ov oV o^jaajCajrai." This pro-

perty of being kindled by water and extinguished

by oil ; assigned by Dioscorides to asphaltum also,

and by Pliny to gagates, might with about equal

truth be ascribed to our bituminous coal ; with

which some naturalists have been disposed to

identify this Thracian stone ;* and, from the man-
ner in which Aristotle speaks of it,^ they seem to

have good reason for so doing.

Theophrastus, speaking of combustible mine-

rals, says that "some of the more frangible are

broken into coals,^ and are more durable
; as those

in a mine near Bina, and those which the river

brings down. For they take fire when coals are

iL. 5, c. 147. 2H. JS.33, 30.

3 Theriac. v. 46.

•H fl'iiJari ffpe^deiaa asXdaaeraij ccrffece S'avrrjv

Xvrdov ot'' oSixfiarjrai iirippavOivTos eXatov.

'i See Hill's Theophrastus, Notes, p. 55.

5 De Mirab. Auscult. v. 1, p. 1162.

e Or, according- to the conjecture of Saumaise, (who for dpaicei

would read Kavati,) " become coals in burning-."
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placed upon them ; and burn as long as one con-

tinues to blow them : and after they expire, may
again be kindled ; so that they can be used for a

long time
;
but their odor is very strong and disa-

greeable."^ What place and river Theophrastus

here speaks of is not known. Hill, upon what

authority he does not say, finds them in Thrace

;

and supposes the mineral to be the same with the

Thracian stone just now mentioned.^

Another stone which occurred in quantity at

the promontory called Erineas, " like that at Bina,

emitted when burnt the odor of bitumen, and the

result of the combustion resembled calcined earth."^

If these minerals were neither of them bitumi-

nous coal, there can be little doubt, however, en-

tertained respecting that which follows ; as to

which Theophrastus says that " of frangible mi-

nerals, those called simply coals because of the use

they serve, are earthy ; but are kindled and burnt

like coals. They occur in Liguria, as does amber

also, and in Elis as you go to Olympia by the

mountain road. Of these, smiths make use."^

That mineral coal was known, and even used

in the time of Theophrastus, these passages seem

to afford sufficient proof That it was so little

used and spoken of among the ancients may be

accounted for in various ways. The want of so

simple a contrivance as a grate may have pre-

1 Theoph. c. 23. a Hill's Theoph.—Notes, p. 54.

3 Theoph. c. 27. * Theoph. c. 28.
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vented its ordinary use as fuel ; or it may have

been neglected from the greater abundance of

other fuel at a period of the world when so much
larger a portion of Europe was still clothed in

forest. Besides that in the then state of society,

and of the industrious arts, and under the benig-

nant climate of a great part of Greece, there was
less occasion for fuel of any kind.

Spinus, which Theophrastus classes with com-

bustible minerals, and of which he says that

" being taken from the mine, it was cut up, and

put together in the sun, when it took fire sponta-

neously
; and especially if moistened previously,"^

was either pyrites, or (which is more probable) an

aluminous shale like that near Weymouth, or at

Lyme in Dorsetshire.^ Aristotle speaks of this

stone called spinus {(fifmg) in like manner, but

somewhat less clearly than Theophrastus does.^

We learn from him, however, that it was a Thra-

cian mineral ; and that, perhaps, has caused it to

be by some confounded with the Thracian stone.

Saumaise supposes this spinus to be mineral coal."*

In the case of some substances, a difference of

manners and customs between ancient and modern

times, or the discovery of new properties in the

minerals themselves, has caused them to be used

I Theoph. c. 24. 2 See Bakewell's Geology, c. 12th, p. 195.

3 Arist. de Mirab. Auscult. v. 1, p. 1153.

Exercit. Plin. p. 179, b. D.
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and esteemed very diiFerently by the ancients and

by us. As examples may be named asbestus and

the magnet. The former is a substance full as

well known to us as to the ancients ; but by them,

in consequence of their burning the bodies of their

dead, and of the religious care with which they

guarded against the extinction of their sacred fire,

it was applied to peculiar uses.

It probably derived its name, o.(r^i(froSj that is,

unextinguished, from its being used to form wicks

for the lamps which maintained perpetual fire in

many ancient temples. Such lamps Strabo and

Plutarch style dd^krcc^ unextinguished, or per-

petual ;^ and Pausanias speaks of a golden lamp

of this kind, made by Callimachus, an Athenian

artist, for Minerva, which, " though it was kept

ever burning, as well by day as night, was only

once a year supplied with oil, and had a wick

made of Carpasian linen, the only linen which

is not consumed by fire."^ This linen, called Car-

pasian from Carpasia, a town of Cyprus, was of

the same kind with that described by Strabo as

made of the Carystian stone, an asbestus found at

Carystus in Eubcea.^ Napkins of which, he says,

were, when soiled, thrown into the fire, and

cleansed as others are by washing. And it was

in consequence of this that the variety of asbestus

1 See Strab. p. 396.—Plut. de Def. Orac. v. 2, p. 410, B.—411 C.

2 Pau3. lib. 1, c. 26.

» Strab. p. 446.—Brongn. Tr. Elena, de Min. 1, 482.
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suited for such use was called dfjuavro^, amianthus,

pure^ undejiled ; because, being indestructible in

any ordinary fire, it was restored to its original

purity and whiteness simply by casting it into the

flames.^ Where amianthus occurs, as it does in

many countries, with fibres sufliciently long and

flexible for that purpose, it is often now, as an-

ciently it was, spun and woven into cloth ; and

has in modern times been successfully manufac-

tured into paper, gloves, purses, ribbands, girdles,

and various other things. The natives of Green-

land even use it for the wicks of lamps,^ as we
have just now seen the ancients did.

There is no sufficient reason for the doubts

which some have entertained, that the asbestine

linen, or linum vivum spoken of by Pliny, was of

this same material ; table napkins of which that

author says he had seen, at an entertainment,

blazing in the fire ; and, whatever soiled them

being thus burned out, rendered brighter than they

could have been by water.^ The funeral dress of

kings, he adds, being made of this material, pre

served their remains distinct from the ashes of the

pyre. But he speaks of it as a rare and costly

cloth, the material being difficult to weave by rea-

son of the shortness of the fibre. It is true that

Pliny adds some fables respecting this linen, but

» Dioscor. 5, 158. 2 See Jam. 1, 530.

3 Plin. 19, 1.
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it is not unusual with him thus to jumble truth

and falsehood.

Of amianthus he has elsewhere observed, that

it resembles alumen, and remains uninjured in the

fire (alumini similis nihil igni deperdit) ;^ copying,

no doubt, Dioscorides ;2 but omitting the epithet

fibrous {(fx^(fryi)j which his original has added to

alumen ; and in which only we may suppose the

resemblance to have lain. Theophrastus charac-

terizes amianthus better by comparing it to rotten

wood.^

With respect to the magnet, its peculiar property

was well known to the ancients many centuries

before the Christian era; and is alluded to by

Hippocrates, but merely to designate the stone,

which he prescribes as remediate in a certain case.*

For it was as a remedy only, or as a charm, that

the ancients used the magnet, unless we would

call an use of it that strange attempt of Dinocha-

res to construct for Ptolemy Philadelphus the

vaulted roof of a temple beneath which the statue

of his queen Arsinoe should be held suspended in

the air.^

It has been asserted that the ancients, as far

back as Aristotle, possessed some imperfect notion

» Plin. 36, 31. 2 Dioscor. 5, 156.

3 De lapid. c. 29.

* Hippocr. Op. p. 686, 1. 46.—He describes it as the stone which

forcibly draws iron (Xtflov fjris rdv atSnpov ipna^ti).

5 Plin. 34, 42.

10
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of the polarity of the magnet, and Majolus cites a

lost work of that philosopher to prove him ac-

quainted with this property.^ If the fact were so,

we might easily discern the origin of those other

notions ; of a stone called Theamedes,^ which re-

pelled instead of attracting iron ; and of two

mountains near the river Indus, one of which at-

tracted, and the other repelled that metal.^ But

as there is very little ground for ascribing this

knowledge to the ancients, so there is-still less rea-

son to believe what some authors have ventured

to assert, that the Egyptians, Phoenicians, and

Carthaginians made use of the magnetic needle

in their navigation.^

As one and the same mineral sometimes re-

ceived among the ancients different names, accord-

mg as it was procured by different methods, from

different places, or from substances apparently

unlike ;
so, on the other hand, things of dissimilar

nature were called by the same name, merely be-

cause of some accidental agreement in color, place

of origin, or use to which they were applied.

Thus the name magnet was given not only to

what we call the native magnet, magnetic oxide

of iron
; but to a substance wholly different, and

1 As to this supposed work of Aristotle, De Lapidibus, see, be-

sides Majoli Dies Canic. p. 566—Azuni Dissertation sur Torigine de

la Boussole, p. 34.

2 Plin. 36, 25.—Beck. Hist, of Inv. 1, 143.

3 Plin. 2, 98.

* See this question examined in the Dissertation of Azuxii just

now cited.
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which appears to have been some variety of steatite.

It is highly probable that these two minerals, so

different in character, were both denominated the

magnetic stone, from their being both found in a

country called Magnesia ; for of the five localities

specified by Pliny, whence as many varieties of

magnet were obtained, one is Magnesia in Thes-

saly, and another a city of Asia, bearing the same

name. And it was here, he says, a magnet was
found, of a whitish color, somewhat resembling

pumice, and not attracting iron.^ Which taken

in connexion with what Theophrastus says of

the magnet, that it was suited for turning in the

lathe and of a silvery appearance,^ lead to the in-

ference that this magnet was talc or steatite : a

certain variety of which, as it well resists the fire,

and is otherwise fitted for such purpose, was em-

ployed anciently for forming culinary vessels ; as

it still continues to be in certain countries where

it occurs in sufficient quantity, and of the proper

kind.^ This mineral contains in large proportion

the earth called magnesia ; a name, of which we
may thus trace the origin. Though, perhaps, a

much purer form than this steatite affords, of the

earth now called magnesia, may have been some-

times designated as the magnesian stone. For

when Hippocrates prescribes* the use of it (t5jj

fxa/vritfirig xi6o\j) as a Cathartic, it seems highly pro-

1 Plin. 36, 25. 2 Theoph. c. 73.

3 Cleav. Min. p. 442. 4 Page 543, 1. 27.
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bable that he meant the native carbonate of mag-

nesia, which is found in an earthy, as well as in

every intermediate state, between that and the

most compact. He certainly does not intend the

magnet ; as well because it is not purgative, as

because he elsewhere ^ describes that differently,

as the stone, which draws iron, and would have

named it, not the Magnesian, but the Heraclean

stone.

The story of the discovery of the magnet by

one Magnes, a shepherd, on mount Ida ; who
found his hob-nailed shoes, and iron-pointed staff,

cling to the rock upon which he trod, seems to be

a poetical fiction, derived by Pliny from Nicander.

The better derivation just before suggested,

is the on€ which Lucretius has adopted for the

magnes,

Cluem magneta vocant patrio de nomine Graii,

Magnetum, quia sit patriis in montibus ortus.^

Indeed, it appears that in the case of this min-

eral, as of nitre already mentioned, the ancient

name, formerly applied to distinct substances, has

been retained by us in connexion with that one

to which it was least appropriate. For the name
magnet or magnetic stone, belonged properly to

the Magnesian mineral, just now spoken of;

while the mineral by us called magnet, was by the

ancients more appropriately called the Heraclean

1 See before p. 1 13. » Lucr. De Nat. Rerum. 6. 808.
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stone, from Heraclea, a city of Lydia.^ The name

Magnetic stone, ((xayv^n^ Xi6os) was given to it, as

to some other minerals, simply because they occur-

red in Magnesia ; and was extended afterwards to

certain substances that bore resemblance to these

Magnesian minerals, without regard to their local-

ities. Thus the magnes lapis spoken of by Pliny^

as used in making glass, was probably manganese,

which had received that name from its resem-

blance to magnetic iron ore ; for which it was mis-

taken, not only by Agricola and Kircher, but even

at a later period.^

As the loadstone was sometimes confounded, in

name at least, with steatite, because, like that

brought from Magnesia ; so was it, from its being

found in Lydia, confounded'* also with another

wholly different Lydian mineral, the basanite, or

touchstone, designated as the Lydian stone, (lapis

Lydius,) because the best were obtained from the

channel of the Tmolus, a Lydian stream. These

Lydian stones were rolled pieces of siliceous slate,

which Theophrastus describes as resembling a

smooth flat pebble, about twice as big as the lar-

gest counter, (+>)9cf).^ According to Pliny they

were of moderate size, not exceeding four inches

1 See Hesych. hpaKXda \idos.—Plato speaks of the wondrous

phenomena exhibited in the attraction of amber and the Heraclean

stones, {TaOavna^dfxevaiiXcKTpwv irepi rfjs tX^cwj Kal tuv hpoLKKciuiv Xtdcjf.)

InTimaelo v. 7. p. 88. edit. Tauch.

2 H. N. 36, 66. 3 Beck. H. of Inv. 4, 59.

4 Plin. 33, 43. « De Lapid. c. 80.

10*
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in length by two in breadth. Pliny calls this

stone coticula, but observes that by some it is called

the Heraclean and by others the Lydian stone.^

In his time it was found in various other places,

besides the bed of the Tmolus. From what he

and Theophrastus say about the mode of using it,

we may infer that the ancients were capable of

detecting, not only a slight degree of base alloy
;

but even when copper and silver contained a small

portion of gold, (x^^o^ xamp^putfov xai oi^yv^ov.'j Pliny

says they could determine how much of gold, how
much of silver, or of copper might be in the mass,

to the smallest difference, with surprising and un-

failing art. The Greeks though, especially, appear,

not only from what Theophrastus says, but from

their frequent employment of metaphorical lan-

guage derived from its use, and the many allu-

sions to it by their writers, to have been familiarly

acquainted with this mineral.^

But distinct things were comprehended under

one name, not only because they agreed in some

striking property, or as to their place of origin

;

but in some cases because they were applied to

like uses. Thus we find that white clay or chalk,

quick-lime, and the sulphate of lime were all of

them occasionally called gypsum ; a name, which

is now appropriated to the last. The term signi-

1 H. N. 33, 43.

2 See Theog. v. 449. Pind.Pyth. 10, 105. Bacchyl. Anal. Brunck.

1, 149. Soph. (Ed. Tyr. v. 492. Eurip. Med. v. 516. Thcocr. Id.

2. V. 36. Plat. Gorg. c. 33. Clem. Alex. Strom, lib. 1. p. 291. D.
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fying an earth that has been subjected to the ac-

tion of fire^^ was very properly applied to the last

two substances, and may have been extended to

clay or chalk likewise ; because that also might be

used, as the others sometimes were, to whiten

surfaces.

That such want of discrimination may not be

imputed to gross ignorance, let us bear in mind,

that we are ourselves often chargeable with like

inaccuracy ; when, for example, we speak of cray-

ons of black chalk, of red-lead and black-lead

pencils; calling thus certain substances by the

name of others to which they bear no relation,

except in so far as they are applied to hke use

;

and again, when we name differently, chalk,

whitening, Paris white and Vienna white ; all one

and the same substance, though prepared for use

in different ways, or procured from different

places.

Though the name gypsum was applied, as has

been said, to different things, yet it more commonly

signified the sulphate of lime, which is still so

called. Theophrastus and Pliny seem to have

been well acquainted with the mode of preparing

it, and with certain of its properties and uses ; but

as the latter is aware of some connexion between

lime and gypsum,^ so the former sometimes uses

the term yii+o? in the more general sense just now

^ Fvi/zof, o\ovu ym^ot Tis owa, j) IxprjOsTca y^. Etym. Mag. p. 222.

2 He observe* (36. 59.) "cognata calei res gypsum est."
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assigned to it, of an earth 'prepared hy fire ; and
evidently confounds it with quick-lime, when he
says that its heat upon being moistened is surpris-

ing, and that when used in building they break it

up; and pouring water upon it, stir it about with

sticks, since its heat is such that they cannot with

the hand.^ The circumstance too, he mentions,

of a ship laden with cloth and gypsum, which in

consequence of the water having reached the

cargo, took fire and was burnt f is to be explained

by supposing what is called gypsum on this occa-

sion to have been lime. He distinguishes between

the earthy gypsum and that prepared by burning

certain stones ; the former being used chiefly as a

substitute for Cimolian earth, in cleansing woolen

garments^ This earthy gypsum, called Tym-
phaic from Tymphaia in uEtolia,^ was probably

such as is still found in certain places forming

" beds of considerable thickness resting on other

varieties of gypsum."^ Theophrastus mentions

the superior fitness of gypsum for taking impres-

sions f and it was, not long before his time, first

employed for taking moulds from the human face,

by Lysistratus, a brother of the famous statuary

Lysippus, whom Alexander distinguished by his

favor.''

The use of gypsum as stucco in cornices, ap-

i Theoph. c. 112. 2 Theoph. c. 118.

3 Theoph. c. 110. Plin. 35,57. t Pliu. 4. 3.

« Cleav. Min. p. 208. «> Theoph. c. 116.

1 Plin. 35. 44.
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proved by Pliny,^ is expressly forbidden by higher

authority in matters of this kind, that of Vitruvius,

who says " bisque (coronis) minime gypsum debet

admisceri."^ Gypsum was used moreover to clarify

wine, and preserve it from acidity ; to coat vessels

so as to close entirely their joints ; and to pack up,

and preserve grapes in jars.^

The doubts which have been entertained, whe-

ther the gypsum of the ancients was the same with

ours, were occasioned probably by the confusion

above noticed ; but there can be no difference of

opinion as to that gypsum, which PHny says was

ascertained to be the best ; made of the lapis spe-

cularis, or what had a like foliated structure,

(squamamve talem habente,) which was evidently

selenite.* He adds that gypsum, when moistened,

must be used immediately, for that it very soon

hardens and becomes dry, " celerime coit ac sic-

catur."

Lapis specularis, in Pliny and other ancient au-

thors, commonly signifies mica; but as selenite

wa^. applied to similar uses, we sometimes, as in

the passage just referred to, find that to be the

substance meant. The mica called lapis specula-

ris from its use in windows, was furnished origi-

nally by Spain only ; but in Pliny's time was found

1 H. N. 36, 59. 3 vitruv. 7. 3. 3.

3 Geopon. pp. 462, 483, 494.

4 Exercit. Plin. p. 184, a C—771 a B. C. D. E.
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in Cyprus, Sicily, and elsewhere ; though none

equal to that of Spain and Cappadocia. The
latter sort is spoken of by Strabo as forming large

masses, which were exported.^ Pliny describes it

as occurring in Italy embraced in flint (complexu

silicis alligati).^ It must have been found by the

ancients of an extraordinary size, if it even ap-

proached the limit assigned by Pliny, who ob-

serves that it had never yet been obtained above

five feet in length.^

Although Seneca speaks of the use of this sub-

stance, for the purpose of admitting light, in terms

from which we might infer that such use was not

yet very ancient in his time,'^ it seems, then at

least, to have been very commonly applied to the

same purposes for which window glass is now
employed. Columella speaks of guarding plants

against the cold by means of it ; and says that in

this way the table of Tiberius was supplied with

cucumbers almost throughout the year.^ Palla-

dius directs the window of the oil cellar to be

closed with it.^ Pliny speaks of protecting apple

trees with it,' and Martial alludes to a like liberal

use of it in enclosing both apple trees and vines.*

1 Strab. p. 540. 2 H. N. 36, 45.

3 Ibid. 4 Epist. 90.

5 Colum. 11, 3, 52. e Pallad. 1, 20, 1.

•7 H. N. 15, 16. 8 Mart. Ep. 8, 14—68.
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Banqueting; rooms,^ baths,* entire porticos,^ were

secured by means of it against the inclemency of

the weather, while " the pure sun and unadulte-

rate day " could freely enter.

Hibernls objecta Notis specularia puros

Admittunt soles et sine fsece diem.

Mart. Ep. 8, 14, 2.

One use of mica or of selenite that especially

merits notice, is mentioned by Pliny when, speak-

ing of the materials of which bee-hives should be

formed, he says many had made them of the spe-

cular stone, that they might see the bees at work
within.'^ The Siberian mica, or Muscovy glass,

is, as the specular stone of Spain and Cappadocia

used to be, an article of commerce ; and is some-

times seen in plates between three and four feet

square. In Siberia, in Peru, and elsewhere, it is

used in windows as a substitute for glass; to

which it is even preferred in certain cases ; as on

board ships of war, where it is not liable to be

broken by the concussion which follows the dis-

charge of cannon.

The alabaster of the ancients, and one princi-

pal use to which it was applied, have been already

1 Sen. Natural Qusest. 4, 13.—De Prov. c. 4.

2 Sen. Ep. 86.

3 Plin. Epist. 1, 17-4, 21.

'» H. N. 21, 47.—He elsewhere speaks of Aristomachus, who
pent fifty-eig-ht years solely in studying- bees ; and Philiscus, who,

from having passed his life in solitude occupied in the same study,

was surnamed Agrius. (H. N. 11, 9.)
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spoken of; but it is a substance which deserves

some further notice. That it was also denomi-

nated onyx^ will appear less strange if we bear in

mind that it was, commonly, stalagmitic carbonate

of lime ;^ and composed of parallel undulating

layers, often differing in color, so that both it and

the siliceous gem called onyx derived that name
from a supposed resemblance to the human nail.^

Pliny observes that the stone onyx, which some

called alabastrites, had been thought by their an-

cestors to occur in Arabia only ; but in his time

was obtained from the neighborhood of Thebes in

Egypt, from Damascus in Syria, and from many
other places. He elsewhere'* speaks of a city, Ala-

bastron, in the Thebais ; which probably received

its name from the substance quarried there. This

Theban alabaster is said to have been yellowish

white, inclining to rose-red ; like a variety now
found at Alicant and Valencia in Spain, and at

Trappani in Sicily.^

1 It is spoken of by Dioscorides (5, 153) as Xt0oj dXaPaarpiTrjs b

Ka\ovncvos uvv^.

2 The name, however, was extended to stalactitic carbonate of

lime, arragonite, and other translucent substances, of about the

same degree of hardness.

3 Plin. 37, 24.—The colors of these parallel layers are often

strongly contrasted. In Sicily is found an alabaster varied with

bright red and yellow stripes ; another with yellow and white

stripes. At mount Pellegrino, one of yellow and deep black.

(Jam. Min. 2, 173.)

4H. N. 5, 11.

s Jam. Min. 2, 173.—Respecting the Egyptian alabaster, see

Winck. Stor. d. A. del Dia. v. 2, p. 11, and Brongn. Min. 1, 217.
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One of the earliest uses to which alabaster was

applied was to form drinking cups ; afterwards the

feet of couches and of chairs were made of it

;

hollow vessels of very large size, and columns, of

which Cornelius Nepos had seen some, thirty-two

feet in length ; and Pliny saw above thirty in the

supper room of Calistus, the freedman of Clau-

dius.^ Pliny notes its being hollowed to form

unguent vessels, a purpose to which it was pecu-

liarly adapted.^ This use of it seems to have

been widely diffused, and ancient. Herodotus

speaks of an alabaster ofointment (fxij^ou aXa^aCr^ov) ;3

Cicero of "alabaster plenus unguenti;"^ and in

the New Testament we read of " an alabaster box

of very precious ointment."^ The name of the

substance was, in fact, given to vessels made of

other materials when applied to that use, so that

we find in Theocritus " golden alabasters of Sy-

rian ointment."^ Propertius, too, by murrheus

onyx'' means an unguent vessel of porcelain
;
for

we shall hereafter see that murrhina or murrhea

were porcelain ; and onyx, a synonym of alabas-

ter, here indicates merely the purpose to which

the vessel was applied. Horace likewise speaks

of " nardi parvus onyx ;"* and Martial more than

» Plin. 36, 12. 2 piin. 13, 2-36, 12.

3 L. 3, c. 20. * 2, Acad, apud Nonium. 15, 17.

5 Matt. xxvi. 7—Mark xiv. 3—Luke vii. 37.

c Id. 15, 114. "» Prop. 3. 10, 22.

8 Od. 4, 12, 17.

11
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once uses the word onyx in the same sense. ^ Al-

though the Greeks, therefore, who seldom looked

abroad for the original of words they used, may,

as modern lexicographers do, have fancied that

ctXaCao'T^ov was derived from a privative and Xa§7]

a handle, yet it is probable that they derived the

name, together with the substance, from Arabia,

which was for a long time the only source of it,

and in whose language al balstraton signifies the

whitish stone.^

The Lygdinus lapis which was found in

Paros, and by many thought little inferior to

alabaster for preserving unguents,^ was the finest

fifrained Parian marble.

The Assian stone,^ the Phrygian stone,* and

that kind of schistos, which Pliny says, was

called anthracites,^ were probably aluminous slate

containing more or less pyrites. With this sup-

position, all that is said of these minerals, will be

found to agree. The Phrygian stone became red

when burnt, and was used in dyeing cloths. It

and the Assian stone are mentioned by Dioscorides

next before pyrites.'' The principal use of it,

according to him, and from which it derived its

name, was by Phrygian dyers. And the Assian

stone is characterized by a laminated structure

;

a saline eMorescence of a sharp taste ; and its

» Epigr. 6, 42, 14—7, 94, 1. ^ Harris' Hist, of the Bible.

» Plin. 36, 13. * Plin. 36, 27.

s Plin. 36, 36. « Plin. 36, 38.

1 L. 5, c. 141, 142.
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styptic properties.^ This Assian stone, as it is

called by Pliny, who derives its name from Assos

in the Troad, where it was obtained, is called by

Dioscorides and Celsus,^ the Asian stone, (kldos Acfioi,

Lapis Asius ;) the last mentioned author appear-

ing to derive its name from Asia.^ All three

agree in classing it with the stones, which, from

their consuming the bodies of the dead enclosed

within them, were called sarcophagi.

The chernites^ which Pliny,'^ after Theophras-

tus,^ tells us, was very like ivory ; and in a coffin

of which the body of Darius lay, was probably

gypseus alabaster—and the porus, described by

those authors as " resembling in color and hard-

ness Parian marble, but peculiarly light, for which

reason the Egyptians employed it for cornices in

their best constructed buildings," was calcareous

tafa.«

The stones called flrupofxa'xoi and fAuXiai by Aristo-

tle'' and Theophrastus ;^ pyrites and molares by

Pliny,^ were sometimes common compact lime-

stone. ^° The use of ^upiM-axo? in making iron,

mentioned by Aristotle, agrees well with the idea

of its being limestone ; and Pliny," speaking of

* Respecting' the Assian stone, see Mill, in Cels. p. 191 ; and

respecting- the Phrygian stone, p. 190.

2 Dioscor. 5. 141.—Cels. 4. 24.

' For he says " ex quo in Asia lapidi Asio gratia est"—(4. 24.)

4 H. N. 36. 28. * De Lapid. c. 15.

6 See Strabo. p. 629. "^ Vol. I., p. 590, 1153.

3 De Lapid. c. 19. » H. N. 36, 30.

10 Jam. Min. 2. 130. 1 1 H. N. 36, 53.
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various sorts of lime, approves of that made of

millstone (utilior e molari quia est qusedam pin-

guioT natura ejus.) It is probable, however, that

the stones used in grinding differed in different

countries, as they do at this day, and that they

were often of the siliceous kind. Strabo observes

that the lava of iEtna as it hardened upon cooling

was converted into millstone, (ki&og fxuXja^.)! He
speaks of the island Nisyros as furnishing abun-

dance of millstones,^ and of a promontory called

Melsena on the coast of Ionia, where there was a

quarry of them.^ It is not likely the geographer

would have pointed out these two, and no other

localities of millstone, if the substance they sup-

plied had been one so far from scarce as common
compact limestone. The name •n'u^ifAap^oi may be

understood as implying that the stone so called

resisted well the fire ; and Saumaise assigns a like

meaning to the term pyrites when applied to

millstone ; it signifying in this case, he thinks,

not a stone that gave fire on percussion, but which

withstood fire in a remarkable degree.^ Both

Aristotle and Theophrastus observe that these

stones might be melted, and would flow ; but we
may infer from what the latter says that this had

been observed where they had been used in the

» P. 629.

2 These millstones of Nisyros seem to have been celebrated.

See Commentators on Strabo, p. 488, and Eustathius' Scholia on

Dionysius Periegetes, v. 526.

5 P. 645. * Exercit. Plinianse, p. 505

I
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construction of furnaces for smelting metals ; so

that the fact of their melting under such circum-

stances may well consist with the belief that they

were limestone, and with the remark which Theo-

phrastus goes on to make that " there are indeed

some who think all stones may be melted except

marble, which being thoroughly burnt is converted

into lime," (xovj'a.) And this ability of limestone

to resist the action of fire, when by itself exposed

to it, having been observed, may suggest a pro-

bable origin of the name "n-u^Ifxaxo?, or fire proof,

by which it seems to have been sometimes

designated.

Such a millstone as was called pyrites for the

reason assigned by Pliny,^ " because there was

much of fire in it," must, one would suppose, have

been of a siliceous nature
;
and so, no doubt, they

were in many instances. But the name pyrites,

not confined to millstone, was applied to various

minerals which gave sparks on percussion ; as to

the sulphuret of iron, now so called, with which

pyritous copper was confounded,^ and to flint,

which was otherwise called lapis vivus,^ and

silex as by Virgil*

" Et silicis venis abstrusum excuderet ifnem."

1 H. N. 36, 30.

a Pyrites, says Dioscorides, is a species of stone from which
copper is melted, (5. 143.)

3 Exercit. Plin. p. 505, a. F. < Georg. I, 135.

11*
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The geodes and cetites of Pliny^ were such
hollow nodules of argillaceous oxide of iron as

are still called eagle-stone. The former was
named from its embracing an earthy nucleus

;

the latter from its being found, says Pliny, in the

nests of eagles, who were unable otherwise to

hatch their young.^ Pliny distinguishes four

varieties of the setites differing in respect to the

color, density, or substance of the kernel or nucleus

contained within them.

The hcematites of the ancients comprehended,

besides our red hematite, several other oxides of

iron ; as may be seen from Pliny's description of

five varieties of it besides the magnet.^ For mag-

netic oxide ofiron also was classed with haematite ;'^

but that, no doubt, because of the appearance it

exhibited after having been exposed to a strong

heat ; for Dioscorides observes that haematite was

likewise artificially prepared from the magnetic

stone, which had been burnt for a suflicient time.^

Theophrastus describes the haematite as occurring

frequently of a dry squalid appearance, and
resembling, according to its name, coagulated

blood.® Another kind, he observes, was called

» H. N. 36. c. 32, 39.

2 Hence its name setites from dcrof an eag-Ie.

3 Plin. 36, 38. » Plin. 36, 25. « Dioscor. 5, 144.

* It is compared to coagulated blood {a'ifia Tre-nrtyoi) by the Orphic

poem likewise, and the reason is assigned,

Ev yap 6ti XP^^ avTOi irfirvnos alyiaroi iarip

Ef Se Kai vSart ^eia 6aiJiaide\i drftSKls at/ia

Tiyvsrai (r. 654.)
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|av^>^, from its being of a yellowish white. Dios-

corides tells us it was sometimes found in the

red ochre of Sinope.^ Pliny too speaks of one

haematites of a blood color (sanguineo colore) and

another, by the Greeks called Xanthus, of a

whitish yellow (e fulvo candicans.)^ He has

before said it was found in mines, and, when
burnt, resembled cinnabar in color ;^ of one

variety, that its streak was blood red ; of another,

that it sometimes resembled saffron.'^ From ail

which it is easily inferred that compact and ochrey

red and brown oxides of iron were included under

haematite.

The androdamas, one of Pliny's varieties of

haematite, which was of a black color, of remark-

able weight and hardness, and attracted silver,

copper and iron, appears, when divested of its

fabulous properties, to have been magnetic oxide

of iron.^

The schistos lapis, by burning which, we find

from Dioscorides,^ and Pliny,'' that the haematite

was sometimes counterfeited, was probably an

ochrey stone, of a slaty structure; whence its

name. The best was of a somewhat saffron color,

friable, fissile, resembling in structure and the

1 L. 5. c. 144. 3 H. N. 37, 60.

3 H. N. 36, 37. * H. N. 36, 38.

* See Exercit. Plin. p. 774.

« L. 5. c. 145. '' H. N. 36, 37.
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cohesion of its layers, the fossil salt, called am-
moniac.^

Piimex signified, not only what we call pumice,

but other eroded cellular stones, used in forming

artificial grotto work f and the corresponding

Greek term, xiVcrj^j^j seems to have been equally

indefinite. Theophrastus describes two varieties

widely differing in character, and neither of them
what is now called pumice : one, that of the island

Nisyros f soft and friable, easily crushed by the

hand alone into a sort of sand ; the other, found

in the lava of iEtna, of a dark color, dense and

heavy, resembling mill-stone.'* He alludes to the

opinion of those who, as he says, thought all pum-

ice (xjVtfyj^if) the product of combustion, except

ihat which was formed from the froth of the sea.

This opinion was founded upon the appearance

of the substance, its associations, and the places

where it commonly occurs, in the neighborhood

of volcanoes. For himself, he seems inclined

to think that different varieties of it may differ

in their origin.^ The stone he calls Liparae-

an, (Ai*a^aroj) from the island Lipari, was no doubt

obsidian, and he agrees with those who assign to

it an igneous origin. " It is rendered porous by

combustion, he observes, and becomes like pum-

ice (xjtftfii^osj^TJf); thus undergoing change, both as

1 Dioscor. 5, 145. a PHn. 36, 42.

3 Theoph. c. 36. « Theoph. c. 40.

5 Theoph. c. 34.
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to color and density ; for previous to such action

of fire it is black, smooth, and dense. It occurs

here and there imbedded in the pumice, but not

continuous
;
just as in Milo pumice is, itself, they

say, enveloped in another stone, which, however,

is unlike that of Lipari.^ Mineralogists are aware

that pumice and obsidian occur in Lipari, inti-

mately united, and passing into each other ; and

that in Milo, also, pumice is abundant.^

Pliny speaks of obsidian as having been used

for mirrors placed in walls, and reflecting shadows

instead of images f and Beckmann remarks on the

accuracy of this description of such mirrors.*

Obsidian was also used for ring stones, and Pliny

speaks of images and statues formed of it ; but

these are likely to have been of that factitious kind

which he describes ; a glass, made in imitation of

obsidian. This mineral was found in various

countries, as India, Italy, and Spain ; but origin-

ally in Ethiopia, by one Obsidius, according to

Pliny, who in this way derives its name. But as

the Greeks called it ^lavo^ xi&os, Saumaise,^ and

Hardouin® prefer to derive its name, dieo t5js o-^sus,

from its translucent nature.

Pliny describes it as of a very dark color, some-

times translucent ; and an inedited Greek author

» Theoph. c. 25. 2 cieav. Min. p. 306.

3 H. N. 36, 67. 4 H. of Inv. 3. 185.

5 Exercit. Plin. p. 64. » Notes on Plin. v. 9. p. 782.
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cited by Saumaise,^ as not very black, but inclin-

ing to green.

All that is said of the native obsidian of the

ancients agrees so well with what we call obsidian,

and, so little with any kind of marble, that it is

surprising any should have supposed it to be Chian

marble.

Among the stones which Pliny mentions as used

for physicians' mortars, were the Etesius, the The-

baicus, the basanites and chrysites, the Taenarius,

PoBuicus and Parius, lapides.^ The lapis Ete-

sius, which he prefers, was a species of porphy-

ry;^ as was also the Thebaicus, called pyropoe-

cilus.^

The chrysites and basanites were, probably, one

and the same thing ; the basanite or Lydian stone

being called chrysites from its use in testing gold.*

The Taenarius, PoBuicus and Parius lapides, made

use of for this purpose, were no doubt marbles.^

The stone of Siphnus, (the present Siphanto,)

and that found at Comum, (now Como,) which,

hollowed in the turning lathe, were formed into

culinary vessels,'' was that variety of steatite called

pot stone, (lapis ollaris,) from the uses to which

it was applied. This Siphnian stone is very par-

1 Exercit. Plin. p. 64. 2 piin. 36, 43.

3 Exercit. Plin. p. 776. b. C. " Plin. 36. c. 13, 43.

5 Hesych, Word. x9v<^'^^^i—Exercit. Plin. p. 776. We find Pliny

too using the term coticula in one place, to denote a little mortar,

(36, 13,) and elsewhere, for the basanite or touchstone, (33, 43.)

« Plin. 36,43. 7piio36, 44.
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ticularly mentioned by Theophrastus, as capable

of being turned and carved because of its softness,

and as used to make vessels for the table.^ Such

vessels are still in very general use in certain coun-

tries
; as amongst the Orisons f in upper Egypt

;

in Greenland and on Hudson's Bay f and at Zo-

blitz in Hungary, there occurs a serpentine, which

is cut, turned, and polished into vessels that are

distributed all over Germany^ To this Siphnian

stone of Theophrastus and Pliny is closely related,

no doubt, the Magnesian stone ((xayvrjT-iff Xi^og) of

the former author, which has been already men-

tioned.* Of that he says, it might be turned in

the lathe, and resembled silver, though a wholly

different substance. It was, probably, a steatite,

invested or associated with a variety of talc ex-

hibiting, as it sometimes does, a pearly, or what

he calls, a silvery lustre. And the white ophites,

before mentioned as a material of which hollow

vessels were formed,® we may conjecture to have

been of a like kind
;
especially since Pliny calls

it soft, and mentions in the very next line the

Siphnian stone.

Among the many varieties of whetstone which

Pliny says there were, he specifies the Cretan and

Lacedaemonian as requiring oil ; the Naxian and

1 De Lapid. c. 74. a cieav. Min. p. 442.

3 Jam. Min. 1, 516.—Bron^n. Min. 1, 487.

4 Jam. Min. 1, 510. * See before pag-e 115.

6 See before page 81.
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Armenian, used with water ; and the CiUcian, with

which either might be used.^ The first mention-

ed were probably the novacuhte ; a mineral first

brought into Western Europe from the Levant,

and still sometimes called Turkey stone. The
others are to be referred to the various substances

still applied to the same use; such as argil] ite,

gray wacke slate, mica slate, and sand stone.

The smyris (^f^u^*^ Xido?) of Dioscorides, " a stone

with which the engravers of gems polish stones f^
and which Hesychius describes as " a sort of sand

with which the harder stones are polished," is

thought to have been emery.^.

All that Theophrastus says upon this subject is

that the stone with which seals are engraved is of

the same substance with, or resembles that of

whetstones, (obcovaj) and comes from Armenia.^

OF MINERAL SUBSTANCES THAT WERE CLASSED

WITH GEMS.

The branch of our subject in which the ancients

were, perhaps, least deficient, is that relating to

the stones commonly called precious. These do

not in our mineralogy constitute a separate class

:

there being great dissimilarity amongst them in

some important characters: but their agreement

as to others; their superior weight, lustre, and

1 Plin. 36, 47. 2 Dioscor. 5, 166.

fi See Hardouin Notes on Pliny, vol. 10. p. 173.

4 Theoph. c. 77.
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hardness, together with their comparative scarce-

ness, have, in common discourse, assigned to them

a place apart from more vulgar minerals.

This consideration, it appears, led Pliny to treat

of them in a separate book ;
the 37th and last of

his great work; and though he does not, even

here, confine himself very closely to his subject

;

yet has he here, made several attempts at classifi-

cation. In the first place, he arranges according

to their several colors the more valuable gems
;

comprehending in this hst almost all the stones

that are recognised by us as precious
;
together

with many that are not. We are then presented

with four other lists. The first, a numerous one,

contains, exclusive of varieties specified under

several of the heads, no less than one hundred and

fifty-five names alphabetically arranged. The

next is of a few minerals which derive from parts

of the body their distinctive appellations. The

third is of those named after certain animals ; and

the last, of such as are denominated from other

natural objects.

In the alphabetical list, we find here and there

a mineral sufficiently characterized to determine

what it was ; but as to far the greater part of them,

we remain wholly uncertain to what species in

the mineralogical systems of the present day they

would have been referred. There is, however,

reason to believe, that in these lists of gems, a

large proportion of the crystallized specimens in

modern cabinets, would have found their appro-

12
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priate place and name. Many such crystallized

minerals, which by their color, form and lustre,

could not fail to attract attention, must undoubt-

edly have been known to ancient naturalists ; but

have passed without notice unless they are. as is

here conjectured, included in these lists. New
species and new varieties must have occurred an-

ciently from time to time as now ; and it is of such,

no doubt, our author speaks, when he says that

new and nameless gems were sometimes unex-

pectedly discovered.^

i Pliny dates from Pompey's victory over Mithra-

I

dates, the introduction into the Roman state of a

taste for pearls and Eastern gems, as also of the

vessels called murrhina.^ What these murrhina

were, has been a question much debated, and the

controversy does not appear to be as yet decided
;

though Sir Wm. Gell says, that, " they seem at

last to have been successfully traced to China.

Propertius calls them Parthian,^ and it seems cer-

tain that the porcelain of the East, was called

mirrha di Smyrna to as late a date as 1555." This

opinion of Sir Wm. Gell, is the one long ago main-

tained by Saumaise,^ and seems more probable

than any other. Two conjectures mentioned by

1 Plin. 37, 74. 2 piin. 37. c. 6, 7.

3 Propert. 4, 5, 26. And what Propertius says of them agrees per-

fectly with the belief that they were porcelain.

" MurrbeaqueinParthis pocula cocta focis."

* Exercit. Plinianse p. 144.
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Jameson ;^ that of Baron Veltheim, that they were

figure-stone ; and another that they were concen-

trically striped onyxes
;
are undeserving our con-

sideration
; being wholly inconsistent with the

greater part of what is said about murrhina by

the ancients. All that Pliny remarks concerning

them, as of his own knowledge, will agree with

the idea that they were formed of a whitish opaque

opalescent glass, or of very fine china.^ That
they came from the East was certain; but all

that was said further about their origin seems to

have been mere conjecture. Thus the Romans
used coeruleum Indicum, (Indigo), and atramen-

tum Indicum, (Indian Ink), without any know-

ledge of the nature of these substances f and wore

silk for centuries before they learnt that it was

not combed from the leaves of trees.'* Pliny else-

where speaks of murrhinum, as one of the many
varieties of glass that were manufactured ; as a

black and opaque glass, to resemble obsidian ; an

opaque red glass, called haematinon ; and white
;

and murrhine
; and like the hyacinth ; and the

sapphire ; and of every other color ; though the

most esteemed, he says, was that of a pure trans-

parency, and as much as possible resembling

crystal.^

As for rock-crystal, it was the universal opinion

1 Min. V. 1. p. 207, 502. 2 PHn. 37, 8.

3 See before p. 67, and Plin. 35, 25.

4 Virg. Geor. 2, 121-Plin 6, 20. « Plin. 36, 67.
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of ancient naturalists, and the belief, indeed, almost

to our own time, that it was water congealed to

that hardness, by long continued and intense cold.

" That it is ice is certain, says Pliny, and hence

the Greeks have given it its name."^ This an-

cient notion will appear less ridiculous if we con-

sider that, although water really converted into a

solid crystalline mass, by exposure to a very or-

dinary degree of cold, resumes its fluid state when
the heat of which it was deprived is again restored

;

yet the results of chemical analysis teach us that

water in a permanently solid state, constitutes a

considerable proportion of many crystalline sub-

stances. Of the hydrate of magnesia, for exam-

ple, it forms very near one third ; and of the sul-

phate of soda considerably above one half. Rock-

crystal is one among the very few minerals, whose

crystalline form Pliny has remarked, He observes

that, "it is not easy to ascertain the reason why
crystal is produced in six-sided prisms, (sex angu-

lis lateribus), especially since the terminations are

not uniform."^ That drinking vessels were made
of it, proves in their lapidaries a high degree of

skill ; and the perfection to which the manufac-

ture of glass had been brought in Pliny's time,

may be inferred from his remark, that glass vessels

had approached to a wonderfully near resemblance

of the crystalline ; while crystals, notwithstand-

» Plin. 37, 9.-Sen.Nat. Qusest.S, 25.

2 Plin. 37, 9.
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ing, had increased, instead of diminishing in

value.' He mentions one remarkable use of crys-

tal, in applying actual cautery. " I find, says he,

that physicians if there are parts of the body to

be burnt, think that this cannot be more advan-

tageously done than by means of crystalline balls

opposed to the solar rays."^ This use of a crys-

taUine lens is a very ancient one, if the vakog of

Aristophanes was, as the best commentators take

it to have been, rock-crystal. Strepsiades asks

Socrates if he had ever observed, among those

who sell medicines, that beautiful transparent

stone, with which they kindle fire. You mean

crystal, (uaXov) says Socrates. I do says he. And,

upon Socrates asking how he intends by means of

that, to get rid of the suit for five talents brought

against him, he says that taking this stone, he will,

when the clerk is writing down the accusation,

stand off towards the sun and so melt out the

letters.^ The use of crystal as a burning lens is

also very particularly mentioned in the Lithica of

1 Plin. 37, 10.

2 Ibid, He elsewhere (36, 67.) speaks of hollow balls of glass,

filled with water, setting fire to clothes ; as does Lactantius also,

(De Ira Dei. c. 10) ; and Seneca remarks of such glass balls, that

«• letters, though small and indistinct, appear when viewed through

them, enlarged and more distinct." (Nat. Queest. 1, 6.) This

passage might be adduced as among those which favor Winckel-

mann's conjecture, that the ancients made use of convex lenses in

engraving gems. (See Stor. delle A. del D. v. 2. p. 20, and note

thereon.)

3 Aristoph. Nub. v. 768, seqq.

12*
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Orpheus, a poem of uncertain date, though Ruhn-
ken and Hermann Avould assign it to Domitian's

age.i

The poet, having described " the bright limpid

crystal, an emanation of divine fiery splendor,"

bids you, "if without fire you would excite a flame,"

to hold it above a dry torch, opposite to the beam-

ing sun. "Immediately it will direct upon the

torch a slender ray, which, touching the dry rich

fuel will produce smoke, then a Uttle fire, and
finally a bright flame ; while the crystal itself,

though the cause of fire, remains cold to the touch."^

The poet alludes to the same property afterwards,^

saying of the lychnis that it could, like the crystal,

without fire kindle flame.

Under the head of crystal may be introduced

the mention of a stone called in the Orphic poem
chrysothrix, or goldenhair. Of which there were

two varieties ; the one Uke crystal, the other re-

sembling chrysolite ; that is, our topaz ; and both

containing bright rays resembling hairs. These

stones were probably quartz containing, as it

sometimes does, capillary filaments of native gold,*

or acicular crystals of some other mineral. This

goldenhair might be compared, or is perhaps the

same, with the Venus hairstone ; which is quartz

traversed by such acicular crystals of the red

oxide of titanium.^

1 Orphica, ex edit Herm. p. 676. 2 Lith. v. 170. seqq.

3 Lith. V. 27L » Cleav. Min. p. 24L
5 Cleav. Min. p. 236.
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It is probable that Pliny, when speaking of the

gem called adamas,^ had in view, amongst other

things, the diamond ; but it is plain from the fables

he relates of it, that this substance " of highest

value, not only amongst gems, but all human
things, and for a long time known to kings only,

and to very few of them," was unknown to him.

He has evidently confounded in his description

several widely different minerals ; to which, from

their hardness, or their, in some respect or other,

indomitable nature, the Greeks gave the name
dSaiiag, adamant. Thus steel was very frequently

so called f and those grains of native gold, which,

when the gangue containing them was reduced to

powder in a mortar, resisted the pestle and could

not be comminuted by it, were called adamas.^

Something of this sort Pollux meant by that

flower of gold, or choicest gold (xf^o'ou av^og), which

he calls adamas ;^ and Plato, too, by the " branch

or knot of gold (x^^^^^ o^og), which, from its density

very hard, and deep colored, was called adamas."^

It was, no doubt, this native gold that was spoken

of in the authors from whom Pliny drew when he
wrote that—adamas is found in gold mines—that

it accompanies gold—that it seems to occur no-

where but in gold—that it is not larger than a

cucumber seed, nor unlike to it in color.

» H. N. 37. 15.

2 ASdjxas. yevos aiSnpov. Hesych. and see Stanley's Comment, on

JEsch. Prom. Vinct. v. 6.

3 Plin. Exercit. p. 757. 4 Onom. 1. 7, § 99.

5 Tim. V. 7, p. 57, edit. Tauch.
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Of the six kinds he mentions, that described as

occurring in India, not in gold, but bearing some
resemblance to crystal, may have been the dia-

mond ; though even here it is probable that he,

and those from whom he copies, mistook fine

crystals of quartz for diamond ; or, rather, call

such crystals, adamas. The description given is

precisely that of a crystal of quartz in which the

prism has entirely disappeared, leaving a double

six sided pyramid upon a common base.^

The manner in which Dionysius Periegetes

characterizes adamas may lead us to suspect that

he also spoke of crystals of quartz ; for the dia-

mond in its unpolished state, as known to the an-

cients, would hardly have been styled all-resplen-

dent ('n'a|ji(pavowvTa),2 and afterwards, brilliant (i^a^-

fxai^ovra).^ The locality in the former case, too,

being Scythia.

The variety of adamas which Pliny calls side-

rites was magnetic iron ore;'^ and the Cyprian

was probably emery, or some similar substance

used in engraving gems.^

There is a strange jumble of truth and fable

in what Pliny says of the hardness of adamas

;

which was so unspeakable that it could not be

1 Plin. 37, 15. 2 Dion. Perieg. v. 318.

3 Ibid. V. 1119.

4 Exercit. Plin. p. 773, 774.—Jam. Min. 1, 41.

5 According to Saumaise, who would read *'qui e Cypro venit,"

for "quod et Cyprio evenit," in Plin. 37, 15. -See Exercit. Plin.

p. 774, a F.
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crushed; but would split hammers and anvils

used in the attempt. This invincible substance,

however, which resisted the violence of fire, and

the force of iron hammers, might be so far soft-

ened by steeping it in fresh warm goats' blood, as

to render it possible with repeated blows to break

it; though to accomplish even this, the best of

hammers and anvils were required. And being

thus broken, it was reduced to the smallest and

scarce visible particles; which, sought after by-

engravers, and enclosed in iron, would readily cut

into the hardest substances. The localities of the

several varieties of adamas, were Ethiopia, In-

dia, Arabia, Macedonia, Cyprus, and Germania.

Beckmann thinks the iaspis of Orpheus* may
have been diamond; for the poet, he remarks,

" compares his iaspis to rock-crystal, and says that

it kindles fire in the same manner."^ But the

learned antiquary was led astray by a false read-

ing
; for the poet compares not the iaspis, but the

lychnis, to rock-crystal, and by a poetical exagge-

ration ascribes to it the same power of kindling

fire.^ Beckmann further conjectures that "the

iaspis in the Revelation of St. John, described as

1 Lith. V. 264. 2 Beck. Hist, of Inv. 4, 238.

3 The true reading- unquestionably is Avxvi, (rv S* instead of

A.VXMS 6'. (See Hermann's edition of the Orphica.) This

stone, \vxvhi Dionysius Periegetes (v. 329) describes as altogether

resembling- flame {-rtvpos (pXoyl ira^-Kav hixoir]), and it was from this

fiery splendor of the stone itself, perhaps, that the Orphic poet was

led to ascribe to it such virtue.
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a costly, transparent, crystalline stone, was per-

haps our diamond, which was afterwards every

where distinguished by that name."^

No mineralogist, who reads what Phny says of

the smaragdus, can fail to see that he classes to-

gether under that name, several wholly different

minerals ; but what they were, it is not easy to de-

termine. Having assigned the superiority amongst

gems to the adamas, he places next in value pearls,

which also he regards as gems; and the third

rank he assigns to the smaragdus. Of this he

enumerates twelve kinds : first the Scythian, se-

cond the Bactrian, and third the Egyptian ; and

with one or other of these three our emerald

if found amongst the smaragdi, would probably

be classed. The other kinds, he says, were

found in copper mines ; the best in those of

Cyprus; and the characters which he ascribes

to certain of them agree so well with those of

malachite, that we can hardly doubt that this

mineral was classed with his smaragdus. For

of those smaragdi which were obtained in copper

mines, some were not translucent; were of va-

rious shades of green ; resembled the eyes of cats

or panthers (that is, were, as modern mineralogists

express themselves, chatoyant).^ Though Pliny

does not here contradict Theophrastus in any

point, yet it is evident that he is compiling from

I

1 Beck. Hist, of Inv. 4, 239. a Plin. 37, 18.

i
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some Other source. The latter author states^ that

"of known and accessible places there are two

where chiefly the, smaragdus occurs; the copper

mines of Cyprus and the island over against Car-

thage f where they are found more separate and

distinct ; since in Cyprus it is mined for as othier

mineral substances are, and in many veins where

they seek for it alone. But it is rarely found of

sufficient size for a seal, or ring stone ; they use

it, therefore, to cement on gold ; for it unites with

the metal as chrysocolla does f and some, indeed,

think them of the same nature, since they are

much alike in color ; but chrysocolla is abundant

in gold, and yet more in copper mines, while sma-

ragdus, as has already been observed, is rare."

He adds that " it appears to be formed from jas-

per (iaspis) ; for that it was said there had been

found in Cyprus a stone, of which the one half

was smaragdus, and the other half, iaspis which

the water had not yet changed." He concludes

by remarking that " some labor must be bestowed

1 De Lapid. c. 49.

2 Saumaise would read Chalcedon here instead of Carchedon,

(Carthag-e).

3 This, though not the usual translation, is, perhaps, the best

sense we can put upon a passage far from being- clear. It is so un-

derstood byKidd (Min. 1, 120); and Saumaise (Exercit. Plin. p.

128, b F) seems to interpret it in the same sense with a passag-e

which afterwards occurs (c. 63), where Theophrastus speaks of the

Bactrian smaragdi as being small and used a's ra XiBoKo'SXriTaj that

is, vessels of gold or silver, to the plain surface of which precious

stones were firmly attached, by a plain surface, with cement ; as is

still practised in A >menia, and perhaps elsewhere.
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upon the smaragdus to give it polish, for in its

natural state it has no lustre."

This mineral found in the mines of Cyprus, half

emerald and half jasper, which is mentioned by

Pliny also,^ may have been arseniate of copper,

accompanied, as it sometimes is, by red oxide of

the same metal.^ The Median emeralds "were

very green, and partook sometimes of the sap-

phire; that is, perhaps, had the blue carbonate

mingled with the green. Some were fragile
; of a

changeable color, resembling the green feathers of

the peacock's tail, or the pigeon's neck;^ or, in

modern terms, exhibited a pavonine or colum-

bine tarnish
;
such as pyritous copper often does.

These same emeralds were scaly, and contained

veins. The chalco-smaragdus, classed with the

smaragdus,^ and described as confusedly veined

with brass, was no doubt malachite with pyritous

copper. There are several other minerals which

one familiar with their characters may see indicated

by some part or other in Pliny's description of

smaragdus; as chrysoberyl,^ chrysoprase, prase,®

1 H. N. 37, 19. 2 cieav. Min. p. 565.

3 In caudis pavonum colurabarumque collo plumis similes.

Plin. 37, 18.

4 Plin. 37, 19.

s Our chrysoberyl is not the mineral designated in Pliny by that

name ; as will appear hereafter under the head of beryl.

6 A well chosen specimen of prase, when cut, affords a tolerable

imitation of the emerald (Min. des Gens du Monde, p. 151).
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plasma,^ diallage,^ fluor-spar,^ green jasper, green

obsidian,* and dioptase or emerald copper ore.*

This last mentioned has a fine emerald color, is

more or less translucent, and its crystalline form

is a six sided prism : particulars in which it bears

sufficient resemblance to the emerald to justify us

in supposing that, if known to the ancients, they

were comprehended under the same name. Diop-

tase is now found chiefly in Siberia, and if brought

anciently from the same quarter, will have been

classed with the Scythian emerald, which ranked

first in value. But this and other minerals oc-

curred anciently, no doubt, in other localities than

those in which they are at present found. We
every now and then hear of localities that have

become exhausted ; and sometimes within a few

years, perhaps, from the time when they were first

discovered and explored. The same thing must

have happened occasionally in former times ; so

that in some cases we may be taking fruitless

pains to determine minerals, that never have been

1 Plasma is the prime d'emeraude of some authors. It was con-

sidered by the Romans as a gem ; was cut into ornaments, and fre-

quently engraved.—(Jam. Min. 1, 214.)

2 Diallag-e is still called by many mineralogists smaragdite, and

sometimes emcraudite,

3 Beckmann thinks the mirror of smarag-dus, in which Nero

viewed the g-Iadiatorial combats (Plin. 37, 16), may have been green

obsidian, green jasper, or even green glass (Hist, of Inv. 3, 177).

4 Green fluor-spar is called by Haiiy emeraude de Carthagene

(Tr. de Min. 2, 185).

5 Dioptase Haiiy calls 6meraude, and Smeraudine (Tr. de Min.

,96).

13
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seen by moderns ; the localities whence only they

were obtained having many ages since become

exhausted or unknown.

As for the statues, obelisks, and pillars formed

of emeralds of prodigious size ; mentioned by

Theophrastus, Pliny, and others; they were of

some one or other of the several more abundant

minerals, that have been above suggested : or else

of colored glass. Larcher thinks the pillar of

emerald, which Herodotus saw in the temple of

Hercules at Tyre, and which shone at night,^

was a hollow cyhnder of glass within which

lamps were placed.

Theophrastus himself, speaking of this column,

suggests that it may be a false emerald ;
for such,

says he, there are.^ And such are there, even at

the present day, which pass for native stones.

Beckmann says that a piece of glass in the monas-

tery of Reichenau seven inches long, and weigh-

ing twenty-eight pounds, and a large cup at Genoa,

which is however full of flaws, are given out to

be emeralds, even to the present time.^

It is very probable that our emerald ought not

to be reckoned among the many varieties of

smaragdi mentioned by the ancients. Dutens

doubts if it was known to them ; and from the

researches, and the positive assertion of Tavernier,

it appears, at least, that no locality of emerald is

known in Asia or its islands."*

1 Herod. 2. 44. 2 De Lapid. c. 45.

3 Beck. Hist, of Inv. 3. 189. "* Brongn. Tr. Elem. de Min. 418.
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With respect to the beryl (beryllus,) PUny
rightly observes that " many regard it as of the

same, or certainly of a like nature with the

emerald."^ He seems to think its crystalline form

due to the lapidary's art ; but adds, that some

suppose them to be naturally of that shape.^

The best were those of a pure sea green, (qui

viriditatem puri maris imitantur) our aqua-marina,

beril aigue-marine.^ The next in esteem were

called chrysoberyl, and are somewhat vaguely

described as " paulo pallidiores, sed in aureum

colorem exeunte fulgore." This was probably

the yellow emerald, such as occurs in Auvergne,

or at Haddam in Connecticut. The third was

called chrysoprase
;
and would seem to have been,

in fact, as Pliny says some considered it, a mineral

proprii generis, different from the beryl. It

resembled in color the juice of the leek, but with

somewhat of a golden tinge, and hence its name.*

Although we are uncertain as to the mineral here

described, yet it is not improbable that it was the

same now called chrysoprase, and to which Leh-

man was the first in modern times who gave the

ancient name.^ The fourth variety of beryl was

1 H. N. 37. 20.

2 Poliuntur omnes sexangula figura artificum ingeniis—quidam

et angnlosos putant statim nasci. (H. N. 37. 20.)

3 Dionysius Perieg-etes calls it iypfji jSr/piXXou y\avKfiv Xtdovy that

is, according- to Eustathius, sea-green ; and afterwards merely

J»j|OliXXov yXavKtiv XlOov.—W. 1012, 1119.

4 Plin. 37. c. 33, 34. « Jam. Min. 1, 202.
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of a color approaching the hyacinth ;
the fifth of

a wax, and the sixth of an oUve color. The last

variety spoken of by Pliny resembled crystal ; but

contained hairy threads and impurities (crystallo

fere similes — capillamenta habent sordesque.)

These were probably such crystals of quartz as

are often found, rendered partly opaque by chlorite,

or penetrated by capillary crystals of epidote,

actinohte, or other minerals. Pliny observes that

the Indians stained rock-crystal in such a way as

to counterfeit other gems, and especially the beryl.^

The opal (opalus) of Pliny is too well character-

ized, and its peculiar lustre, or opalescence, too

accurately described by him, to leave any doubt

that it was what we call precious opal. He first

speaks of it in the order in which the great value

ascribed to it entitled it to rank ; in the first class

of gems.2 Afterwards, when speaking of gems

according to their respective colors, he introduces

it again, as taking the lead among white gems

(dux candidarum,) under the name of psederos f
by which name he had before said it was, because

of its extraordinary beauty, more generally dis-

tinguished.

Pliny is not the only one among the ancients,

as Jameson supposed, who makes mention of this

gem. The Orphic poem commends the beauty

of the o-s-aXXjog
; and evidently alludes to its other

» H. N. 37. 20. 2 piin. 37. 21.

3 Plin. 37, 46.
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name, psederos ('jfaidi^us,) in saying that it has the

delicate complexion of a lovely youth, (1/a6^tou rspa

X^oa <;rai6og,y This gem also, Pliny says, the In-

dians so well imitated in glass that the counter-

feit could hardly be detected. The opal was per-

haps too highly valued to be frequently engraved.

There are very few engraved specimens of this

mineral preserved in collections.^ But that it

sometimes was used as a ring-stone, we learn from

the story Pliny tells of a senator named Nonius,

who possessing an opal valued at twenty thousand

sesterces, which Anthony coveted, was proscribed

in consequence, and fled, saving of his whole

fortune this ring alone, (e fortunis suis omnibus

anulum abstuUt secum.)^

The sardonyx (sardonyches,) mentioned by

Pliny next after opal, as holding the next rank,

was evidently the same stone with that now so

called. But under the same denomination seem

to have been comprehended other varieties of

chalcedony, and especially the carnelian which

Werner calls sardonyx, whose colors are in alter-

nate bands of red and white, and when the stone

is cut in certain directions, resemble the flesh

seen through the finger nail.'^ The first Roman
who sealed with a sardonyx was the elder Scipio

Africanus ; from whose time this sort of gem was

much used for that purpose ;
it being almost the

I Orph. Lith. V. 280. 2 Jam. Min. 1, 233.

3 Plin. 37. 21.

•* Velut carnibus ungue hominis imposito, (Plin. 37. 23.)

13*
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only one which left a fair impression and brought

away with it no portion of the wax.^ This gem
was most approvedwhen it exhibited distinct colors,

and bands well defined. The localities mentioned

by Pliny are India, Arabia, and Armenia.

The gem onyx seems to have comprehended

several varieties of agate ; as the onyx-agate, and

the eyed-agate.^ The name, derived from a cer-

tain resemblance to the human nail, was applied

originally to the calcareous alabaster before men-

tioned ; the substance meant whenever unguent

vessels are spoken of as made of onyx.^ From
that it was afterwards derived to the gem, or

ring-stone onyx."^

The sard (sarda) of Pliny is what we call car-

nelian. By remarking that it was first found at

Sardes, he means, probably, to suggest the origin

of its name ;
which others prefer to derive from

Sardinia, where Kircher says, that very good

ones are obtained.^ Epiphanius says, it received

its name from some resemblance which it bore to

the fish called sardine, (tfa^^Iw J-x&y'i TSTa^ixsufAs'vw.)^

The best sards had been gotten from near

Babylon, in working certain stone quarries, where

» Plin. 37. 23.

2 Cingentibus candidis veiiis oculi modo. (Plin. 37. 24.)

3 See before p. 124.

* Plin. 37. 24. Used in this latter sense the word is ofthe feminine

gender, as in the former it is masculine. The word gemma being

understood in the one case, and lapis in the other. (Plin. ubi supra

et Exercit. Plin. pp. 393, 396.)

s Mund. Subterr. lib. 8. p. 81. « Epiph. de 12. Gemmis p. 22.
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it was found enveloped in the rock ; but that lo-

cahty, Pliny says, had failed. It was, however,

a common gem, and occurred in many other

places. There was no one, Pliny says, more

jfrequently employed among* the ancients ; and

by referring to the plays of Menander and Phile-

mon, to confirm his assertion, he gives us to

understand whom he means to designate as an-

cients. He speaks of one of the three kinds

brought from India as being underlaid with silver

foil when set ; and of another kind from Egypt

under which gold foil was laid. The favor this

gem enjoyed as a ring-stone was in consequence

of its making, like the sardonyx, a clean impres-

sion, and bringing away no portion of the wax.^

Under the head of glowing gems (ardentes

gemmag) Pliny classes a considerable number;

and assigns the first rank amongst them to car-

bun culi.^ The carbunculus of Pliny is said by

some to have been the ruby, while others regard

it as the garnet ; and both opinions, probably,

are right. The Latin name seems, like the term

ruby, to have been applied to very difierent miner-

als ; and may have comprehended the red sap-

phire, or oriental ruby ; the spinelle ruby ; the

red topaz, or Brazilian ruby ; the Bohemian ruby

(a variety of red quartz ;) redfluate of lime, called

the false ruby ; together with several varieties of

garnet.

» Plin. 37. c. 24, 31. a piin. 37. 25.
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Those carbuncles, which Pliny calls Alabandic,

because they were cut and polished at Alabanda,^

were precious garnets, still called by some miner-

alogists Alabandines, or Alamandines. What he

afterwards says of Alabandic carbuncles, which

were darker colored, and rougher than others,

may be explained by supposing that near Ala-

banda both precious and common garnets were

obtained.

Those Indian carbuncles which he describes

as " non claros, ac plerumque sordidos, ac semper

fulgoris horridi," and which had been hollowed

into vessels that would hold a pint (sextarii unius

mensuram,) were common garnets ; which are

sometimes found of considerable size, as large

even as a child's head.^ It is evident that there

are still other minerals besides these, among the

carbunculi ; but what those minerals may be, it

is not easy /to determine.

Pliny observes, that these gems were so easily

imitated in glass, something being placed under-

neath to improve its lustre, that to distinguish the

false stones from the true was very difficult

;

though, like other factitious gems, they might be

detected by the lapidary's wheel; their greater

"softness and fragility ; and their inferior weight.^

Theophrastus uses the name av^^ag (carbunculus)

in a somewhat more restricted sense. Having

if^Alabandicos in Orthosia caute nascentes, sed qui perficiantur

Alabandis. Plin. 37. 25.

2 Cleav. Min. p. 367. 3 pUn. 37. 26.
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spoken of combustible minerals, he goes on to

point out some that are wholly incombustible

;

and first the carbuncle, (av^^af,) which, he observes,

is engraved for seals, and describes as of a red

color, and when exposed to the rays of the sun

resembling a burning coal. It may be called very

precious, he remarks, since a very small one sells

for forty pieces of gold. This kind was brought

from Carthage and Marseilles. Another kind,

alike incombustible, occured near Miletus, angu-

lar, and sometimes hexagonal, which also was

called carbuncle (av^^a^.)^ The d\i6^axiov, which

he afterwards describes,^ probably comprehended

some varieties of common garnet, and perhaps

schorl.

The anthracites, described by Pliny among

these glowing gems,^ may be micaceous oxide, or

scaly red oxide of iron. The latter is sometimes

seen in cavities of the red haematite,^ between

which and anthracites there seems to have existed

some connexion.^ By its being " carbonibus

similes," Pliny must mean, that it possessed a

fiery lustre, a glow resembling that of coals, and

which he presently describes as " igneus color."

That when thrown into the fire these anthracites

"velut intermortuae extinguuntur, contra, aquis

perfusse exardescunt," means, probably, that their

» Theoph. c. 31, 32. 2 Theoph. c. 61.

1^
3 H. N. 37. 27. 4.cieav. Min. p. 601.

s See Plin. 36, 38. & Dalecamp's notes thereon. Agricola makes

the anthracites a species of haematite.
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transparency and lustre are destroyed by casting

them into the fire, but improved by sprinkling

them with water
; which is true.

The sandaresus and sandaster^ were perhaps

varieties of aventurine quartz, which occurs of all

the colors ascribed by Pliny to these stones : red,

as they probably were to be classed with carbun-

culi—yellowish brown, or resembling smoky topaz

(fumido chrysolitho similes)2—yellow, or " mali

coloris"—and greenish, or with the color " olei

viridis." The transfulgent drops of gold, seen,

never on the surface but always in the body of

the mineral, were what mineralogists now describe

as " brillant points or spangles, which shine with

a silver or golden lustre, and seem to be produced

by the reflection of light from numerous fissures
;

or from disseminated plates of mica ; or perhaps

from laminae of quartz interspersed through the

mass.

The lychnis, so called from some resemblance

to the flame of a lamp,^ or from its peculiar lustre

when viewed by lamp light, was of several kinds,

distinguished by their colors
;
as pale red, violet

red, crimson red. In which respect, and as to

the localities whence it was obtained, it agrees

well with the rubellite. But the chief point of

resemblance to this mineral is its possession of

1 Plin. 37. 28.

2 The chrysolithus of Pliny was our topaz ; as will appear here-

after, under the proper head.

3 Plin. 37. 29.
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electric properties, observed by Pliny
; who says,

that when heated in the sun or by friction it

attracts chaif and leaves of paper, (chartarum

folia. )^ Nor, should this be thought a sufficient

ground for believing lychnis to be rubellite, need

that belief be invalidated by what our author, in

the following chapter, says, that drinking vessels

had been made of lychnis, and of the mineral he

is there speaking of, Carchedonius ; for he in the

very next sentence adds, that "all these gems
obstinately resist the graver's tool ;" which seems

wholly inconsistent with their being hollowed

into drinking vessels. They may perhaps have

been used as other gems were in ornamenting

such vessels, which were thence called 'ki&ox6Xk7}ra.

The Carchedonius, which occurred in the moun-

tains of the Nasamonae, and was taken thence to

Carthage, from which city it derived its name,

is supposed bysome commentators onPliny^ tohave

been what we call Chalcedony, but the characters

assigned to it by Pliny do not warrant such

opinion. Like the Carthaginian carbuncles (car-

bunculi Carchedonii) spoken of before,^ it had its

name from Carthage (Ka^x^5wv,) but it seems to

have been a different mineral;"* and from its

possessing electricity, though in slighter degree

than the lychnis ; from its brittleness ; and its

1 This property led Beckraan to suppose it might be tourmaline.

(Hist, oflnv. 1.144.)

2 Hardouin in Plin. v. 10. p. 88. et Salm. Plin. Exercit. p. 270 aF.

3 Plin. 37. 25. 4 Plin. Exercit. p. 270 a D.
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resemblance to expiring coals, (in blackness pro-

bably,) we might not unwarrantably infer that it

was shorl. There is, indeed, one argument

against this supposition, and in favor rather of its

being the above mentioned variety of carbunculus

;

which is, that Pliny classes it with the gems he

styles ardentes ;^ and which, after having spoken

of sardonyx, he considers by way of digression

before treating of the sarda, because they all

agreed in certain particulars, as to which they

differed from the sard. They were all of them

engraved with much difficulty, and when used

as signets, retained and brought away with them

a portion of the wax; while the sard, on the

contrary, was well suited to this use.

The topaz, (topazius,) which Pliny speaks of as

a gem of a peculiar green color, (suo virens gen-

ere,^j which even in his time retained a high value,

but was upon its first discovery preferred before

all others, is supposed by some to have been the

same with our chrysolite;^ as his chrysolite is

considered by Werner and others, to have been

the stone which we call topaz.

This name is derived from that of the island

Topazos, in the Red Sea ; whence it was origin-

ally brought. Juba * derives the name of the isl-

and itself from TO*a,Jwj to conjecture^ it being often

hid in mist, and mariners consequently at a loss

1 Plin. 37. 24. 2 Plin. 37, 32.

3 Jam. Min. 1, 48. * Cited by Plin. 37, 32.
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to find it.^ Pliny styles his topaz, largest of gems,

(amplissima gemmarum,) and speaks of a statue

of Arsinoe, wife of Ptolemy Philadelphiis, made
of it, four cubits high ; which seems wholly in-

consistent with its being chrysolite, although a

variety of this mineral, called olivine, has been

found in masses of considerable size.

The extraordinary dimensions ascribed to

Pliny's topaz, have led some to think it was a va-

riety of jasper, or of agate. Pliny says that it

alone, of the nobler gems, could be touched by the

file; and that recent authors distinguished two

kinds of it ; one having the color of the leek, and

therefore called prasoides ; the other, more inclin-

ed to a golden color, styled chrysopteros, and re-

sembling chrysoprase.

Pliny's whole description of the topaz is per-

haps as applicable to the minerals which we call

prase and chrysoprase, as to any that we know.

Bruce mentions an island in the Red Sea, called

Jibbel Seberget, or the Mountain of Emeralds

;

but says the substance he there met with was little

harder than glass. Kidd asks, may not this have

been chrysolite, and the island the Topaz island

of Pliny ?2

Bruce himself conjectures that this green pellu-

cid crystalline mineral, as he describes it, was

classed with the smaragdi of the ancients.^

1 For a strange account of this island, and the topaz it produced,

see Diod. Sic. lib. 3. c. 38.

2 Min. 1, 121. 3 Bruce's Travels, v. 1. c 9.

14
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The color, and other characters, as far as they

are given, of Callais, agree very well with the

belief, that it was what we call turquoise. Pliny

says^ it was of a pale green, (e viridi pallens);

that its best color was that of emerald ; that it

occurred in roundish masses, (oculi figura extu-

berans) ; and in regions of Asia which are the

same with those whence the turquoise is now
brought. The story Pliny tells of its being ob-

tained by means of slings from lofty and inaccessi-

ble rocks, to which it feebly adhered, projecting

above their surface, we may be permitted to regard

as a fable, not to be taken into consideration.

Of this gem also, he observes, that there was no

one more perfectly imitated in glass.

Prasius, a green stone, of inferior rank,^ was
probably our prase ; and that second kind of it,

which was horrid with spots of blood ; and the

third kind, distinguished by three light colored

stripes, were two varieties of heliotrope. Some,

says Pliny, prefer to these the chrysoprase, which
also resembles in color the juice of the leek, but

from that of topaz inclines to that of gold. To
this chrysoprase, which he has before spoken of

as a variety of beryl, he ascribes such dimensions

that cups (cymbia) were sometimes formed of it.

It is most probable, as has already been observed,^

that this was like the stone of Kosemiitz, which
Lehman first called chrysoprase.

1 H. N. 37, 33. 2 piin. 37^ 34. 3 p^ge 151.
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The prasites of Theophrastus,^ of which he

merely observes that it was somewhat hke verdi-

gris in color, {IC^dris g-^ x^oa,) may have been the

same mineral.

The Nihon,^ so called from the river Nile, on

the banks of which it occurred in Ethiopia ; with-

out lustre, du]l, of the color of smoky topaz, and

sometimes of honey, was perhaps jasper.

The molochites,^ malachite, so called from

fAoXox>3 or fJi-aXap^T), mallows, which it resembled in

color, is described as opaque, of a deeper and

duller green than the smaragdus. We may,

nevertheless, regard it as the mineral still called

malachite, and which, as we have seen, Phny
classes with smaragdi."^ He may here again in-

troduce it under a different name, among the green

minerals he is now describing, because he finds it

mentioned in the authors now before him ; for he

often looks no farther than the source from which

at the time he happens to be compiling.

laspis, says Pliny,^ is green, and often is trans-

lucent. What we call jasper is of almost every

color, and is opaque. But still, the ancient iaspis

may have comprehended certain varieties of green

jasper ; and since agate and jasper are closely con-

nected, and pass into each other, it is probable

there were varieties of agate also, classed under the

same head. The Orphic poem, speaking of the

I De Lapid, c. 65. 2 piin. 37, 35, 3 Plin. 37, 36.

4 Before, page 146. 5 h. N. 37, 37.
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various colors of the agate, says, " You recognise

therein the glassy jasper, the blood-red sard, and

the brilliant emerald."^ The iaspis found in Persia,

and described as resembling in color an autumnal

morning sky, and hence called aerizusa, is thought

by some to have been our turquoise ; but Beck-

mann is decidedly opposed to this opinion, and sup-

poses it to have been blue jasper .^ Jameson may
say with truth, " we are ignorant of the particular

stone denominated jasper by the ancients ;"^ for

certainly there is no one stone to which the descrip-

tion of jasper could be applied
;
but in this case,

as in others, it is evident that several different

minerals were comprehended under a single name.

One variety specified by Pliny, "stellata rutilis

punctis," resembles a jasper not uncommon at this

day, of a dark green color, with red spots ;
and

like heliotrope, except that it is not translucent. All

the East, Pliny says, wore as amulets that variety

ofjasper which resembled emerald, and had a white

stripe running through the midst of it, and was

therefore styled grammatias ; as that which had

several such stripes was called polygrammos.

Here, again, he describes what we may easily re-

cognise as striped jasper ; a mineral which abounds

in many countries.

Pliny classes with jasper certain stones, which

1 Lith. V. 607.

2 See Salm. Exercit. Plin, p. 143 a C—Beck. History of Inv. 2.

322.

8 Jam. Min. 1. 251.
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he calls signets (sphragides), because they sealed

so well. The better sort, he says, were set, open

(a jour) ; in such way that the gold merely em-

braced the margin of the stone.^ He mentions, as

though it were an unusual magnitude for this

mineral, that he had seen an image of Nero in

jasper, fifteen inches high. We find that this

stone also, as many others already spoken of, was

imitated in glass ; but the counterfeit was easily

detected from the diiFerence in lustre.

Dioscorides briefly characterizes several va-

rieties of jasper f one resembling the emerald, one

somewhat crystalline, resembling phlegm ; one that

has bright veins of white running through it ; one

sky-blue ; one smoky ; one resembling turpentine,

but in what respect he does not mention
; and one

like the callais, which we have seen was of a lio-ht

green color.^ All of them, he says, were worn as

amulets ; and its virtue as such is mentioned by

Dionysius Periegetes also, who alludes to it in three

different places,^ calling it sky-blue (s^jVosccav) ; sea-

green (forsou^a-Togfl'fl'av is here to be interpreted ;) and

green translucent (x^w^a Siauyajoutfav)—The Orphic

poem also styles it green (k^oxpoov)—The only epi-

thets that Pliny adds to those already noticed, are,

purple, and purple passing into coBrulean. Among

* Funda clauduntur patentes, nee preeterquam margines auro

amplectente. (Plin. 37. 37.)

a'Lib. 5. c. 160. 3 Before page 162.

* Vv. 724, 782, 1120.
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the localities of the mineral he mentions Chalce-

don as furnishing an opaque variety.

It will be found that chalcedony and jasper,

which are often associated with each other, and

which are both of them, but especially the former,

sometimes found united with limpid and amethyst-

ine quartz,^ will answer tolerably well to all these

descriptions of iaspis. And to this same head of

iaspis it is highly probable that nephrite, and other

varieties of jade, were anciently referred.

We find that Pliny again introduces here^ as a

gem, in the order in which we are now following

him, the cyanus, which, under the name of coeru-

leum, he had before treated of as a pigment. This

circumstance may be accounted for from the occa-

sional occurrence of fine crystallized specimens of

the blue carbonate of copper
;
which would natu-

rally, according to his mode of speaking, be reckon-

ed amongst gems. But it is evident that he here

applies to his gem cyanus what Theophrastus

says^ of the Egyptian factitious cyanus, before-

mentioned.* The golden dust which this gem
cyanus sometimes contained, was probably pyri-

tous copper.

The sapphire of the ancients, described by Theo-

phrastus as sprinkled with gold (x^ufl'i'n'ao'Tog),^ and

in which Pliny says gold sparkles (scintillat),^ is

I Cleav. Min. p. 248. 2 r. N. 37, 38.

3 De Lapid. c. 98. * Before page 66.

5 De Lapid. c. 43,

fl H. N. 33. 21.—Dionysius Periegetes also fixes upon this same
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agreed by all to have been our lapis lazuli.^ The
name is Hebrew, and occurs repeatedly in the Old

Testament, applied to the same substance.^ What
the ancients mistook for gold was the iron pyrites

often disseminated in this mineral, and forming a

feature in its external character, upon which, under

their mistake, they were inclined to lay much
stress. It is evident, however, that other minerals

besides lapis lazuli were included under the name
sapphire. Pliny speaks of purple sapphires, of

which the best, he says, are the Median.^

In the case of this mineral, as of the last-men-

tioned, cyanus, the distinction of male and female

was adopted
;
those of an azure color being con-

sidered males.

Pliny, it is true, says that sapphires nowhere

occurred translucent ; we might otherwise suppose

that the oriental sapphire, wherever known, was

included under the name ; as also blue quartz, and

blue fluor spar; which are now sometimes called

by jewellers false sapphire. There are in collec-

character, and speaks of rocks in India which contain a beautiful

vein of golden and azure sapphire (v. 1105)

—

X(3U«r£t»jj Kvavrjs re KoXfiv TrXd/co aOTr^ctpoto.

» Jam. Min. 1. 341.-Beck. Hist, of Inv. 2. 322.

a Ibid. 2. 324.

3 H. N. 37, 39. Whatever the purple sapphire may have been, it

was at a later period more highly valued than the azure stone.

Epiphanius observes that there were many kinds of sapphire, and that

the one called royal, (/JaatXtKos) spotted with gold (;)(;pv(rdoTtyr7s), was

less admired than that altogether purple {6t6Xev jrop^vpt^wv), which

occurred in India. (De 12 gemmis p. 227.)
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tions many engraved specimens of lapis lazuli,

regarded as antiques.^

The first rank among purple, or violet colored

gems, is assigned by Pliny to the Indian amethyst,^

which may, possibly, have been the violet colored

sapphire, or oriental amethyst. Those which he

describes as easily engraved (scalpturis faciles)

may have been the violet colored fluor spar, now
called false amethyst f and the variety of quartz

which is now commonly styled amethyst, is well

described by him as that fifth kind, which ap-

proaches crystal ; the purple vanishing and fading

into white, (ad viciniam crystalli descendit albi-

cante purpuras defectu.) Some mineralogists think

the amethyst of the ancients to have been what

we call garnet, but there seems little in its descrip-

tion resembling the garnet, except that one kind of

it approached the hyacinth in color, as Pliny and

Epiphanius^ observe
;
that is, had a very strong

shade of red
; and so sometimes has our amethyst.

The way in which it is characterized by Dionysius

Periegetes, as in a slight degree purple,^ suits per-

fectly with our amethyst, but in no respect with

garnet. And we see our amethyst plainly indi-

cated in one of the reasons assigned by Pliny for

1 Beck. Hist, of Inv. 3, 322. a h. N. 37, 40.

3 The ancients, however, very frequently engraved upon ame-
thystine quartz ; and there are, in the Royal Library at Paris, many
fine engraved gems of this mineral. (Jam. Min. L 148.)

4 De 12 Gemmis, p. 229.

* "Kac y'yvKepiiv djiidwrov iirjjpifia irop^vpiovaav^^ V. 1122.
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its name,^—that it does not reach the color of wine,

but first fades into violet. He afterwards suggests

another, which is the more common derivation

;

saying that the Magi falsely assured that these

gems were preservative against intoxication, whence

their name.

The Indian amethysts are described as possess-

ing " absolutum felicis purpuras colorem ;" and

the artists, who imitated this gem, endeavored

especially to produce this tint. Theophrastus

twice mentions the amethyst {a^i&v(fov)^2 but not in

such a way as to determine it ; classing it in one

place with crystal, as diaphanous, and afterwards

observing that it is wine-colored (o/vw-rov t»1 xI^^)-

The ancient hyacinth is thought by Saumaise

to have been our ruby, which the Persians and

Arabians still call yacut ; a name derived from
ijaxjv^oj, hyacinth. This name may, however, have

been used with as little discrimination as that of

ruby is at present, to designate several very differ-

ent minerals ; and among them may be some that

are still called hyacinth ; as several varieties of zir-

con, and the hyacinth of Compostella, a red ferru-

ginous quartz. Jameson enumerates seven differ-

ent minerals besides zircon, to which the name
hyacinth has been applied ; and he appears to

think that the ancient hyacinth was either ame-

thyst or sapphire. All that Pliny says about this

:•; * Afiedvaros from a and /i|0v. 2 Pe Lapid. cc. 54i 57.
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gem, from which any aid towards determining it

can be derived, amounts to this, that it was related

to, but differed greatly from the amethyst ; in that,

the lustre and brilliant violet of the amethyst

were much fainter and feebler in the hyacinth -}

which certainly does not well agree with the idea

of hyacinth being our ruby ; but favors rather, the

opinion before noticed, that the hyacinth of Pliny

was our amethyst, and the ancient amethyst our

garnet.

The chrysolithus of Pliny^ was, as Werner
thinks, the stone which we call topaz. But the

ancient name appears to have been applied some-

what loosely, as the modern is, to a great variety

ofminerals. The chrysolites obtained from Ethio-

pia were, " aureo fulgore translucentes ;" but to

these were preferred the Indian, which may have

been the yellow sapphire or oriental topaz. The
best were set open (a jour.)^ Underneath others

a foil of brass was laid. These were called chrys-

electri whose color approached to that of amber

(electrum.) Those of Pontus might be distin-

guished by their lightness. They were, perhaps,

yellow quartz, the Bohemian topaz ; or yellow

fluor spar, the false topaz ; whose specific gravities

are to that of the oriental topaz, as three and four

respectively to five.

1 "Ille emicans in amethysto fulgor violaceus dilutus est in

byacintho.

2 Plin, 37, 42.

s « Funda includuntur perspicuse."
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The chrysolite obtained in Spain, from the

same locaUty with rock-crystal, we may suppose

was yellow quartz. Such as had a white vein

running through them, called leucochrysi, were

probably agate
;
yellow quartz with a vein of

chalcedony ; and the capnise,^ we may translate

smoke topaz. Some resembled glass of a bright

saffron color
;
and those made of glass could not

be distinguished by the sight, but might be de-

tected by the touch, (of the tongue no doubt,) as

being warmer.^ Other varieties were melichrysos

and xanthus, both from India : the former a hard

brittle translucent gem, of a bright golden or honey-

yellow color.^ The latter, a very common gem
in India, and afterwards described as of a whitish

yellow^

The asteria of Pliny,^ is that variety of opal

called girasole, from its reflecting a reddish light

when turned towards the sun. Pliny describes

with peculiar felicity of language the manner of

this reflection.® This gem came from India and

from Carmania, those of the latter country being

preferred. Pliny describes it as difficult to en-

grave; the difficulty arising probably not from its

I'A name derived from Kanv6s smoke.

2 Tactus deprehendit, tepidior in vitreis. (Plin. 37. 44.)

3 Vekiti per aurum sincero raelle translucens.

* E fulvo candicans. « H. N. 37, 47.

^ Inclusam lucem pupillse mode quandam continet, ac trans-

fundit cum inclinatione, velut intus ambulantem ex alio atque alio

loco reddens, eademque contraria Soli regerens candicantes radios,

unde nomen invenit.
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hardness ; but from the numerous minute fissures

which traverse opal in all directions, and to which
it is supposed to owe the playful variation of its

colors.

The gem called astrios by Pliny,^ which occur-

red in India, and on the shores of Pallene, but

best in Carmania
; and which "nearly related to

crystal^ shines from a point within it like a star,

with the brightness of the full moon,"^ we mighty

but for the extreme rarity of that stone, conjecture

to have been asteriated sapphire. Some crystals

of quartz, which exhibit irised colors, and reflec-

tions of light from their interior, might answer to

Pliny's description tolerably well ; but far the

most probable conjecture, as regards this stone at

least, is that of Werner ; who supposes the moon-

stone of Ceylon, a variety of adularia, to be the

vaXosiSri^ of Theophrastus, the asteria, the astrios,

and the androdamas of Pliny.'^ Dionysius Perie-

getes, when speaking of Pallene, one of Pliny's

localities for this gem, says, " there is produced

the beautiful stone asterius shining like a star."^

The astroites^ does not seem to be determined,

though Cardan speaks of it as of something

1 H. N. 37, 48.

3 Intus a centro seu stella lucet fulg-ore lunse plense.

3 Of which Theophrastus says nothing more than that it both

reflects and transmits light. (De Lapid. c. 54.)

4 Jam. Mm. 1. 362. 5 y. 327.

6 Plin. 37, 49. Saumaise would read this name, astriotes. (Exer.

Plin. p. 533, b. E.)
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known.^ We might, perhaps, be justified in sup-

posing it to have been an organic fossil ; the aste-

ria, or Stella marina ; or, since that is a very rare

fossil,^ perhaps a madreporite.

Of the astrobolos, Pliny merely says,^ that it

resembled the eyes of a fish, and had in the sun-

shine a white lustre. These characters would

agree well with apophyllite, called fischaugenstein,

by Werner ; ichthyophthalme and ichthyophthal-

mite by other mineralogists, from the resemblance

of its peculiar pearly lustre to that of the eyes of

fish. But astrobolos is more likely to have been

that variety of adularia, called fish's eye.

The ceraunia, which Phny now"* considers sepa-

rately, appears to be the same mineral he has just

before mentioned as a variety of what he calls

astrios. The description he gives of it would, as

far as it goes, be a very good one of a transpa-

rent crystal of adularia exhibiting, as such a crys-

tal sometimes does, a blueish white reflexion, from

a moveable spot in its interior. This serves to

€onfirm Werner's conjecture that astrios was the

variety of adularia which is called moon-stone.

Those other two kinds of ceraunia; the one

black, the other reddish ; and in shape resem-

bling axes
',
seem to have been something wholly

different from the one just mentioned. They

» See Dalecamp, on Plin. 37, 49.

2 See Park. Org, Rem. v. 3. p. 1. 3 H. N. 37, 50.

4 H. N. 37, 51.

15
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were, perhaps, varieties of jasper, or of the axe-

stone.-^

That fourth kind, which was found only where

lightning had fallen, would seem to have been an

aerolite.^

Some varieties of the ceraunia, however, were

so called from a superstitious belief that they were

a protection, to those who carried them about their

persons, against the effects of lightning.^ And
even to the aerolite, which was called ceraunius,

as Marbodseus asserts,"^ because it was thought to

be found in those places only, which had been

struck by the thunderbolt (xspauvo^:), this same vir-

tue is ascribed.^

The iris^ seems to have been a very limpid,

prismatic crystal of quartz, which received its ap-

pellation from its casting upon the walls of the

chamber the colors of the rainbow when exposed

1 See Cleav. Min. pp. 269, 340.

2 Ventorum rabie cum turbidus cestuat aer,

Cum tonat horrendum, cum fulgurat igneus aether,

Nubibus elisus, ccelo cadit ille lapillus,

Cujus apud Grsecos extat de fulmine nomcn.

Marb. Cahm. de Gemmis, § 30.

3 Salm. Plin. Exer. p. 179, a. B.

4 Illis quippe locis, quos constat fulmine tactos,

Iste lapis tantum rcperiri posse putatur.

Ibid.

* Qui caste gerit hunc a fulmine non ferietnr;

Nee domus aut villse, quibus affuerit lapis ille.

Ibid,

«Plin. 37, 52.
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to the sun's rays. Brongniart supposed the iri-

descent varieties of rock crystal to be the iris ;
but

PUny speaks of the colors, not as seen in the gem
itself, but as reflected from the walls of the

chamber.

The zeros,^ which resembled in appearance the

iris, but did not in like manner exhibit the pris-

matic colors, may have owed that difference merely

to the imperfection noticed by Pliny ; a speclded

vein that ran across the crystal.

We come now^ to Pliny's alphabetical, and other

concluding lists of minerals ; as to the greater part

of which we should in vain seek to determine

what they were. In very many cases the Greek

name, with Pliny's Latin interpretation of it, is

the only trace left to guide our investigation ; and

we are as far from knowing what the minerals so

designated were, as Theophrastus, if recalled to

life, received in a modern cabinet, and presented

with its catalogue, would be from recognising ido-

crase and harmotome merely from their names

;

although he might perceive that these names indi-

cated certain characters or properties of the sub-

stances to which they are applied.

As to some of the minerals alphabetically ar-

ranged, there is no doubt that they were organic

fossils. Such was Hammonis cornu, "reckoned

among the most sacred gems of Egypt ; of a

* Plin. 37, 53. a piin. 37^ 54.
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golden color, and in shape resembling a ram's

horn."^ And such appear to have been balanites,

belus, and tecolithus f bucardia ; encardia, of

which three varieties are specified ; enorchis \

euneos, resembling the kernel of an olive, striated

like a shell, and not very white ; idaei dactyli, of

an iron color, and resembling the human thumb

;

meconites ; nympharena, like the teeth of the hip-

popotamus
; ostracias, or ostracites,^ so called from

its resemblance to oysters (ostrea)
;

phoenicitis

;

phycitis ; and syringitis.

The fossil ivory that Theophrastus speaks of,^

and the bony stones, and bones produced in the

earth, which Pliny^ cites him as mentioning, were,

no doubt, organic remains ; as also the palmati,

which, Pliny in the same passage says, were found

near Munda, and that as often as you broke the

rock.^ Other substances mentioned in these lists

1 Plin. 37, 60.

2 These three are one and the same mineral, the lapis ludaicus,

called tecolithus from its fancied lithontriptic virtues. Dioscorides

describes it (5, 155) as of a very regular shape, resemLling- an acorn

;

white, and with parallel lines traced upon its surface, as if in a

turning- lathe.

3 Dioscorides, too, speaks of a stone, ostracites, resembling- a shell

(Xi0os oarpaKiTTis, ojjioios ocrrpaKoi, 5, 165), which may be the same with

this supposed fossil. He elsewhere (5, 84), however, calls a variety

of furnace calamine, oaTpaKing, and since Pliny in this alphabetical

list, speaks of a cadmitis, between which and ostracitis he makes

but a slight distinction, it is possible they may be all of them one and

the same thing, called by different names.

4 De Lapid. c. 65. 5 H. N. 36, 29.

6 For the views of ancient authors respecting organic fogsils, see

Park. Org. Rem. 1, 15.
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of Pliny are not to be classed with minerals ; as,

for example, bronte, cinaedia, corallis,^ chloritis,

dracontites, gorgonia, hyaenia, sauritis. Some
minerals mentioned in these lists had been pre-

viously spoken of at greater length
; as alabastri-

tes, asbestos, capnitis, ealiais, coralloachates, obsi-

dianus, chrysolithus, chrysoprasus, chalcitis, and

haematites. Other names, again, are synonymous

with those of minerals before examined ; and not

a few of those gems we may suspect to be, like

the strange virtues and properties ascribed to them,

wholly imaginary.

Here and there in the lists we recognise a mine-

ral which still retains its ancient name, and is suf-

ficiently well described to leave no doubt concern-

ing it ; as the heliotropium, a gem which occur-

red in ^Ethiopia, Africa, and Cyprus, of a leek-

green color, with blood-red veins."^ Its name,

according to Pliny, is derived from the manner in

1 Corallis, described as resembling vermilion, and broug-lit from

India and Sycnc, was probably red coral, as was also g-orgonia, so

called, Pliny says (37, 59) because changed to the hardness of stone.

For the ancients supposed coral to grow as a vegetable underneath

the waves, and to harden into stone when removed from its native

element. Wherefore Ovid says,

quo primum contigit auras

Tempore durescit, mollis fuit herba sub undis.

In the Orphic poem (v. 511, seqq.) this transformation is described

at length.—Sec also Pliny, 32, 11—The Carmen de Gemmis of

Marbodaius begins its account of coral thus (§ 22)

:

Coralius lapis est, dum vivit in ajquore, vimen.

^ PUn. 37, 60.

15*
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which it reflected the solar rays when immersed
in water ; and from its being used as a mirror, in

which to observe a solar eclipse.

But let us proceed to notice now, in Pliny's

order, such other minerals in these lists as can

be determined ; or respecting which any probable

conjecture may be formed.

The achates (agate), which stands first in or-

der,i is spoken of by Theophrastus as a beautiful

and rare stone, from the river Achates in Sicily,

which sold at a high price f but Pliny tells us

that in his time it was, though once highly valued,

no longer in esteem
; it being then found in many

places, of large size, and very diversified appear-

ance. He specifies eight varieties, which had ap-

propriate names, derived from their respective

colors, or from some other distinctive character.

That in which jasper was associated with agate,

the jasper-agate of modern mineralogists,^ was call-

ed iaspachates. Cerachates was of a wax color
;

a variety little valued because of its abundance.

Sardachates was composed in part of the sard or

carnelian. Hsemachates, sprinkled with spots of

jasper, or blood-red chalcedony, was the variety

now called dotted agate. Leucachates was, as its

name imports, of a whitish color. Dendrachates

was our dendritic agate
; a variety beautifully de-

scribed in the Orphic poem under the name of

I Plin. 37, 54. a De Lapid. c. 58.

s Cleav. Min. p. 267.
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dx^i'Tvig SsvS^rjsis.^ Coralloachates was so called from

some resemblance that it bore to coral. Marbo-

dagus speaks of it as a gem containing saffron-

colored veins f and Pliny describes it as sprinkled

like the sapphire, with spots of gold. May they

not, in this case, have confounded with agate yel-

low fluor spar, containing, as it sometimes does,

disseminated particles of iron pyrites. For, that

other minerals besides agate are comprehended in

this list is very certain, since the next mentioned

variety, autachates,^ is described as diffusing, when

burnt, a fragrance resembling that of myrrh. It

is not worth our while to consider with Pliny the

medicinal virtues of this stone ; but it deserves to

be noted that he says physicians made small mor-

tars of it.

Androdamas is described'* as possessing a silvery

lustre, and a cubical form like that of dice. The
same name has been previously given to a

variety of what Pliny calls haematite, which we
found reason to regard as magnetic iron ore.^

That androdamas was described as of a black

color, while this is said to have a silvery lustre

(argenti nitorem,) which seems to forbid our regard-

ing them as the same mineral. We may, never-

theless, suspect some relationship between the two,

since the one now under consideration, is said by

1 Orph. Lith. v. 230. 2 Marb. de Gemmi8,§. 2.

3 Or as Saumaise would read, stactachates.

•* Plin. 37. 54. « See before p. 131.
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Pliny to resemble adamas ; that is, probably, the

magnetic oxide of iron so called.^ All circum-

stances being considered, we might venture to pro-

nounce this androdamas, magnetic pyrites ; which,

like the common sulphuret of iron, is sometimes

found in cubes.^ The lustre, indeed, is here said

to be that of silver ; but this false character, sup-

posing it magnetic pyrites, may easily have been

transferred to it from the arsenical pyrites with

which it is sometimes found associated. And this

latter is, perhaps, the mineral designated by the

name which follows next in Pliny, argyrodamas ;

as to which it seems to have been undecided

whether it was identical with, or different from

androdamas. There appears to be as little about

this mineral as about the vakosi&og of Theophras-

tus to justify our regarding it as moon-stone.^

Antipathes was a name common to several

plants and minerals thought to- possess the virtue

ascribed by the Magi to the substance here so

called by Pliny,^ and which is supposed to be black

coral.

Arahica has been already mentioned as Arabus

lapisj^ while here it is Arabica gemma.^ It is

spoken of by Dioscorides also,''' and by Galen, and

was probably a fine white marble.

» See before p. 144. 2 Cleav. Min. p. 591.

3 See before p. 172. * H. N. 37, 54.

6 Pliu. 36, 41. 6 Plin. 37, 54.

1 Lib. 5. c. 149.
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Aromatites, said by some of Pliny's commenta-

tors to have been amber, seems to have resembled

in its properties the fossil copal discovered at High-

gate Hill, near London.

Augites was thought by many, Pliny says, to be

different from Callais. The inference to be drawn

from this remark is, that generally it was regarded

as the same with that mineral ; which was proba-

bly turquoise.^

Amphitane^ otherwise called chrysocolla, oc-

curred in the form of a cube, and was said to

possess magnetic properties ; whence we might

suppose it to have been magnetic pyrites in a cubic

form. It may have been called chrysocolla from

its supposed property of attracting gold as well as

iron ;2 for it seems to have been a wholly different

thing from the chrysocolla of Theophrastus and

Pliny spoken of before.^

Aphrodisiace is supposed by Dalecamp to have

been some variety of agate ;
but Pliny mentions a

variety of amethyst called Veneris gemma / and

the only description of the gem now in question,

" ex candido rufa est," as well as its name, aphro-

disiace, agrees with the belief that, like the gem of

Venus, it was amethyst.

Mgyptilla seems to have been a name common
to several varieties of agate. It was perhaps

1 See before p. 161.

2 Affirmaturque natura ejus, quje magnetis : nisi quod trahere

quoque aurum traditur. (Plin. 37, 54.)

3 Page 62. 4 H. N. 37, 40.
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the ancient denomination of what is still called

Egyptian pebble
; a striped jasper ; the quartz

agathe onyx of Haiiy.

Baptes^ is thought, from its description and its

name, to have been amber, dyed or stained of some
other than its natural color.^

Beli oculus appears to have been the mineral

now called cat's eye.

Bostrychites may have been amianthus.

Bucardia is thought by Dalecamp and Har-

douin to have been turquoise.

Catochitis^ the same commentators think was

either amber, or some variety of bitumen.

Cepitis was, perhaps, an agate.

Chalcophonosj of a black color, and which

when struck rang with the sound of brass, was

perhaps clink-stone.

Choaspitis is, by Dalecamp, upon apparently

slight grounds, supposed to have been chrysoberyl.

Chrysopis is by the same critic thought to have

been hyacinth ; and Eupetalos,^ a variety of opal.

Lepidotis,^ which resembled the scales of fish,

we might venture to call lepidolite.

Morochites,^ described as leek colored, but its

streak white—for so the words " lacte sudat" seem

by commentators generally to be understood

—

was otherwise called moroxus ; and hence has

1 Plin. 37, 55. 2 See before p. 106.

3 Plin. 37, 56. 4 Plin. 37, 58.

fi Plin. 37, 62.
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Karsten derived his name for asparagus stone,

which he calls moroxite. This morochites or mo-

roxus we have already, when speaking of saline

substances, found occasion to consider.^

Samothracia^ which was black, light, and re-

sembling wood, may have been lignite, and

Selenites^ bating the fabulous part of its de-

scription, we may regard as the same mineral still

called selenite.

Pliny concludes his treatise upon gems with

some general remarks ; and directions for distin-

guishing the true from false. The difficulty of

doing which, he says, was great ; because the false

stones were sometimes made from true ones of a

different kind. The sardonyx, for example, by
cementing three gems of as many different colors,

black, white, and red.^ We find Theophrastus,

speaking of counterfeit emeralds ; and Pliny, of

beryl, opal, ruby, amethyst, and other stones, so

well imitated that it was not easy to distinguish

true from false.

The skill of the ancients in their manufacture

» See before p. 101. a piin. 37, 67.

3 Plin. 37, 75. A similar fraud is sometimes pracHeed now I y
cutting' in like manner colored glass and rock-crystal

; giving- t-j

each one plain surface, and joining them by that with a colorless

cement ; then setting them in such manner that the colored glass

and the joint by which it is united to the limpid crystal shall be

enclosed within the metal. By means of these doublets as they are

called, may stones of any color be so well counterfeited, that the

fraud can scarcely be detected. (See Min. des Gens du Monde,

p. 135.)
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of glass was such, that they not only made it of a

crystalline purity ;i shaped it by blowing
;
ground

it in the lathe ; and carved it like silver f but the

collection which Mr. Dodwell first formed and
brought into notice at Rome, proves that they

could successfully, and did commonly imitate, by

means of it, almost every known marble, and every

sort of precious stone.^ Beckmann speaks^ of two

ancient gems in the Museum Victorium at Rome

:

a chrysolite and an emerald ; factitious both ofthem

;

but perfectly well executed
;
perfectly transparent,

and colored throughout, and free externally and
internally from the smallest blemish.

We had before occasion to remark, that even at

the early period of their Exodos, the children of

Israel had amongst them engravers of precious

stones.^ They, of course, derived their art from

Egypt ; in which country, and in India, we^ at a

later period, find that such stones were, not only

engraved, but imitated with consummate skill.

Prom one or other of those countries Greece learnt

both these arts ; and they were practised in Pliny's

time by his own countrymen also ; though, pro-

bably, with less skill than by the Greeks. Here

1 Plin. 36, 67. 2 Beck. Hist, of Inv. 3. 208.

3 Gell's Pompeii. Winckelmanii asserts, that the ancients had

carried the art of working g-lass to a perfection which we are yet

far from having- equalled, and he appeals to works that still remain

for the proof of his assertion. (See Storia delle Arti del Disegno,

Vol. I., pp. 26, 28, 29.)

^ Hist, of Inv. 1. 199. « Before p. 19.
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again, therefore, do we find occasion to observe

the difference between the scientific knowledge of

these ancients, and their ingenious art. They
were fully persuaded that rock-crystal was per-

manent ice, and called it accordingly xputfraXXo? ;*

but knowing thus little of its nature, they could,

nevertheless, not only form beautiful vases, drink-

ing cups and other vessels of it ; many of which
still remain to testify their skill ; but impart to it

various colors f and produce from it such close

imitations of the emerald and other gems, that

Pliny says, there was no more gainful fraud prac-

ticed
; and he declines to point out the authors

from whom it might be learned, but prefers rather

to suggest some criteria for distinguishing the

false gems from the true.^

One distinctive character, he remarks, is the

superior weight of the true gem. Others are the

uniformity of its structure, its freedom from vesicles

within, and from roughness on the surface ; its

lustre, and its hardness. He observes, that frag-

ments of obsidian will not scratch true gems ; but

that with the diamond (adamante) all of them

may be engraved.'*

Of the multitude of stones we have seen classed

as gems, but a small portion was made use of by

1 See before p. 139.

2 Seneca, (Ep. 19.) ascribes to Democritus the discovery "quemad-

modum decoctus calculus in smaragdum converteretur :" which

Beckmann thinks was by coloring- rock crystal. (Hist, of Inv. 1. 198.)

3 Plin. 37, 75. * PUn. 37, 76.

15
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the engraver. These were principally carnelians,

and such others of the siliceous kind as possessed

the properties required for the nicest execution,

without being too valuable in themselves to allow

of having their weight and lustre impaired by

the engraver's tool.^

To conclude now, it may be conceded by an

admirer of the ancients, that as naturalists they

are not presented to us in a very favorable light

;

that their acquaintance with natural science was
empirical ; that of an artisan rather than of the

philosopher. But they could not have practised

with success so many ingenious arts, unless they

had known the properties of a vast number of

bodies ;
and their ignorance in other points, where

knowledge is thought indispensable to modern

artists, only renders it the greater wonder that

they were able to accomplish what they did.

Pliny breaks into exclamations at the prodigious

works achieved by man, in his search for the

precious metals, in the bowels of the earth ; com-

paring them to the labors of the giants.^ And well

he may, since he has to speak of penetrating

mountains, with the means which then could be

employed, to a distance of near eight thousand

feet; through flint, (silicem,) and a substance which

1 On the art of polishing" and engraving* precious stones, one of

the curious and ing-enious of all antiquity, see a learned chapter in

Goguet's Oriofine des Loix, &c. Tom. 2. p. 111. See also Winckel-

mann Stor. delle Arti del Diseg-no, Vol. I., p. 25.~VoL II., p. 20.

* PUn. 33. 21.
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he describes as harder still than that to pierce.

How slowly, if deprived of the aid of gunpowder,

would our miners conduct such operations. But

in this instance, as in many others, art and inge-

nuity supplied the place of tools. And one of the

greatest philosophers of our own age^ has acknow-

ledged, that the ancients were in all pursuits

which require only the native powers of the intel-

lect, or the refinements of taste, pre-eminent ; that

their literature and their works of art offer models

which have never been excelled ; that they pos-

sessed, as if instinctively, the perception of every

thing beautiful, grand, and decorous ; and that as

natural philosophers they failed, not, from want

of genius or application, but merely because they

followed a mistaken path.

1 Sir H. Davy, Philos. of Chem. p. 4. Introd.
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